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UNCOMMON.

From our first
days in 1787 August Orientation, to
our last as we don caps and gowns, we have
all made an impact on campus, and each of our
unique personalities have COITie together
to shape the campus in an exceptional way. Each
of our own Madison Experiences come
together to share in JMU's unparalleled traditions
of tossing streamers for each touchdown,
chanting the fight song while decked out in
purple and gold, spreading simple acts of
kindness like holding the door for one another,
bonding over our mutual love for the Duke Dog,
and so much more. JMU is helping to shape us
into
, uncommon individuals,
and together we are all shaping JMU into a

wonderfully uncommon institution.
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JMU IN ONE WORD
STUDENTS DESCRIBE WHAT MAKES JMU UNCOMMON

Mark Trella

Kristina Shuey

First-Year - Finance Major

Junior - English and Communication
Studies Major

“The people are diverse, and makes it a very

“I would describeJMU as experimental,

inclusive community. It seems really big just

because they are willing to go above and

by the numbers, but it is a smaller community

beyond, which other schools do not do. Other

when you join clubs and attend events.”

schools have a lot of pressure, but with JMU,
the faculty gives you the tools you need to
succeed and you can decide on your own.”

16 |FEATURES

WORDS: Jacqueline Garcia
PHOTO: Sydney Kane
DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

Colin Turner

Meshayla Lumpkin

Sophomore - Public Policy and
Administration Major

Sophomore - Psychology Major

“JMU allows students to explore what

“There are so many things you can do here at

they want to go into, whether that may be

JMU, so I became very busy, because I wanted

academics, clubs, or sports. This campus

to be so involved, such as being a Centennial

is more welcoming, and the people here

Scholar Recipient, member of Students for

genuinely care about how you are doing and

Minority Outreach, and a career educator

where you are going to go in the future.”

through Career and Academic Planning. ”

JMU IN ONE WORD | 17

Below: Students work on building a card tower during a meeting. The
members of BUILD often worked together on team building exercises.
Right: Members of BUILD pose for a group photo. BUILD was dedicated
to helping first-years with their leadership skills.

BUILDING
BLOCKS
FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS BUILD NEW LEADERSHIP SKILLS

; ism
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The class was broken down into small
program, BUILD, saw its initial launch

groups, which were chosen randomly. In

in Spring 2017. As a program for any

these groups, the students built relationships,

students beginning at JMU, whether a first-

not just with other first-years or transfers,

year or a transfer student, BUILD focused

but with the upperclassmen leaders who

on growing self-awareness, promoting

facilitated their conversations as well.

effective communication, and establishing
inclusive behaviors.
BUILD, which stands for “Building
a Unified Inclusive Leadership Directive,”

Students were also more willing to
share when in small groups. Sharing in
their small groups was a gateway to sharing
in the larger group.

was established through a grant at JMU. It

“The idea is, once you get people

was a 12-week class that met on Mondays

sharing, you can start sharing in larger

during Spring semesters. There was a short

groups to have as many take-aways as

application process to admit students.

possible,” said Robb. “Other people might

Luke Robb, a junior majoring in

be able to relate to how others share.”

public policy and administration and

Within these small groups, students

communication studies, and a Program

worked with different personality styles

Adviser in the Office of Residence Life,

and inclusive language. Through their

was a small group leader in the program.

personalized smaller groups, students

Robb has been a part of the program since

learned effective leadership skills,

the beginning, and helped to develop the

and developed their ability to better

curriculum for the class.

communicate with peers and other leaders.

“It was quite an exciting time,” Robb
said about starting up a new program atJMU.
“It’s the first time something is being done at

WORDS: Sara Banton

JMU. Developing those two skills into effective

PHOTO: Courtesy of Luke Robb

leadership, and being a part of something

DESIGN: Vivian Dang

that’s never been done before, is a unique
experience that will forever be memorable.”
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MADITHON
A DANCE MARATHON RAISING MONEY FOR CHILD CANCER PATIENTS

In February 2017, the Phi Mu sorority hosted their

with the parents. It’s really cool to build those relationships

annual philanthropy event, MadiTHON. MadiTHON was a 12

and see how much of an impact we have with those kids and

hour dance marathon to raise money for Phi Mu’s philanthropy,

those families.”

the Children’s Miracle Network Hospital at the University of

The fraternities Alpha Sigma Phi and Tau Kappa Epsilon

Virginia. The proceeds were used to provide care and support

both had strong showings at MadiTHON, and after having a

to child cancer patients in local and surrounding communities.

great experience, they decided to become more involved. For

JMU students and members of the Harrisonburg community all

MadiTHON 2018, they chose to partner with Phi Mu.

worked together to help the cause. Funds were raised through

“Last year was the first time Alpha Sig made a big push

the website DonorDrive, as well as collections, proceeds nights,

to be involved with Madithon. You could see the passion in

and a $ 10 registration fee. MadiTHON was started in 2014 by

their eyes, and how happy they were to be a part of it. We were

a Phi Mu alumna passionate about the philanthropy, and has

ecstatic when we were chosen last spring. It’s something we’re

been successful each year.

really proud of,” said Drew Hutson, a sophomore history major,

“It’sjust grown with the reach and the amount of people

who was the 2018 philanthropy chair for Alpha Sigma Phi.

who attend the event and how much money we raise,” said

Phi Mu hoped to improve MadiTHON even more for

Melissa Smith-George, a senior Health Sciences major, who

2018. The executive board was increased to 37 members,

was on the executive board for MadiTHON 2017, and was

and Phi Mu planned to have fundraising events before the

the 2018 director.

official event to spark interest and raise more money. As more

Following tradition, MadiTHON was held at UREC.
There were 714 registered participants at MadiTHON, and

organizations got involved in MadiTHON, Phi Mu hoped to
make it bigger and bigger.

$112,264.30 was raised. The members of Phi Mu were proud
of what they accomplished.
“One of my favorite parts is when the parents go on stage

WORDS: Kathryn Downing

and share their stories,” said Emily Setelin, a junior art major,

PHOTO: Courtesy of Sarah Beidleman

who was the social media chair for MadiTHON 2017, and was

DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

the 2018 philanthropy chair of Phi Mu. “We’re all really close

20|FEATURES
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Above: Duke Dog poses with .1 Miracle Child from the UVA
Children's Miracle Network I lospital during MadiTHON.
MadiTt ION was an annual 12 hour dance marathon held by
the sorority, Phi Mu.
left: Members of Phi Mu, along with Miracle Children
from the UVA Hospital, pose for a linal photo for the night
showcasing the final amount raised from the dance marathon
MadiTHON raised $104,249 in 2017.
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ADIPALOOZA
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caused Madipalooza to
move inside in 2016, the concert was back
outside in 2017, where about 5,000 attendees
were able to enjoy the spring weather
and listen to live music. The planning for
Madipalooza 2017 took around seven months
to ensure that the event went off without
a hitch. One of the most time-consuming
elements of planning Madipalooza involved
choosing which acts would perform.
“While picking artists, we look at
up-and-coming acts. Some aspects we focus
on specifically for this festival are whether they
have a good sound for an outdoor festival vibe,
and their stage presence. If we find an artist
who sounds great, but isn't engaging on stage,
we move onto the next one,” said Yara Azar,
a senior communication studies major and
Center Stage Director for University Program
Board. A key aspect of Madipalooza was its
emphasis on booking local bands to perform
each year.
“We pick one artist for the small/
local stage through the battle of the bands,
Rumble Down Under. Here, student
bands perform, and the winner opens at
Madipalooza. Other artists are voted on based
oil of how well they will fit a spring music
festival, how we think the JMU community
will respond to the act, and if we have already
brought someone from the same genre that
year,” said Alisha Engelbrecht, a senior
psychology major and UPB's Spotlight Sounds
Director. A local band that performed at
Madipalooza 2017 was Kick the Aquarium,
who played pop-rock music.
Madipalooza did not only focus on
music. There were a variety of other activities
offered, such as a zipline, a mechanical bull,
a photo booth, and various food-related
challenges. Madipalooza 2017 provided
entertainment for a variety of interests,
WORDS: Taylor Asgard

Opposite: Students throw their hands up during the
Madipalooza concert. Madipalooza recruited local bands in
years past.
Above: Two students dance during the concert. Many
students came to hang out at the event each year.

PHOTO: JMU Technology & Design,
Courtesy of Stephen Foster Meyer

DESIGN: Kendall Herlica
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RELAY FOR LIFE
RELAYING FOR A CURE
As a 9-year-old, the only thing that senior
geology major, Morgan Treon, thought about was

took white bags with a candle inside to remember

getting through her cancer treatments. She only

those who have lost their battle to cancer. Participants

knew a life of chemotherapy, and had never thought

could write a loved one’s name down to honor and

about life after cancer. As a JMU student, she found

remember them. Survivors were encouraged to walk

that giving back to the community affected by cancer

during the first lap around the track, the survivor lap,

through Relay for Life was one of the ways she could

and then everyone else followed. Walkers held their

find comfort.

luminarias for someone they Relayed for, whether

“I think about my friends who are no longer

cancer. Student a capella groups performed peaceful

Treon said. “I find hope in how a community can come

songs during that time to add to the night.

together for one night in the fight against cancer.”

Senior nursing major Abigail DeFeo was

Relay for Life was an event that raised

on the recruitment committee, and reached out to

money for the American Cancer Society. In 2017, it

different organizations to get students involved. “It

was carnival-themed, with various activities catered

is a time to come together and build a community to

to the theme. It took place on Hillside Field from 6

celebrate those who are fighting their batdes,” DeFeo

p.m. to 6 a.m., because “cancer never sleeps, and

said. “It is a very moving, precious moment during

for one night, we won’t either.” JMU raised 300,000

the Luminaria ceremony where people are very

dollars with over 4,000 participants, making it the

vulnerable and emphasizes why we are all there.”

Fundraising chair and associate director
of growth for Relay for Life, Jennifer Markfeld,
a junior communication sciences and disorders
major, planned different fundraising challenges on
campus and online to get people in the Harrisonburg
community excited about Relay for Life.
“Relay means hope and community because
it is a place to find support and to grieve,” Markfeld
said. “It is powerful that we can honor those who have
won their battle and those who have lost their battle.”

FEATURES

it is for a relative, friend, or anyone that has battled

able to Relay with me, but will always be there in spirit,”

third largest collegiate Relay in the nation.

24

The Luminaria ceremony was when people

The goal for the 2017 Relay for Life was
to continue to grow, and engage more people on
campus to participate.
WORDS: Jacq ueline Garcia
PHOTO: Courtesy of Relay for Life
DESIGN: Alexand ra Orndahl

Opposite: Students pose for a photo with a giant purple
ribbon. Many students attended Relay for Life.
Above: Guests, students, and Duke Dog walk with a Relay
for Life banner. Members from each team took turns
walking laps throughout the night.
Left: Bags light up the sides of the track in memory
of those who have lost their batde to cancer. Creating
luminaria bags was a tradition at Relay for Life.
Above Right: An aerial view of the event displays the
amount of people who attended. Relay for Life was an
event held at many schools around the country.
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CASH CASH
EDM GROUP PERFORMS AT WILSON HALL

WORDS: Katherine Rcpholz
PHOTO: JMU Technology & Design, Stephen Meyer
DESIGN: Madison Ebbert
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Neon colors light up the crowd as Cash Cash
blasts their music. Wilson Hall was packed
full of students to witness Cash Cash and Kap
Slap play.

CASH CASH I 27

For the annual University

Senior communications studies

The concert even converted a few

major and UPB Public Relations Director

attendees. Miller said, “It was an amazing

was in the air. The UPB Center Stage

Kathryn Miller was happy to bring a

experience, and I’m not usually into EDM.

Committee sent out surveys to all students

new genre to the students, “UPB tries to

It was a turning point for me being able

and with an overwhelming enthusiasm, the

diversify events... Cash Cash was such a

to see why everyone is in on the hype.”

students of James Madison elected to have

different atmosphere. It was so much fun.”

The different genre was well-received by

Program Board Spring Concert, change

an electronic music group perform. On

They worked on the event for months,

students, making for a highly memorable

April 13, 2017, UPB delivered. Cash Cash

planning theatrics and production effects

spring concert.

and opener Kap Slap played for the annual

to ensure the best experience for students

Spring Concert. For the first time, an EDM

attending.

group and a DJ, respectively, lit up the
Wilson Hall stage.
Kap Slap set the stage by jumping
onto a table and zealously eating a banana,
his signature move. Cash Cash followed in

The night was filled with bright
lights and lively music. Cash Cash proved
to be an interactive group prompting the
students to jump and fist pump to the beat.
Sophomore Jake Graham,

energy, and was accompanied with exciting

majoring in intelligence analysis and

effects including lasers, disco balls, and an

philosophy, said, “I loved the event... Cash

LED light wall.

Cash was really good about playing songs

Sophomore Taylor Sarlo,

I knew, as well as changing some things

majoring in media arts and design and

up and playing remixes of other hugely

studio art, said, “The LED wall had really

popular songs.”

cool graphics that went with the songs and
projected lyrics so that you could sing along

It was no average Thursday
night for students at the Cash Cash Spring

if you didn’t know the words... It was like

Concert. The Center Stage Committee’s

you were at a light show.”

work and planning was evident, as the
show attracted many EDM enthusiasts.

28|FEATURES

Top: Two light beams shine out over
the heads of the performers. Cash
Cash used an extensive program of
lights during the show.
Below: The DJ’s face is lit pink as he
performs for the crowd of students.
Mashups and throwbacks received
cheers from the crowd.

CASH CASH | 29
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like

Even the counselors received

Counselors and campers circled around,

“Noodles,” to a controlled food fight, to

camp nicknames. McConnell’s camp

and shared their specific story about

a Project Runway fashion show, Camp

name was “Geri.” McConnell’s fellow

cancer. Due to the different age ranges

Kesem allowed children who had to grow

counselor, Sydney Cole, a senior

among the campers, there were many

up fast to be children again.

psychology major, went by “Curry.”

Camp Kesem was a week-

Operations, a component of

different levels of understanding and
willingness to share.

long summer camp for children aged 6

the JMU Camp Kesem team, planned a

through 16, who have had a parent battle

full color-coded schedule for the week. It

felt that they could talk about their

cancer. The children connected with

included eating meals together, rotations

situation,” said Cole. “And that’s hard.

others in similar situations by having fun

of arts and crafts, sports, and other

That’s very hard.”

through various activities that got their

recreation activities.

mind off situations at home.
James Madison University first

One activity that the campers

“Every single kid in that space

“These kids come from situations
that are so scary and confusing, that they

partook in was creating mailboxes at the

never have time to have fun and let go,”

hosted Camp Kesem in August 2017

beginning of the week. All week long,

said McConnell. “Fun is not always the

after being chosen from around 12

other campers and counselors wrote each

first priority.”

possible schools. The 2017 summer camp

other notes. At the end of the week, the

consisted of 13 campers from across

campers were given the mailboxes to take

Virginia, and took place at Camp Holiday home with them, full of the caring and
Trails outside of Charlottesville.

Camp Kesem granted children a
chance to escape the harsh situations that
cancer caused in their lives. One week at

loving notes written by their new friends.

this camp changed not just the campers’

Every year is a different theme at Camp

perspective on their situation, but also left

nicknames allowed for an escape from the

Kesem; the summer 2017 theme was

a lasting impact on the counselors.

stressful situations these children endure

Camp Kesem TV Each day, the activities

at home. The children received camp

were based on a different TV show. One

WORDS: Sara Banton

names at check-in.

day was America’s Got Talent themed, so

PHOTO: Courtesy of Leah Miessler

the counselors hosted a talent show. For

DESIGN: Gabriela Baker

The concept behind the camp

“Your camp self is different
from who you are at home,” said Erin

Project Runway, the kids got to dress the

McConnell, a senior kinesiology major,

counselors up in crazy clothes.

and a counselor at Camp Kesem. “Your

“Empowerment” was an

camp self is your best self. The problems

optional event where everyone got

that are going on at home are the other

together and—for the only time that

self’s problems.”

week—talked about why they were there.

Opposite: Camper gets chocolate syrup poured on her head while participating in camp activites.
Campers and counselors often engaged in aedvites to bring light to their situations.
Above: Campers and Counselors pose for a group photo. 1 he camp was held from August 13-19,
2017.
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GIVE GIVES BACK

0
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Above: Members of C'.IYT. pose for a photo. I’he group took a trip to Tanzania in
summer 2017.
Ritrln Top: Students pose with locals in the area. Many students had bonded with the
locals during their Tanzania trip.
Rieln Middle: Palm trees slightly cover the \ iew of the oee.m. There were mam ocean
views throughout the eutiretv of the trip.
Right Bottom: Students and locals pose outside for a photo. Students had worked to
build classrooms while in Tanzania.

When asked about his time in Tanzania, the president of GIVE

volunteers at JMU, senior economics major John Miller, summed it up with
an old eastern African proverb “ubuntu”, which means “I am, because you
are”. It is the idea that community is the most important part of humanity
in this world, which includes you and me both.
GIVE was an international organization with a mission “to inspire
growth, empower global citizens, and ignite sustainable change worldwide,”
according to the organization website. GIVE had various student groups
across the country, and sent volunteers abroad to Tanzania, Laos, Thailand,
and Nicaragua. Volunteers went to communities, provided help by building
education centers to teach children the English language to increase literacy
rates, and constructed concrete roads to increase transportation to cities.
Miller stumbled upon GIVE at student organization night his
first year at JMU, and has been actively involved since. During the summer
of 2015, Miller traveled to Tanzania, where he helped open primary
classrooms, secondary classrooms, and women's classrooms.
Miller loved GIVE for many reasons, but especially because they
did not push Western norms onto the developing countries; they followed
cultural norms that already existed. Miller had been taking classes in Swahili
to get back to work internationally.
“I don’t know the background of them. You do not know their
hardships and their successes,” Miller said. “I have learned that you can’t
judge someone right off the bat. Everyone is given different opportunities, I
am who I am because of who we all are.”
Even on a local level in the Harrisonburg community, GIVE
volunteered by tutoring students through the Shenandoah migrant
education program, and working at both the sustainable farm downtown,
Vine & Fig, and at the Elkton food bank.
GIVE was different in the sense that it used asset-based community
development. There was a strong focus on building relationships.
Vice President Maeve Reiss, a senior media arts and design major, wanted
to travel the world, but did not realize how much she would enjoy working
with GIVE until she went on a trip to Thailand. Reiss and 10 others on
the trip helped build a water tank that was made out of repurposed plastic
water botdes filled with sand. They put concrete all around the water tank,
so that the community could have fresh water.
“I love how GIVE focuses on the communities’ needs,” Reiss said.
“We are more of a friend than a corporation trying to get good recognition
for helping out a developing nation.” GIVE made an impact in both
the Harrisonburg community and the global community, and gave back
everywhere they went.

WORDS: Jacqueline Garcia
PHOTO: Courtesy of John Matthewman
DESIGN: Gabriela Baker
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1787
AUGUST
ORIENTATION
FROGS, FIRST-YEARS, AND FUN
x hr air at James Madison University’s residence

halls. The class of 2021 was moving in to take on 1787 August Orientation, and
begin their journey through college.
1787 August Orientation is a five day event for first-years to make their
transition to JMU smoother. During orientation week, the first-years attended
different events with their First yeaR Orientation Guides (FROGs), and had an
opportunity to bond with the people living in their halls.
Lacey Caviness, a junior marketing major, was a FROG for the class of
202 l’s 1787 August Orientadon. Her decision to become a FROG was based on
the the amazing orientation experience she had.
“Coming to college was an interesting experience for me. I am very dose
to my friends at home, so coming to JMU was definitely a change,” said Caviness.
“My FROGs helped me get involved in the community, and find my place at JMU.
Because of that experience, I wanted to do the same for the freshman class.”
Many students enjoyed the idea of orientation week. Lilianna Reich, a
first-year hospitality major, gave her thoughts on her orientation week experience.
“I really liked orientation week” said Reich. “It gave us a chance to get close with
the people we live with.”
With students getting a chance to bond with fellow residents, they also
had a chance to participate in a variety of activities that helped them setde into the
JMU environment. Some of those activities included bonding with hallmates on a
deeper level, whether it was playing icebreaker games, or discussing serious topics.
Madison Draper, a first-year nursing major, shared one of her favorite
moments from the week.
“I really enjoyed my FROGs and my hall” said Draper. “It was so nice to
have them around, especially during the meetings on the serious topics. It really
gave us a chance to bond.”
1787 August Orientation week allowed for first-years to make new
friends, gain familiarity with the campus, and have upperclassmen figures to turn
to for help. The transition to college became easier for many as a result of 1787
August Orientation.
WORDS: Talia Davis
PHOTO: University Marketing
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl
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Students toss streamers into the sky during a football game.
Throwing streamers up during a touchdown has been a JMU
tradition for many years.

At every football game,

health sciences major, explains. “It

throwing streamers in the crowd of

gives me a huge rush and might just

excited fans was a ritual at JMU. As

be one of my favorite activities during

soon as the football players made

the game.”

a touchdown, a unified cheer of

It was apparent that

accomplishment stretched across

streamers held a special place in

the stadium. The chants of “JM

student's hearts.

I love U” and “Go Dukes!” were

Although the origin of our

loud enough to be heard outside of

streamers may be a mystery to some,

campus on these hectic game days.

it was one of the many traditions that

Whether it was near zero degrees

defined JMU. It was not a surprise

or temperatures approached triple¬

that even at graduation, purple and

digits, students and families never

gold streamers were tossed into the

failed at showing support in every way

air more than students threw their

possible. Beyond the JMU apparel

well-earned caps. Just like any other

and gear worn by fans, streamers

college university, JMU has its own

flying in all directions completed the

traditions, and throwing streamers is

experience of attending a game.

one of many traditions.

“Streamers show the
excitement and intensity of the
crowd, a football game wouldn’t feel
right without them” says Whitney
Harris, a junior health services
administration major. Streamers
represented good luck, and throwing
them into the sky gave the football
players the motivation they needed to
perform well.
“I believe the streamers
symbolize support, and give an
opportunity for JMU to show their
pride,” Kennedy Bradley, a junior

WORDS: Celina Wickham
PHOTO: Jennifer Bleecker
DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

CLASS PRESIDENTS
THE STUDENT LEADERS OF JMU

-2018
Kama Kristian KC, senior international affairs major
Q: Why did you want to represent JMU?
A: I strive for the excellence of the community, because JMU is a home to many
individuals. I have learned more things about my lifestyle and habits in the past
three-and-a-half years by utilizing all that JMU offers, meeting the people that
choose to develop positive habits, and further developing my knowledge in that time
by being enrolled. I have found that I am passionate about leading groups of people
and being someone that others can turn to in times of need. That is why I want to
represent not just my class, but JMU.
Qj What’s your favorite part of being president?
A: My favorite part is just the idea of giving back to this class and university that’s
given me so much in my past four years. Working on class events is exciting,
especially since this our final year to make our mark. Through my various
experiences in SGA and other organizations, being president has provided me with
the opportunity to learn service, diligence, and selflessness as a leader.
Q: What’s your favorite thing you’ve done with SGA?
A: I would have to say Ring Committee during my sophomore and junior year. This
is where we as a team got together and designed the class ring, truly unbelievable.
Q; Who is your leadership icon and role model?
A: My dad, always.

Kristian KC

Q; What’s your favorite sports team?
A: I’d like to say Roger Federer, because I love tennis, and he’s pretty much a oneman team.

2019Julianna Boettger, junior media arts and design and
communication studies major
Qj Why did you want to represent JMU?
A: I have never been afraid to speak up or to speak out, and so I went out for this
leadership position knowing that I could use that lack of fear to my constituents’
advantage.
Q: What’s your favorite thing you’ve done with SGA?
A: Campaigning my freshman year is by far my favorite memory of SGA, and
just all around JMU. For that entire week of campaigning, I would sit in Dukes
and ask people if they were freshman, and if they said yes, I would ask if I could
sit down and eat lunch with them. Having the excuse to talk to literally anyone
was just awesome.
Q: What’s the hardest part of the job?
A: I would have to say that making people aware of all the resources SGA
encompasses is the hardest part... when someone complains about the bus system
or the dining halls, they don’t know that they can come to me, and I can direct
those concerns to the people in SGA who can make the necessary changes!
Q: What’s your favorite band?
A: Weezer! Like old-school classic Weezer, “Say it Ain’t So” and “Island in the
Sun,” not necessarily their new stuff.
Q; What’s your favorite TV' show?
A: I love "Scrubs." Prior to them taking it off Netflix I watched it maybe eight
times through. It’s just such a goofy show with a total '90s/early 2000’s vibe, I love
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Julianna Boettger

- 2020
Aaliyah McLean, sophomore media arts and design major
Qj Why did you want to be a class president at James Madison University?
A: I knew when I came to JMU that I wanted to be involved in Student
Government in some way. I’m a minority here, and I felt like a lot of the
minority voices aren’t heard sometimes... so I knew I wanted to be an
advocate for people that are a minority in some type of way. I wanted to
make a change somehow, and shine light on the voices that are unheard
and overlooked sometimes.
Qj What’s your favorite part of being president?
A: My favorite part is being able to collaborate with other people and
connect them to resources. I just want to help people find who they are at
JMU, and connect them to the university more.
Qj What’s the hardest part of the job?
A: The main thing is sometimes feeling like you’re not doing enough. It’s
really hard to cater to your class when you don’t know what your class
wants. So, I made a sophomore survey, so we can find ways that we can
make our class more inclusive and really cater to them.
Qj Who is your leadership role model?
A: I love Olivia Pope from “Scandal.” Sometimes, her life is a little messy,

Aaliyah McLean

but work-wise she’s a huge leader. She stands up for what’s right.
Qj What do you like to do in your free time?
A: I just love to be outside. I love going to the beach or to the river. I love
concerts, too. I go to so many concerts in the summer.

2021

-

Nicole Bosurgi, first-year undeclared major
Qj Why did you run for president?
A: There are so many things I am passionate about, and helping our
JMU community is one of them. We are all students here that want
to see our fellow classmates come together and support one another. I
wanted to be the voice of the class of 2021, listen to their concerns, and
help find a solution that will benefit everyone.
Qj What's your favorite part of being president?
A: My favorite part of being president is being involved in such a great
organization. Everyone is friendly, easygoing, and very dedicated to
their cause.
Q: What's your favorite thing you have done with SGA?
A: My favorite thing I have done with SGA was working Purple Out.
As a freshman, it was really cool to see so many students smiling and
having a good time with one another.
Q; What do you like to do in your free time?
A: I sing a lot in my free time. I also love to dance, listen to music, and
hang out with my friends.

Nicole Bosurgi

WORDS: Katherine Repholz
PHOTO: Alexander Scott
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl
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Some would say it was a long-standing college tradition, and others
would call it a hassle. At the beginning of your first year of college, everyone
has to go shopping for their rooms in a residence hall. The shopping trips
consisted of students and parents roaming the aisles for twin extra-long sheets,
shower caddies, and other essentials to survive living in the residence halls. The
goal was to turn the plain residence hall room into a luxurious getaway.
The Office of Residence Life ran a social media contest for
incoming first-years with the most decked out rooms. Alicia Lamb, Social
Media and Marketing Coordinator, started this contest because she believed
that the transition to college can be difficult, and having someone customize
their living space to their own personal tastes was important.
“A place they can feel comfortable and excited to spend their time,”
Lamb said. There were chances to win in four categories: best school spirit,
creativity/attention to detail, best color scheme, and best use of space.
“Students are going above and beyond just your average room decoration
with inspiration from Pinterest,” Lamb said.
Participants found the contest through Facebook or word of
mouth, took photos and applied. Winners received a 25-dollar gift card to
the JMU bookstore.
First-year biology major Alyssa Dye collaborated with her roommate
when deciding how they wanted their room in Hanson Hall to look.
Individually, they selected their own decorations, but stuck with a color scheme
of black, white and gold. Dye won the "creativity and attention to detail"
category.
Mia Forrest, a first-year political science major, and her roommate,
Elena Rogers, first-year marketing major, wanted their room to be
comfortable. By placing their beds on opposite sides of the room with the
desks in between, they won the category of best use of space. “To make the
room cozier, we added beanbag chairs, and lights,” Rogers said.
First-year media arts and design major Clara Peirce found out about
the contest after her Resident Adviser suggested it to her. “I was a social
media representative for a dorm company, so I made a few posts for them
over the summer, and they sent me things for my dorm room for free,” Peirce
said. “This sparked my interest in decorating my dorm room and painting
two pieces for my room.” Peirce won best color scheme with grey and silver, a
chic addition to the once basic rooms.

WORDS: Jacqueline Garcia
PHOTO: Dominique Dean and Courtesy of Lauryn Grosshans
DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda
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STUDENTS IN PARTICIPATE IN SOCIAL MEDIA CONTEST
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Above: The corner of a room has lights and photos hanging along the wall.
Roommates, first-years Mia Forrest and Elena Rogers, earned a victory for the Most
Decked Out Room in Ikenberry Hall.
Opposite: Details highlight first-year Lauryn Grosshan's room. Many first-years
decorated their rooms with lights and photos of friends and family.
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MADISONBIZ
FIRST-YEAR BUSINESS MAJORS LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROGRAM

42 |FEATURES

Opposite: Members of MadisonBiz sit and listen during
a meeting. Many first-years benefitted from the learning
community.
Below: Members watch a presentation. Participants took a class
as part of the learning community.

provided

The residential community

Not only did the students

first-year business majors with the

provided students a chance to explore

have a chance to interact with

opportunity to live in a residence hall

careers in the field, and get a better

faculty in the College of Business,

with like-minded peers.

understanding of the profession.

but they also had the chance to build

MadisonBiz, which saw its

“Students are able to get

relationships with other students.

second class during die 2017-2018

a jump-start on their leadership

academic year, was a residential learning

activities,” Collier said. “We do a

MadisonBiz helped me to establish a

community located in Chesapeake Hall.

one-credit College of Business course,

like-minded group of friends whom

The residential community housed 20

where the students learn about the

I’m still connected with today,” said

students who were interested in pursuing

different majors we offer, and the

Charles Canova, a sophomore finance

a business major.

opportunities to grow as leaders and in

major who was a part of MadisonBiz

the business community.”

during the 2016-2017 academic year.

The program was created
because the College of Business felt

The students in the

“Being a member of

Having the chance to learn

that many students wanted to get

community were immersed in a variety

more about the College of Business

involved with the field right when they

of activities that gave them insight to

while creating relationships with other

got toJMU.

what they could do in the field, and

students created an unforgettable

they even got the chance to learn more

experience for the students involved.

“We had a lot of prospective
students and families who asked
whether these types of opportunities

about who they are as a person.
“They were able to meet

WORDS: Talia Davis

were available, and we thought

an alum who worked for the Federal

PHOTO: Alexander Scott

we would add them at JMU,” said

Reserve Bank, and learned about the

DESIGN: Vivian Dang

Samantha Collier, Director of

careers in government and other areas

Experiential Learning for the College

of business,” said Collier. “Students

of Business. “This is an opportunity

also participate in a sendee learning

for students to get involved in activities

weekend, and they take a strength

in the college before their formal

finder assessment, which helps them

acceptance their junior year.”

identify their natural talents.”

MADISON BIZ
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MILK MONDAY
A CLUB FOR EVERYONE

At student organization night, students
were surrounded by a variety of clubs that James
Madison University had to offer. As they were
exploring the different clubs, they came across one

a smile on everyone’s face!”
Since the club was so new, the members
had to work out a few details.
“Way more people than expected joined

that may haved seemed unique to them. That club

the club,” said Mancuso. “We are still figuring out

was the Chocolate Milk Monday Club.

the workings of running the club.”

The Chocolate Milk Monday Club was a
no-pressure organization that had an all-inclusive

Not only does Chocolate Milk Monday
drink chocolate milk, they had a variety of events for

environment. Maryssa Mancuso, a senior majoring

their members to participate in. The club had events

in media arts and design and writing, rhetoric and

where the members could go eat dinner together, go

technical communication was the founder and

on hikes together, and even visit pumpkin patches.

president of the club. When creating the club,

“We basically hang out in different

Mancuso ensured that the club was welcoming to all. locations,” said Mancuso. “No matter what we do,
“Drinking chocolate milk is not even a
requirement to join the club,” said Mancuso. “We
welcome the lactose-intolerant, vegans, and non¬
chocolate milk lovers too!”
When people heard that there was a club

had to offer to their community.
WORDS: Talia Davis
PHOTO: Zoe Astroulakis

but that was Mancuso’s goal when choosing the

DESIGN: Abigail Mumma

“Honestly, I don’t drink chocolate milk, but
I liked the idea of chocolate milk,” said Mancuso. “I
think it’s a drink that brings people together and puts

FEATURES

Clubs like Chocolate Milk Monday, showed
that JMU was open to the creativity that students

devoted to chocolate milk, they may have laughed,
club’s theme.

44

chocolate milk is always provided!”

Opposite: Members of the Chocolate
Milk Monday Club pose for a photo. The
Chocolate Milk Monday Club got together
to bond over chocolate milk.
Left: Senior Matthew Callahan kisses a
bottle of Yoohoo. The club often bondsed
over their love of chocolate milk.
Below: Members share a bottle of Yoohoo.
The club met on Mondays.
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FOSTERING LIVELY DISCUSSIONS

46
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The awards, honors, and recognition were not what
fueled the JMU Debate Team. Instead, they were inspired
by the passion to speak out about real-world issues, and

Debate taught students important tools that they used
in their academic and professional endeavors.
Audrey Dimitrew, a first-year political science major

the desire to hear what their peers had to say on the topics.

said, “You can apply the skills you learn in debate to so many

Debaters practiced arguments, strategies, and researching, so

other aspects of academics and real life topics.” Although

they could compete at tournaments around the nation. In the

debate was competed in teams of two, the students worked

spring of 2017, the prestigious Madison Cup returned home

as a whole to improve their arguments. They assisted each

with the JMU Debate Team after 14 years on the road. The

other and cheered members on as a community. The team’s

team planned to keep up the momentum by crafting strong

collective support created an environment to cultivate debating

arguments with an emphasis on scholarly research.

skills, and thrive in the tournament setting.

Members debated in teams of two about a topic
picked for the entire year, the 2017-2018 year’s topic was
healthcare. The team researched the topic, and prepared to

Debate team provided a forum to talk about real world
events and topics, meet new people, and learn useful skills.
Team coach Lindsey Shook said, “Win or lose, people

argue the given prompt. Though the topic was decided in

are excited about what’s going on.” The debate team’s love

advance, it was not limiting, and the team often found ways to

of rhetoric and current issues propelled them to success, and

integrate other passions, like the comic book, “Black Panther,”

continued to motivate them for the season ahead.

into arguments. Competitions allowed debaters to showcase
their hard work, as well as meet new people.
Samantha Thies, a senior majoring in philosophy and
sociology said, “I like being able to meet a bunch of people

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

from different universities...and they’re you’re friends that

PHOTO: Alexander Scott

you talk to but they’re also people who you would never have

DESIGN: Gabriela Baker

met otherwise who you have to debate with, and I think that
that’s pretty cool.” The hours of research were put to use at
competitions. Thies said, “It’s a lot of work, but it’s rewarding.”

Opposite: Seniors Ryan Wardak and Abhis Sedhai practice debating over
their topic in front of the rest of the club. The debate team won the 17 th
annual Madison Cup this past April.
Above: Members sit around a table during one of their club meetings. Each
member researched facts about their topic before they presented their debates.
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ELLY DANCE CLUB
-A CLUB FOSTERING POSITIVITY AND EXERCISE

48|FEATURES

Club at JMU focused on a
non-judgmental environment, and welcomed all newcomers.
“My first day there, nobody was off to the side,

It was a low-impact activity that many of the
dancers cited as their workout.
“It’s not super intense,” said Chiocca. “When we

waiting for someone to start it up. There were people

are learning choreography, you have to keep practicing to

talking,” said Hannah Kaufman, a sophomore marketing

learn the dance, or you would forget everything.”

major. “There was one hour of practice and one hour of
talking to people and making connections.”
The club met every Wednesday in UREC. The

Music was essential to the dances; it allowed the
dancers to stay on beat, and set the mood for practice. The
music varied from Beyonce, to Ed Sheeran, to traditional

class was taught by a professional dancer, and focused on

Arabic music. Beyonce was primarily used during the

a fusion between Egyptian and folkloric dance. At each

warm-up. The dancers had choreography to Ed Sheeran’s

practice, the club focused on the basics of belly dancing,

“Shape of You” that they performed at Madison Union,

from different moves to choreography, and individual

and traditional Arabic music was for the traditional routines.

practices to better themselves.
“It’s really fun, and definitely brings you out of your
comfort zone in a good way,” said Cara Chiocca, a senior

Through dance, the Belly Dancers promoted
positivity, and supported a welcoming environment for all
dancers, whether new or returning.

geology major. “You definitely feel good about yourself.”
A positive environment was important to the dancers.
“Even if you mess up on the routines, nobody is
going to call you out,” said Kaufman. “We’re all here to

WORDS: Sara Banton
PHOTO: Heather Eckstine
DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman

learn and have fun.”
Smiles, laughs, and jokes floated among the
dancers throughout practice. When someone messed up, the
other dancers simply helped them out.

Above: Junior Nora Winsler leads the club during a practice. Winsler was an
executive member of the Belly Dance Club.
Left: Members of the Belly Dance Club practice in the studio. Members met
once a week to rehearse their routines.
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STUDENTS SHARE COMMON INTEREST IN VIDEO GAMES

with conversation. Some terms

Ellison cited the family atmosphere that has formed

were thrown about that were foreign to die average student, but to

from PlayMU, and how that was an important aspect of her

the members of PlayMU, it was a language they knew well.

JMU experience. Laurel Vaccaro, a sophomore studio art

PlayMU was an on-campus organization that strived

major, found mutual interests to be a highlight of membership

to bring video game lovers together. No matter what game

in PlayMU, and also enjoyed the updates provided at each

they loved the most, or their skill level, PlayMU existed as a

meeting.

welcoming community.
Wesley Rhodes, a senior computer science major and
the president of PlayMU, created the club as a way for gamers
to find a sense of community after his own experiences as a
transfer student.
“I felt it was very difficult for me as a transfer to get

“I don’t really keep up with a lot of video game
updates,” Vaccaro said. “It’s good to know what’s happening
and anyone saying ‘oh I have this game, come play with me’”.
The atmosphere at meetings embodied a sense of
camaraderie, and the jokes they make when watching video
game clips kept the laughs rolling.

involved when everyone had FROG week that I missed out on,”
said Rhodes.
Once the club came to fruition, however, Rhodes felt
that it existed as a nice way to easily find other students with
the common interest of playing video games. Their meetings
were especially important in maintaining the community and
connectedness of the club.
“We want to stress these in-person meetings, and
getting people face-to-face, because they feel comfortable in this
environment,” said Rhodes.
The passion for video games ran deep with the
members, including Melissa Ellison, a senior English major.
“Eve always loved playing video games,” said Ellison.
“I was playing Pokemon on the GameBoy even though I didn’t
understand what exacdy I was doing when I was four.”

50
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WORDS: Hayley Verdeyen
PHOTO: Dominique Dean
DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda

Opposite: A PlayStation 4 controller sits on a table waiting to be picked up. The
PS4 was a common console among gamers.
Above: A variety of screens showcase the many ways one can play a \ideo game.
Students had their own preferences on how they chose to play a game.
Below Left: A PS4 sits on a desk in front of a screen. The PS4 came out in 2013,
and according to Business Insider, has sold over 60 million consoles as of 2016.
Below Right: PS4 games fold out onto the floor. The PS4 offered many types of
games to play.

PLAYMU
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SOCIETY OF

WOMEN ENGINEERS
PROMPTING GENDER EQUALITY IN ENGINEERING

engineering is not as scary as it seems.
There was more to the field than the typical male-dominated aspect,
and die Society of Women Engineers wanted you to be aware.
The Society of Women Engineers, which was officially
chartered as a national organization in 2013, was a professional
development club that had been working with both men
and women to help them get their bearings in the world of
engineering. They worked to reduce the stereotypes of the major
to ensure that women have an opportunity to participate in it.
Club treasurer Seemran Patel, a senior majoring in engineering,
had been an active member of the club since her first year.
“Freshman are unsure of what they are getting into,
especially as a girl, because people think they are entering a male
major” said Patel. “If you want help in the engineering field, we
have membership meetings, resume workshops, powerpoints,
build personal skills, and bond with each other.”
In the society, members had a chance to have their
resumes reviewed in order to ensure it was businesses were
looking for in future employees. Additionally, the society hosted
high school outreach programs, and held dinners with large
businesses. In 2017-2018, the society was sponsored by Northam
Grumman, a global aerospace and defense tech company, and
Leidos, a defense company.
“This would’ve been helpful for when I was in middle
and high school,” said junior Emma Drummond, club president
and engineering major. “To see that there was a STEM club for
women at a collegiate level gives girls more insight if they wanted
to join the field.”
Figuring out what to do after college relating to
engineering could be overwhelming for many students. The
Society of Women Engineers provided students with resources to
have a glimpse at their future.

WORDS: Talia Davis
PHOTO: Zoe Astroulakis
DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman
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Above: Senior Peyton Pittman speaks in front of
a projector. Pittman explained the work on the
screen to her peers.
()ppositc Top: Junior Emma Drummond sits and
listens to her peers. Members often got together to
work.
()ppositc Bottom: Members stand in front of the
projector. Members often joined together to get
their tasks done.
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DANCE TEAM
DANCERS HAVE DEVOTION TO MOTION

Above: The Mozaic dance team poses for a group picture.
Opposite: The team practices their dances in front of
mirrors. Each year, Mozaic has participated in dance
competitions across the state.
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Rhythmically-inclined students banded
together to pursue their passion of dancing. The Mozaic

The Mozaic Dance Team provided a welcoming forum
for students to dance and grow.

Dance Team performed hip-hop routines at both JMU
events and competitions.
Senior health sciences major Kara Moten said,
“One thing that makes us stand out from other teams, is

Artistic Directors and members of the team
choreograph the sets. Artistic Director and senior
psychology major April Dickerson said, “This was the best
decision I could have made outside of coming to JMU. I

we incorporate contemporary, sassy, technical, and groovy

honesdy would not know how my life would be right now

styles. We are called Mozaic because we all have different

if I didn’t have these wonderful people in my life.”

dance backgrounds, and we bring all of our unique styles
into one set of songs.”
The team practiced often, growing close to each
other in the process of perfecting their choreography.

Dance was a release to many students. As the
stress and pressure from daily life built, students turned
to dance. The Mozaic Dance team turned that stress into
something positive in their complex, high-energy routines.
Working with a group that shared values and

Moten said, “We really are one big happy family.”
The dance team watched all their hard work pay

passions with one another inspired many team members.

off. On November 4, 2017, the Mozaic Dance Team left

Moten said, “The feeling of performing with your team

the Prelude Dance Competition Series at Virginia State

and knowing that we gave our all, is so rewarding

University with the blue ribbon. The team was awarded

in itself.”

first place for their ‘shoes’ themed set. Their victory at
the Prelude Dance Competition marked a strong start to

The Mozaic Dance team used their devotion to
dance to create a successful and supportive family.

future dance competitions.
The students on the team were united in their

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

love of dancing and performing. Many started dancing at

PHOTO: Zoe Astroulakis and Courtesy of

a young age, and looked to further their skills in college.

Angelika Johns

DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl
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READ

all
about
it
DUKES BOOK CLUB EXPLORES THE JOY OF READING

The room that held the

took off. Through word-of-mouth

with people about what I read was

James Madison Book Club was full of

and an enticing Facebook page, the

definitely something that I was really

laughs and lively literature discourse.

club succeeded in filling seats at the

interested in.”

Each month, a different genre was

monthly book talks.

selected, and the club gathered to

The book talks were

Fueled by a love of the
written word, the club was never dull

talk about their thoughts and feelings

excitedly anticipated. At meetings,

or quiet. Segovia said, “The book

on the book. While prompted by

members sat around a table, and

club is just as much of a page turner

discussion questions, the club often

discussed everything from the cover

as much as it is a head turner.” United

strayed from them, and opened up the

artwork, to prose style. Attendees

by a love of literature, the JMU Book

forum to air all opinions. Members

were welcoming to newcomers and

Club inspired camaraderie through

did not need to finish the book to

book suggestions alike. No topic

fun, good-natured discussions.

attend; all they needed was an a\id

was off limits, and the openness of

desire to discuss it.
The club was unofficially

the club promoted thoughtful and
passionate dialogue about issues in

started by 2017 graduate Colette Gaeta,

or surrounding the book. The club’s

and senior computer information

wide variety of genres ensured that

systems major, Devin Boehmer, during

there was something for everyone.

the Fall 2015 semester. The goal was

Junior writing, rhetoric and

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

to encourage reading that was not just

technical communication major,

PHOTO: Sydney Kane

college textbooks.

Rolando Segovia said, “The books

DESIGN: Vivian Dang

Boehmer said, “It’s good

that we read always get me out of my

if you want to make more time for

comfort zone.” Additionally, the club

reading in your schedule that’s why

provided a forum for book lovers to

we founded the club.” Boehmer

meet in an intimate setting. First-

and Gaeta accomplished their goal,

year biology major Isabella Becker

and after becoming official, the club

said, “To read and be able to talk
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DOGHOUSE

PRODUCTIONS
SHORT FILMS WITH A BIG IMPACT
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Among the many clubs at James
Madison University, there was only one

participated in included movie nights and
brunches. Social events were frequent when

equipped to create high quality, short films. In

club members had down time in between

the fall of 2013,JMU alumnus Shane Mitchell

productions.

and his two friends decided to form a club for

Katie Jarrett, a sophomore media arts

aspiring filmmakers to collaborate on making

and design major, and social chair for Doghouse

short films. Doghouse Productions was then

Productions, expressed die appreciation she holds

initiated, becoming the first amateur film

for her club. “Doghouse definitely makes Monday’s

production club on JMU’s campus. Doghouse

a bit easier to get through, because I always have a

provided indi\iduals with the opportunity to

meeting to look forward to at seven," Jarrett said.

gain experience, and contribute to student-

This environment encouraged the

made, independent productions, and served as

exploration of video productions, and welcomed

a creative oudet. Script writing, directing, and

all from any background. Doghouse Productions

acting were just some of the various roles that

became an embracing environment for students,
regardless of major.

students took on.
Doghouse Productions consisted of
members with various backgrounds, which allowed
them to teach skills to one another, and learn

WORDS: Celina Wickham

new skills. In regards to hands-on experience, die

PHOTO: Alexander Scott

diversity of knowledge had proven beneficial in the

DESIGN: Gabriela Baker

outcomes of these projects.
Senior media arts and design major and
club president, Sydney Thier, said, “I think what’s
so great about this club is that you have people
coming into it from a bunch of different study
programs and with varying degrees of experience,
but everyone is so willing to help each other learn
as much as they can on and off set.”

Top: Sophomore Devon Donis positions his camera in a
parking lot off-campus. The Doghouse Productions team
spent time in the sun to get their shooting done

Not only are Doghouse members
extremely passionate about video production,

Bottom: Sophomores Devon Donis and Alexander Sawyer

they placed an emphasis on developing strong

prepare their equipment as fellow sophomore, Amir

friendships during the time they spent together.

Shahbazi, waits in his spot in the car. These students,
among others, shot on location for this video.

Some of the popular bonding events members
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PHI SIGMA SIGMA
THE NEWEST SORORITY AT JMU

Nearly one hundred years old, but brand new

Although Phi Sigma Sigma had a different

at JMU, Phi Sigma Sigma became the fourteenth sorority

recruitment process than the other sororities, which

to join JMU’s panhellenic community. After a week-long

conducted formal recruitment, it was just as intense.

recruitment, the process culminated on October 15, 2017,

Recruitment was held October 9-15. On the first day,

when potential new members were surprised with their

there was a kickoff and information session. After that

bids to become new members. Wilson Hall was a sight of

initial session, three days of interviews with the Phi Sigma

pure joy, screams, and glitter as excited girls found their

Sigma staff took place. Next, there were two nights of

home while surrounded by other Greek organizations to

backpack building for Phi Sigma Sigma’s philanthropy,

cheer them on.

School and College Readiness. The final night of

‘‘I love Phi Sig so much already! When I found
out that I got my bid, it felt like a new beginning at JMU,
a community I could be a part of, and I was so, so happy,”
said Nina Garland, a junior psychology major.

recruitment was the preference ceremony, and then came
bid day.
“Being a founder is really a great thing because
you get to make it your own thing. You really get to make

Phi Sigma Sigma was founded in 1913 at New

it your own. In 20 or 30 years you can say, 'I started that

York City’s Hunter College. Since then, the sorority has

at JMU1” said Christina De Thomasis, a chapter services

spread, and now has 106 chapters all across the United

manager for Phi Sigma Sigma.

States and Canada. “Phi Sig,” is dedicated to being,
“a dynamic sisterhood of powerful women fostering

Phi Sigma Sigma may have been new at JMU,
but its 179 new members were ready to prove themselves.

uncompromising principles, igniting positive change and
embracing individuality,” as described by the national
chapter’s website.
“We think that the community at James
Madison is amazing. The students we have met are
very welcoming,” said Rachel Hoffman, a leadership
development consultant for Phi Sigma Sigma.
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WORDS: Kathryn Downing
PHOTO: Courtesy of Tyler Mahal
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

Left: New members pose with balloons and
wooden letters. The members took pictures after
they received their bids,
Below: The new members line up outside of
Wilson Hall to pose with the entire chapter. The
new members spent the day getting to know their
new sisters.
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STUDENTS MARCH IN SOLIDARITY FOR A CAUSE THEY BELIEVE IN

a popular James Madison

held signs displaying phrases like, “Respecto,” “#heretostay,” and

sentiment, meant never missing the opportunity to demonstrate

“My dreams aren’t illegal.” Cars came to a halt, and bystanders

leadership within the community. In other words, this meant

snapped photos as DACA supporters silently demanded attention.

leaving an everlasting legacy. On September 15, that was exactly

As the wave of students approached Wilson Hall, Diego

what the Latino Student Alliance intended to do. The LSA, along

Salinas Chavez, a senior majoring in Italian and theatre, prepared

with other organizations, students, faculty, staff, and Harrisonburg

to give his closing speech. In his speech, Salinas Chavez brought

residents participated in the march to support DACA. Cindy

the crowd’s attention to the possible consequences these students

Funes, a senior international affairs major and president of LSA,

may face if DACA got terminated.

began the opening speech with emphasizing the importance of
showing support and bringing awareness of DACA to our campus.
“This program allows people of all backgrounds to

Salinas Chavez also mentioned his personal ties to DACA
in his speech, and explained that, “without it, options for the
future are severely limited.” As Salinas Chavez and Funes gave

become better individuals in society,” Funes said, “DACA is

their last heartfelt statements, it was apparent that they engaged

important because it gives a voice to those who are overshadowed

the audience that looped around Wilson Hall. Many JMU students

by people who undermine them.”

took action to address the political policy they felt strongly against,

Created through an executive order by former president

and demonstrated strong unity in the process.

Barack Obama, DACA was an American immigration policy
that protected individuals who entered the United States as

WORDS: Celina Wickham

undocumented minors. This policy also allowed recipients to

PHOTO: Anna Connole
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

obtain a valid driver’s license, enroll in college, and legally secure
jobs. There were a large group of students in the process of
earning a degree who would be affected if DACA got terminated.
As some students on campus went about their typical
day, DACA supporters began to walk in solidarity, starting at the
ISAT steps. Students, dressed in black clothing from head to toe,
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Large crowds join together on the quad. Many marched to
oppose the rescission of DACA.
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FAMILYi—WEEKEND
JMU FAMILIES RETURN TO CAMPUS TO VISIT THEIR STUDENTS
During Family Weekend 2017,

Some students were lucky enough to

purple and gold could be seen everywhere.

spend the weekend with their whole families,

There was excitement on students’ faces as

like junior sport and recreation management

they eagerly looked forward to seeing their

major Nina Fairman. Fairman’s father was

parents and attending the football game. The

also a JMU alumnus, and attended the football

weekend of September 22 through 24, also

game, and Fancy Feast at E-Hall with her.

known as Family Weekend, was full of these

Fairman’s father did not spend the night, but

sights at every turn.

he did come back the next day with Fairman’s

Family Weekend was the main
occasion during the year when parents could
visit their children, and experience campus

mother and grandfather to attend the junior
class ring ceremony.
Although she had fun at the football

life at JMU. It was a weekend parents looked

game, Fairman said that what she enjoyed

forward to, and families made the most of their

most during Family Weekend was, “going to

time together. The main event during Family

E-Hall, because we’d never done that before.

Weekend was the football game, which gave

We’d gone to the football game, but we’d never

JMU a 28-10 victory over the University of

done any of the actual activities.”

Maine. There were also plenty of other events

Unfortunately, not every students'

for students and their families to enjoy, from

family was able to make it for Family Weekend.

Funny Freakin’ Friday at TDU, to the bulb sale

Since her biological family could not visit

at the arboretum. Even temperatures nearing

during Family Weekend, junior justice studies

90 degrees could not dampen the mood.

major Amanda Belfiore celebrated Family

Students who were feeling homesick

Weekend with her other family: sorority sisters.

enjoyed spending time with their families.

Belfiore was proud to cheer on the Dukes with

Sophomore nursing major Olivia Imre’s father,

members of her sorority.

a JMU alumnus, made the four-hour trip from

“I miss my family and being able to

Ellicott City, Maryland to spend the weekend

watch my sister grow up,” said Belfiore. Parents

with her. Imre and her father tailgated in the

and students missed each other dearly during

parking lot together, went to the football game,

the separation that college brings, and Family

and stayed at a hotel together. Imre said that

Weekend was a perfect remedy.

the best part of the weekend was “Just having
my dad here, honestly.”

WORDS: Kathryn Downing
PHOTO: Jennifer Bleecker
DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda
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Bottom: First-year Molly Reckseit poses with
her parents and cousin during a tailgate, while
holding a hand-made sign. Many families
tailgated before the football game.
Top Left: Sophomore Julia Nappier poses with
her parents while tailgating. Many parents
came to JMU for Parents Weekend.
Top Right: Sharon Harrilla, mother of
sophomore Noah Harrilla, stands next to the
James Madison statue on the Quad. Parents
flooded the campus with their children during
Family Weekend.
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Below: JMU event stall accompany Duke Dog through the Quad. Duke Dog
joined in on many of the Gamcday festivities including welcoming the ESPN bus.
Opposite l'op: Seniors Meredith Mothershead and Emma Branch hold their signs
up for the ESPN cameras. Using the last name of JMU' s football coach, Houston,
was a common theme of many Gamcday posters.
Opposite Middle: A few streamers Boat down onto the sea of students on the
Quad during the broadcast. Streamers were passed out throughout the crowd and
were thrown all at once for the cameras.
Opposite Bottom: Students hold their signs up for the ESPN cameras. Hundreds
of signs covered the Ouad during the broadcast and prior to the game.

>
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A normal day on the

Juniors and seniors were

Quad consisted of around a hundred

able to experience Gameday twice

or so students lounging in the

during their dme at JMU. Gianluca

grass on blankets, soaking up the

Grignoli, a junior majoring in

sun, and socializing with friends.

political science and economics,

However, the scene was drastically

compared his Gameday experience

altered on October 14, 2017, when

in 2015 to his junior year experience.

ESPN’s College Gameday came to

“College Gameday my first

campus for the second time since

year was exponentially different.

2015. 14,000 students, families, and

The staff here did an incredible

alumni packed the quad waiting

job of organizing and supporting

for the coverage to begin at 9 a.m.

us throughout the night, and

In the early morning hours of that

making sure we were well-fed and

same day, the scene on the Quad

hydrated,” said Grignoli. “This

was much more relaxed. To obtain

time, instead of going with friends,

a front row spot for Gameday in

I went by myself to try and form

the pit, a student-only area directly

friendships with new people who are

behind the College Gameday set,

just as spirited about JMU as I am!”

students camped out on the Quad all
night in the chilly fall air.
“I wanted to sleep on the

ESPN sports broadcaster,
Lee Corso, concluded College
Gameday by predicting that the Dukes

Quad, because I talked to some

would be victorious over Villanova.

upperclassmen, and they said it was

Besnier and Grignoli, along with all of

one of the best experiences of their

die odier College Gameday attendees,

time at JMU. Also, how often do

now have memories that will last diem

you get to sleep out on the Quad?”

a lifetime.

first-year engineering major Jessica
Besnier explained.
For those who camped
out on the Quad, the bonding
experience they shared with their
fellow students was unlike any they
have ever had.
“I got super close to my
friends, and I got to meet a ton of
more people! We played music, sang
songs, walked around the Quad,
socialized, but barely slept,” Besnier
commented.
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Jesse McCartney performs in front of a crowd at Wilson Hall. Many
students attended the performance.

EARLY 2000'S HEARTTHROB PLAYS FALL CONCERT
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th

were on their feet. The crowd

at the University Program Board fall concert not only stood for the
whole performance, but sang along without missing a beat. The
performer’s enthusiasm was matched by die crowd throughout
the night. Tickets to see headliner Jesse McCartney, and opener,
Heliogoodbye sold out rapidly, and a line of students wrapped
around Wilson Hall on October 20, 2017 in anticipation.
First-year physics major Ireland Johnson said, “I
love Hellogoodbye. They were great. They’re one of those
small bands that no one knows about, but they’re so good.”
Hellogoodbye engaged the crowd with music and jokes.
After Hellogoodbye, Jesse McCartney made an entrance to
a cacophony of shrieks. McCartney started with “Leavin’”,
and made quick work of getting on the crowd’s good side
by flirting with and complimenting girls. During one of his
ballads, McCartney brought first-year undeclared major, Nicole
Hastings, on stage to serenade her.
“It was overwhelming... it was so cool havingjesse
pay attention to me for a song, and pick me out of the crowd,”
Hastings said.
McCartney shared anecdotes of songwriting, and
cracked jokes with concert attendees and his friend and
guitarist, Dory Lobel. Near the end of the show, jokester Jesse
walked off stage without playing his signature song, “Beautiful
Soul,” prompting the crowd to chant for an encore. McCartney
reemerged to play “Beautiful Soul,” his final song of the night,
and the audience sang along to every word.
McCartney super-fans arrived at the concert hours
early for meet and greet pictures with the star. Although the
meetings were quick, the impact was lasting.
Hayley Hall, a senior majoring in media arts and
design and communication studies said, “It was the best ten
seconds of my entire life. He touched my hand and I’ll never be
the same. He stared into my soul.”
Jesse McCartney’s visit toJMU elicited nostalgia.
Zachary Rich, a senior nursing major, said, “It was such a
throwback.” The UPB fall concert attracted a large crowd of
energized students, excited to hear a common childhood favorite.
Hellogoodbye and Jesse McCartney kept the crowd on their feet
with high energy and fun tunes.

WORDS: Katherine Repholz
PHOTO: Jennifer Bleecker
DESIGN: Kendall Herlica
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Opposite: Faculty, students, friends, and family sit
and listen to the memorial service. The service had
taken place in Wilson Hall.
Below: Dr. Carrier poses fora photo. Dr. Carrier
was president of .JMU from 1971-1998.

If life is. measured in minds inspired, souls

Ellis, and remarked how Dr. Carrier’s "dash" was marked

enriched, and hearts touched, Dr. Ronald Edwin Carrier

with great accomplishment and legacy. Jennine Carrier,

lived life to the fullest. On October 22, 2017, about a month

Dr. Carrier’s daughter, also spoke. After being likened to

after his passing, a memorial service was held at Wilson

her father, she reflected on how honoring and flattering the

Hall. Friends, family, and students attended to celebrate Dr.

comparison was. She encouraged all who were inspired by

Carrier’s life.

Dr. Carrier to inspire someone else.

From students, Dr. Carrier earned the nickname

In an ultimate testament to the man Dr. Carrier

“Uncle Ron” for his friendly and approachable demeanor.

was, he had planned his entire memorial service. He chose

Many “Uncle Ron” stories were told during the service. Dr.

speakers, music, and scripture. The Madison Singers and Dr.

Carrier had a unique ability to make everyone feel as if they

John Sloop sang and read, respectively, the selections made

were his best friend, a sentiment shared by speakers and

by Dr. Carrier.

attendees alike. President Jonathan R. Alger recounted his

The transition from Madison College to James

first days on the job, and how Dr. Carrier took him to the

Madison University, pioneered by Dr. Carrier, illustrated the

finest dining options in Harrisonburg: a grilled cheese truck.

radical impact he made. Dr. Ronald Edwin Carrier did not

President Alger emphasized the wisdom that Dr. Carrier

only leave the concrete legacy of the library, but the abstract

imparted through his good company and conversation.

legacy in the values he left with the university — education,

Former JMU President Dr. Linwood Rose followed,
and recounted many anecdotes about Dr. Carrier’s work

knowledge, devotion — undoubtedly shaped by his work. Dr.
Carrier’s legacy lives on at JMU, and will not be forgotten.

ethic, humor, and leadership. Dr. Carrier was described
as an economist, builder, mentor, educator, and passionate

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

gardener. Dr. Rose shared the times that Dr. Carrier

PHOTO: University Marketing

wandered off the path walking through campus to pull

DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda

weeds in his suit. Remembered for high expectations and
quick wit, stories often evoked a laugh from attendees.
Former JMU football coach Mickey Matthews
added to the anecdotes echoing how, “You can’t make this
stuff up.” He also shared the poem, “The Dash,” by Finda
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“Thanks for tuning into

that range as well. This station is

addition to their inclusive nature, the

WXJM Harrisonburg, 88.7 on your

important to a lot of people, so the

club also aimed to provide the perfect

FM dial,” could be heard when

work was worth it,” said Michael

platform for any voice to be heard.

enjoyingJMU’s student-run public

Dolzer, a senior majoring in media

radio station broadcasting 390 watts

arts and design and writing, rhetoric

all voices are heard, and the station

of independent and underrepresented

and technical communication, and

does that both literally and figuratively.

music to the greater Harrisonburg,

WXJM’s General Manager.

I believe everyone deserves a platform,

Virginia area. After a year-long break,
they were back and better than ever.
For the 2016-2017 academic

WXJM also received a station
makeover, with sound-proofing, and
an updated studio. The highlight of

“My passion is making sure

and college radio is a great way of
going about doing that,” said Dolzer.
Through its variety of talk

year, WXJM went off the air to ensure

the makeover was the brand new

shows, and various genres of music,

that they could handle any potential

soundboard. The new equipment was

everything from Independent to RPM

Federal Communications Commission

much needed among this tight-knit,

(techno/electronica), Folk, to Loud

violations. In order to ensure every

welcoming group.

song that was played on the air was
FCC compliant, dedicated members

us back on the air, and increasing

listened to over 1,000 songs.

diversity within the station. Making

“Once we had a fairly large
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“My goals were getting

Rock (hardcore, metal), Hip-Hop, to
Jazz/Experimental, WXJM positively
impacted the local airwaves.

the station more accessible for

library of clean music set up, we

marginalized people is something that

WORDS: Christine Garrett

returned to the airwaves. Listening

will be ongoing, as you can never be

PHOTO: Heather Eckstine

to that much music can be taxing, I

too welcoming, but we did get back

DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

personally listened to over 100 hours,

on air, and that was a huge victory,”

and I know of people who were in

said Dolzer regarding his ambitions. In

Opposite: A close-up of the brand new soundboard. During
their weekly radio shows, the hosts used the soundboard to turn
microphones on and off and equalize volume.
Below: Junior Quinn Smith addresses his listeners during his weekly
radio show. Smith hosted his show every Sunday from 10 a.m. to 12
p.m. during a freeform time slot.
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The astronomy club did far more than stare

at stars. Community and friendship were pillars in their
organization, and one event that helped keep that pillar strong
was the once-a-semester camping trip.
Star-gazing was an essential activity out in the woods
where the light pollution was minimal. The club members also
took advantage of the outdoor space and partook in hiking up
nearby mountains.
The concepts that astronomers covered were
advanced, but Shelby Taraba, a senior political science major,

looked up at the expansive planetarium, and listened to myths
and stories behind the projected stars.
“They tell Greek stories about random things, and it’s pretty
funny that they believed that and just the cultural differences, really,”
said Jakob Hughes, a sophomore history major.
On their camping trip, a telescope helped to capture
what many have only learned about and seen in textbooks.
“We saw all of Jupiter’s moons that were going around
it,” said Copeland.
The astronomy club not only bonded over their

said that the club did not focus so much on the technicalities of

love of astronomy, but also over their curiosity and interest in

the subject, but instead emphasized bonding.

discussing new ideas and observations.

“It’s a very informal and laid-back environment,”
said Taraba. “With minimal, really hard to understand
astronomical concepts.”
Vice-president Kathryn Copeland, a sophomore

PHOTO: Alexander Scott

geology major, said that the simple act of looking up at the

DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

night sky brought members together.
That interest in the cosmos was what the leadership
team of the astronomy club wanted to focus on.
“I think it’s fostering a spark,” said Taraba. “Getting
people excited about something that they don’t really
understand. That nobody really understands and coming
together to talk about it, to question it.”
During their bi-monthly meetings, club members
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Above: Junior Alexander Sanner looks through a telescope
rested on the quad on a Saturday morning. The astronomy
club met bi-monthly to discuss the stars.
Below: Various images filled the planetarium. The
planetarium put on shows every Saturday.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
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k COLLEGE MENTORS
tf FOR KIDS
MORE THAN JUST A "BUDDY SYSTEM

1
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An elementary school

major Alison Abramczyk, hoped diat

aged girl ran up to a woman twice

engaging widi the kids could create a

her size. They embraced, and the

trusting friendship.

woman began asking the young

“Last year, my little

girl about her day. The woman, a

buddy took forever to open up.

member of College Mentors for

After he did, he wouldn’t stop

Kids, chatted with her “buddy”

talking,” said Abramczyk.

for a few minutes more before

The relationships that

they were given instructions on the

are built through the mentorship

daily events.

program were important to

College Mentors for
Kids was a mentorship program
that paired JMU students with

Harrisonburg, JMU students, and
the elementary school students.
“I feel like in college it’s

elementary students in grades

take, take, take from Harrisonburg

three through five from the

and I wanted to give back

Harrisonburg community. The

somehow,” said Abramczyk.

mentors met weekly with their

Camaraderies formed

buddies, and participated in

naturally within the program.

activities that exemplified service

When die school bus arrived and

and diversity

flocks of children ran off the bus,

“I wanted to be a part of
something bigger in the community

they crowded around their mentors
with smiles on their faces.
Lander believed in the

JMU students talk and play with local Harrisonburg

and make an impact,” said

children. Many kids in the area looked to college

Madison Lander, a junior health

purpose of College Mentors for

students as mentors.

sciences major, and fundraising

Kids, and the impact it made.

director of the organization.

Both the mentors and mentees

Lander wanted to help
the mentees understand that “the

learned from one another through
their partnerships.

world is so much bigger” than
what they were exposed to as

WORDS: Hayley Verdeyen

elementary schoolers.

PHOTO: Heather Eckstine

“Elementary kids have

DESIGN: Vivian Dang

such a small view of the world,”
said Lander.
One of their activities was a
scavenger hunt that took die buddies
and dieir mentors around campus
to understand college as a whole.
Mentors, like senior healdi sciences
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GHOST HUNTERS
STUDENTS SUSPEND DISBELIEF IN PURSUIT OF THE PARANORMAL

Established in 2012 to

some people are firm believers and some

meetings, the members also got the

focus on the scientific explanation of

are firm non-believers. I’m somewhere in

opportunity to learn more about one

paranormal activity, the Ghost Hunters

the middle.”

another, and bond with others interested

Club welcomed all people to join,

Alexandra Kean, a first-year

regardless of previous experiences or

anthropology major, found out about

personal beliefs.

the Ghost Hunters Club through her

The Ghost Hunters went
beyond ordinary ghost hunting. This
group of JMU students used “scientific
and rational methods to prove or disprove
the existence of these phenomena,” a
quote from JMU Ghost Hunter’s website.
Club President, Christine

Orientation Peer Advisor at Summer
Springboard.
“It’s all just personal experience
and belief,” said Kean.

electromagnetic field meters, and cell phones

considered herself to be the biggest

Ghost Hunters went on investigations at

skeptic of the group.

various times throughout the year.
The club met at a designated
location. At that time, they discussed the

first,” said Christine. “We basically,

rules of ghost hunting. Wherever the club

to some extent, employ the scientific

went to investigate, the hosts provided

method. Instead of assuming a bump is a

them with a tour and some history.

ghost, we test out logical explanations to

Afterwards, the club split up into small

see what it was.”

groups and conducted sessions for about

The members have faced

45 minutes. Then, they reconvened,

disbelief from others before. However,

discussed what they found, and repeated

some of the members were skeptical

the sessions for about three or four hours.

themselves as well.
“I think everyone can have their

Through their investigations, the
Ghost Hunters experienced new places

own opinions about it,” said Cameron

like museums and private residences.

Baker, a junior biology major. “I know

During the investigations and club
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The unknown intrigued many of
the members of the JMU Ghost Hunters
club. It was what kept many of the members
coming back to the club.

The Ghost Hunters used

to record electronic voice phenomena. The

“When we investigate, we always

“We’re open to all people,” said
Hutchinson. “Regardless of belief.”

laser grids, flashlights, walkie-talkies,

Hutchinson, a senior biology major,

assume the most logical explanation

in the paranormal.

WORDS: Sara Banton
PHOTO: Courtesy of JMU Ghost Hunters
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Opposite: 2017 graduate, Megan Roy, stands
and poses for a photo. Members investigated for
ghosts and spirits at various locations.
Left: Members pose for a group photo inside at
Ferry Plantation. Members hoped to uncover
evidence of ghosts at the site.
Below: Members pose for a group photo outside
at Ferry Plantation. The club waited until it got
dark outside to start their investigations.
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EXERCISE
BUILDING MUSCLES AND BUILDING A SENSE OF COMMUNITY
The music was blasting top

that were cross-disciplinary, and could

hits, and Victoria Truesdale, a senior

teaching a class, and afterwards a

health sciences major, was lifting free

participant said, “Hey, I really like you,

weights with 30 of her closest friends.

you have a great personality, do you want

greater confidence, which helped

As a group exercise instructor Truesdale

to go get dinner?” said Healey. “The next

promote better public speaking, time

took on the role of friend, cheerleader,

week, they went and got dinner.”

management, and organization.

and peer in her UREC classes. However,

Kathryn Morgan, a junior

transcend more than the fitness world.
The skills learned included

“An instructor came in this

Truesdale was not always as confident

sports and recreation management

week and told me, ‘I had a presentation

with the different styles of classes.

major and group exercise instructor,

in class last week, and I wasn’t nervous

“I could barely keep the beat

enjoyed her interactions with her

at all,’” said Healey, demonstrating the

for my first [step] class, and now I’m up

participants. Morgan said her 7 a.m.

newfound confidence the group exercise

teaching,” said Truesdale.

TRX class had regular participants, and

instructors acquired through teaching

it became the highlight of her week to

fitness classes.

The process to become a group
exercise instructor is a rigorous one, but
prepared instructors to best handle their

see those familiar faces.
When Morgan saw participants

The instructor's intentions were
to give participants the best workout

classes. Safety and delivering an effective

she recognized on campus, she went

possible, and to provide them with

workout were important to the training,

further than being a UREC group

motivation to take on their days with a

but so was the ability to create a friendly

exercise instructor, and talked with them

brighter outlook.

environment within their classes.

about their day, and their fitness goals.

Mary Healey, the group exercise

82

“They [an instructor] were

The environment on the

WORDS: Hayley Verdeyen

coordinator, thought the relationship and

second floor of UREC, where the group

PHOTO: Jennifer Bleecker

bonds that formed between instructors

exercise rooms were located, was friendly,

DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

and students that take their classes were

non-judgmental, and open. Group

integral to the atmosphere group exercise

exercise instructors gained more than just

strived to achieve.

friendships, they learned valuable skills
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Above: Students warm up for a Express Sculpt
class. Many classes started off with a warm-up
to reduce the risk of injury.
Top Right: Senior Sonya Cole, and rest of the
cycling class, ride their bikes "to the left" during
an Express Cycle class. U RJ .C offered a variety
of classes for students.
Bottom Right: Students lie on mats to rest in
between core sets. Many resting breaks were
incorporated into UREC classes.
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PHI KAPPA PSI
NEW FRATERNITY VOLLEYS INTO FALL RUSH

With the ever-growing

“We definitely started kind

& Girls Clubs of America. While

Greek life program at JMU, more and

of slow, but that is because we wanted

joining a new fraternity may have been

more groups began to form and make

to make sure we were bringing in guys

intimidating to some. Phi Kappa Psi

their mark. Phi Kappa Psi was one of

who were willing to put in the work to

was welcoming to new members.

JMU’s newest fraternities.

start something from the ground,” said

“[JMU] has a thriving

“A big reason for joining

David Sydnor, a junior engineering

is finding a group of guys you feel

Greek life,” said Stephen Gowdy, the

major and president of the new

comfortable with and have the same

Expansion Consultant for Phi Kappa

chapter of Phi Kappa Psi.

values and missions,” said Gowdy.

Psi. “With the grade point averages

“Since then, we’ve grown

“Don’t be afraid to come out and meet

of the fraternities, how well they do

exponentially. Being one of the first

the brothers, and see what they have to

philanthropically, and JMU wanting
to expand in Greek life, we were lucky

members and seeing our group grow

say. These are some really great guys

to 47 members is very promising for

with a really great cause.”

enough to be chosen to come here.”

the direction we’re heading.”

Like other Greek life

The fraternity not only saw

organizations, Phi Kappa Psi also had

membership growth, but they also

goals for their group to get involved

began to interact with sororities.

and make a difference at JMU.

With the foundation Phi
Kappa Psi had, they planned to go far
in the Greek community.

“We’re starting to get involved
with other Greek life philanthropy

WORDS: Talia Davis

values and motto is the great joy of

events, we want to do this before we

PHOTO: Dominique Dean

serving other,” said Gowdy. “We

develop our own [events], and find

DESIGN: Gabriela Baker

want our new chapter to not only be

our own niche to get involved with

a good influence on campus but in

our own philanthropy.” Snydor said.

Harrisonburg as well through giving

Phi Kappa Psi formed a team in the

“One of Phi Psi’s big

back to the community.”
As a new group, there were

Gamma Phi Beta sorority's Moonball
philanthropy event, demonstrating

setbacks establishing the fraternity, and their excitement to immerse
recruiting the right members to ensure

themselves in the Greek community

that their organization was exactly

at JMU. Phi Kappa Psi's national

what they envisioned.

philanthropy was the Boys
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Above: Some brothers of Phi Kappa Psi pose for a group shot. The fraternity had recruited many new members.
Below: Members of Phi Kappa Psi particpate in another Greek organizations's philanthropy event. The brothers of
the fraternity aimed to particpate in as many Greek organization's events as possible.

PHI KAPPA PSI
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Above Left: First-year Kathryn Ryan laughs on the Quad while showcasing
her fall look. Reds and cream colors were a popular color choice during the
2017 fall season.
Above Middle: Sophomore Abigail Forsyth smiles for a photo in her bright
red peacoat. Students often found ways to stay warm while remaining
fashionable during the season.
Above Right: Sophomore Ripleigh Hatfield stands in the sunlight during
a bright, fall day. Mirrored sunglasses were a popular choice for everyday
style.
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STUDENTS STRUT THEIR STUFF AS THE SEASONS CHANGE
The leaves changed colors,

pumpkin spice lattes came back, and
football season was in full effect, which

to learn about the different senses of styles

boots was a great look for class, and

of all students.

recommended pairing the outfit with

First-year theatre major Hunter

aviator sunglasses for extra detail. 95

meant fall fashion had finally arrived. With

Carrico was a member of fashion club, and to Infinity was a very popular brand on

the weather cooling down, students broke

loved how varied the fashion on campus

campus. Senior marketing major Sina

out their flannels, boots, and scarves to

was. “You can walk around wearing

Shahcheraghi, and founder of 95 to

attend class in style.

pajamas, or go for a preppy or urban

Infinity, marketed to students, to sell tees

Senior international affairs major

look,” Carrico said. “I have been to a lot of with eclectic designs on graphic tees.

Sovanpechta Sok looked forward to beanie

college campuses where it is one style, but

weather. “Beanies are accessories that top

JMU has a strong variety.” Carrico was a

off the whole outfit,” Sok said. “You can

student photographer, and loved to provide JMU spirit wear at tailgates and football

make anything work, and that’s the great

content for fashion bloggers on campus.

games. Many girls cut up old T-shirts to

Senior communication studies

have a braided detailing, or a choker cut

thing about fashion.”
Students tried out new trends

major Jordan Shiley modeled for shoots

like faux fur, patent leather, velvet, and

with Carrico, and loved to incorporate her

shearlingjackets, and adjusted them to fit

experience in writing with fashion. “My

their own personal style.

style is a mix of extra, edgy, and retro!”

JMU Fashion Club had rapidly
expanded to include over 80 members.
Fashion Club discussed past, present, and
future fashion trends based on season and

Shiley said. “I live for leather jackets,
wide- legged palazzo pants and fur coats.”
As for men’s clothes, Carrico
thought pairing button-ups with Chelsea

Another way students expressed
their personal sense of style was through

at the neckline.
Fall provided an opportunity for
students to showcase their styles.

WORDS: Jacquel ine Garcia
PHOTO: Carley Toms
DESIGN: Gabriela Baker
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Opposite Left: junior Maya Romero bundles up in a jacket and boots to
stay warm on a crisp, fall day. Historically, the weather in the Valley got
fairly cold during the fall and winter seasons.
Opposite Right: Sophomore Marissa Piemonte shows off a light sweater
paired with a simple baseball cap and boots. Areas surrounding the Quad
provided scenic backdrops for fashion photos.
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Opposite Left: Second-year graduate student Cristal Llave sits and enjoys a
fall day on the quad. Many students pulled out their scarves to keep warm
during the season.
Opposite Right: Senior Caitlin Bolton poses in a sweater dress, leggings,
and booties. Booties were a staple to the 2017 fall fashion.
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Sarah Claypool
Position/Location: Location Supervisor, Top Dog
How long have you been working forJMU?: 11 years at Top Dog.
Favorite food at Top Dog?: The Lo-Mein at Mongolian, and the Chicken Philly in
Grille Works.
Favorite day at Top Dog?: Worker Appreciation Day, where a DJ was brought into
Top Dog, and workers requested music to be played throughout the day.
The most memorable moment: “At Match Made at Madison Bread”
When I was the supervisor at Madison Bread, one of the students became what
a “regular.” I could have his drink, Mr. Pibb, ready before he got to the front of
the line. Aside from preparing beverages and food, I was also there if he needed
someone to talk to. Conversations flowed about a girl of interest, and he started
bringing her along to Madison Bread, converting her into a “regular” as well.
Their title of “regulars” turned into engaged their senior year at JMU, and on
after their last final, gave me a save-the-date card. 1 attended the wedding, and was
thanked by the students’ parents for taking care of them. I was their mom away
from home.

Gaynelle Skievaski
Position/Location: Cashier Greeter, E-Hall
How long have you been working forJMU?: 5 years working at E-Hall.
Favorite food at E-Hall?: The Bistro sandwich section and the
Mongolian station.
Favorite day at E-Hall?: When E-Hall celebrates the holidays with special
menus and festive decorations and gestures.
The most memorable moment: “A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words”
I swiped JACards and greeted students with a smile as they walked in. I try to
cheer them up if they have a bad day. In turn, they do the same for me. To
show the extent of their love and support to my warm welcomes, students have
given me Christmas presents, handwritten thank you notes, and even Valentine
candy. In particular, a few senior students who always ate together at E-Hall
asked if they could take a picture with me before graduating. I agreed, and
soon after taking the picture, they brought in a framed copy of it. I was totally
blown away. That picture now sits on a bookcase in my fixing room.

WORDS: Gabriela Baker
PHOTO: Sydney Kane
DESIGN: Gabriela Baker
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Brandy Comer
Position/Location: Location Supervisor, Top Dog
How long have you been working for JMU?: 4 years working at Top Dog.
Favorite food at Top Dog?: I can’t pick a favorite, because everything tastes good.
Favorite day at Top Dog?: I enjoyed seeing the same students come back every
day. Seeing their smiling faces would in turn make me happy, because I knew I was
doing my job well.
Most memorable moment: “Will You Accept this Rose?”
I received an unexpected gift on Valentine’s Day, when a repeating customer of
Grille Works came in and handed me a flower. The student’s kind gesture made my
day, he simply handed out roses with a smile. One of my favorite parts about JMU
Dining is the amount of love I receive from students. The students really grow to
care and appreciate what you do.

SERVING
UP SMILES
JMU DINING WORKERS SHARE THEIR STORIES
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student pets the cats before taking a

we’ve integrated them into our little

in residence halls, but there is no rule

test, the student will receive an A on

student body.”

against feline inhabitants on the quad.

their upcoming exam.

s

not allow pets

In fact, JMU not only allowed the cats,
named Jimmy and Dolley, to carve out

These unofficial pets of the university'

a piece of property at Burruss Hall,

Dolley were known to be stereotypical

brought personality and uniqueness to

they fed and took care of them.

cats, and they possessed antisocial and

the campus.

temperamental characterisdcs. Although

cats as their own, and collected food

the cats were found to have some

donations in Harrison Hall. The

attitude, they were openly welcomed by

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

cats were somewhat of an urban

staff and students body alike.

PHOTO: Dominique Dean

Melody Hackett, a

DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

legend throughout the campus, and
superstitions stemmed from their

junior majoring in philosophy and

residence on campus.

anthropology said, “They always

Students across campus are
were familiar with the cats. Junior
nursing major Julia Waite said, “I

make my day, whether they come to
me or not.”
Whether or not students

love the quad cats. I always see them

have had a quad cat sighting, Jimmy

and try to pet them. I like to think

and Dolley’s presence on campus was

that they give me good luck. They’re

acknowledged and celebrated. Many

magical!... They bring me joy when

students missing their pets looked to

I’m about to go take my tests and cry.

the cats while away from home.

I owe them my life.”
Some JMU students were

FEATURES

made a home for themselves at JMU.

always friendly to students. Jimmy and

The school adopted the

92

The elusive cats were not

Jimmy and Dolley have

Senior writing, rhetoric and
technical communications major

adamant about Jimmy and Dolley’s

Victoria Reynolds said, “They’re cute,

powers. It was believed that if a

and part of the community. I think

One of the quad cats sits on a manhole cover to keep warm. The
quad cats made their home next to Burruss Hall.
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LIGHTS,
CAMERA,
LAUGH
MADDY NIGHT LIVE BRINGS COMEDY TO CAMPUS

As the self-proclaimed “college version of

Ethan Schulze, a sophomore media arts and

Saturday Night Live,” the cast of Maddy Night Live

design major, found the organization to be welcoming

wrote and performed their own skits, all produced and

and supportive of new ideas and topics.

choreographed byJMU students.
Audidons were held at the start of the fall
semester, and the organization was open to both
actors and writers interested in sketch writing and
performing comedic skits.
Julia Lewis, a senior media arts and design
major, was the Vice President. She found Maddy
Light Live to be a wonderful experience.
“It’s a mode of creative expression,” said
Lewis. “It is a really great opportunity for me to feel
funny and practice those skills, and that’s been really
important for me.”
Likewise, Mairin Duffy, a sophomore media
arts and design major, enjoyed the friendships she has

“You get to know a lot of funny people, a
sense of fulfillment, and a sense of camaraderie,”
said Schulze.
Overall, many hours of practice went into
each performance, whether it was writing or running
through the skits.
“We work really hard to put on some
entertainment for the JMU community,” said Lewis.
“We just want the students of JMU to know that we’re
here, to entertain and give them some laughs.”
The final product was premiered at GraftonStovall Theatre. It was a live show, with video sketches
showing material that could not be performed live,
interspersed in the acting.

made within the organization.
“We’re super welcoming,” said Duffy. “My
best friends are people that are in this group.”
Maddy Night Live provided the opportunity for
students to develop a comedic skit from the beginning,

WORDS: Sara Banton
PHOTO: Anna Connole
DESIGN: Vivian Dang

and follow it through until the final performance.
“I didn’t think I’d get the chance to write
or perform my own comedy,” said Duffy. “But being
able to perform, write, and see it; being a part of the
process of making comedy and performing it in front
of people is just a fun experience.”
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Lett: Oragami hangs from the ceiling. Oragami was a
traditional hobby in Japan.
Right: First-year Yifen Lyu poses with a professor holding an
oragami creation. Students were able to practice their oragami
skills at the event.
Bottom: Students sit around a table making oragami and
eating Japanese cuisine. Those who attended were able to try
out many popular Japanese staples.
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JAPANESE
CULTURE
NIGHT
LANGUAGE AND CULTURE CONVERGE FOR A NIGHT OF LEARNING

The room was filled with

of International Student and Scholar

excited to tell you about what their

the appetizing aroma of noodles

Services, the office in charge of

tables are about... the food is a

and the soothing sound of music.

organizing the event.

bonus,” said Alexandra Trend, a

Students moved from table to table

Different aspects of Japanese

sophomore integrated science and

learning about clothing, language, tea

culture were highlighted within

ceremonies, trivia, food, and origami

informational trifolds. Yui Yoshida, a

at Japanese Culture Night.

senior computer information systems

for many global immersion nights

On October 24, 2017,

technology major.
The night led the way

major, wrote attendee's names in

to inspire interactive, cultural

Japanese Language and Culture

Japanese at her table. James Wills,

understanding outside of the

Club, along with the Center for

a sophomore marketing major,

classroom. Japanese Culture Night

Global Engagement put on one of

manned the traditional clothing

drew in students interested in

the first events of its kind, pioneering

table. Students flocked around JLCC

learning new aspects of a different

an educational way to become more

President Felicia Singson’s impressive

culture through fun activities,

involved in cultures from around the

origami paper crane table.

ambient music, and delicious food.

world. Japanese Culture Night took

Singson, a senior psychology

a lot of planning, but the payoff

major, was enthusiastic to help

was evident by the crowded and

educate her peers. She said, “You

interactive room.

have these ideas of what it’s [Japanese

“It seemed important to

culture] like, but you just see it from

do something that valued these

a distance, you don’t really get that

other cultures that we have here [at

immersive activity. So I think events

JMU].. .Taking the time to learn

like this are really nice, because you

something that’s different than

get to actually engage in the culture.”

yourself I think is important and

WORDS: Katherine Repholz
PHOTO: An na Connole
DESIGN: Vivian Dang

The culture night inspired

broadens your perspective,” said

passionate peer-to-peer discovery and

Jonathan Kratz, who was the director

education. “The students are really
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BREAKFAST
BUS
SERVING UP BREAKFAST IN STYLE
The Breakfast Bus was laid-back, friendly,
and had its own unique flavor. Painted the signature JMU
purple and gold, the bus was parked conveniently in the

reason that Minor thought college students were drawn
to the bus, he thought it was the environment as well.
“Everybody likes to be around happy people,

parking lot of the gas station that housed Suite's Donuts.

and I’m just a happy person all the time,” said Minor.

What was special about this bus was not just the shock

Customers also resonated with that sentiment.

value of eating on a converted bus, but also the food.
“They are all made to order sandwiches, but

“They are always playing music and creating
conversation with you while you’re there,” said

my favorite to make is a fried chicken sandwich on an

Mclaughlin about the atmosphere. Plus, the bus itself

everything bagel with American cheese and pickles,”

was a contributor to why Minor thought the success of

said Bridgette Mclaughlin, a senior communication

the business became as widespread as it did.

studies major.
The menu itself was small, with far fewer

“It brings back part of your childhood that
you lost once you started college,” said Minor. “It’s a

options than than an established sandwich shop. But

lot of memories from back in the day. Even for me, and

the ingredients and combinations, some for the daring,

I’m a lot older than y’all are.”

others for the more traditional, were fresh and ever

The wheels on the Breakfast Bus could have

abundant. Mclaughlin said that they, “make some of

gone round and round to any other place, but they are

their own salsas or use fresh local produce.”

parked in Harrisonburg, and ready to create breakfast

Elijah Minor, manager of the bus, said many

sandwiches for the masses.

of the recipes were his own. While he operated as the
manager, he also went behind the counter as a cook
for the bus.
“The thing is I get joy out of people getting
joy out of my food,” said Minor.
His favorite, go-to sandwich was “waffles,
some chicken, a little bit of gouda, some tomato and
lettuce, and fried egg.” The food was not the only
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DESIGN: Gabriela Baker

Opposite: Junior Caleb Ayers and junior
Christina Dalane order food from the
Breakfast Bus for the first time from
sophomore Naomi Rabago. They were later
joined by Ayer's parents, Greg and Maty
Kay Ayers.
Below: The front of the Breakfast Bus reads
"Skip the Fuss, Call the Bus." The bus sat in
a gas station lot close to campus.
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QUADFEST
"PUP-RALLY" WITH THE DUKE DOG KICKS OFF HOMECOMING

Opposite: Students play cornhole on the Quad. The many
games were one of the highlights of the event.
Below Left: Students enjoy free hotdogs while socializing. There
were many optioins for free food that students enjoyed.
Below Right: This potential future Duke poses for a photo in
the "U" of the JMU letters resting on the Quad. This was a
popular photo-opportunity throughout the event.

There wen puppies, cookies, cheerleaders,

Since this was the SAA’s first time hosting

and more. Despite the chill in the air, everyone at

QuadFest, a lot of work went into it. Danielle Early, a

QuadFest was warmed by these sights. On Friday,

senior interdisciplinary liberal studies major and Vice

October 27, the Student Alumni Association hosted the

President of Membership for SAA was in charge of

first-ever QuadFest.

brainstorming ideas, organizing volunteers, creating signs

According to Madison Calder, a junior

and banners, assisting with setup, and helping Fairman

accounting major and Vice President of Philanthropy

monitor all of the stations at QuadFest. Early felt all the

and Records for the SAA, “QuadFest was a part of the

work was worth it.

Homecoming week festhities that brought together

“My favorite part of QuadFest was seeing

alumni and students to share their love for JMU at the

students, alum, and community members interact and

most iconic location on campus; the Quad.”

seeing this large-scale event being so successful,” said

JMU students and faculty, along with members
of the Harrisonburg community, took part in QuadFest.

Early. The SAA was pleased with the event overall, and
looked forward to hosting it again.

The event featured Campus Cookies, tailgate games
like corn hole, and lots of free giveaways. The main
feature of QuadFest were the dogs provided by Ancira, a
veterinary center. In the past, the SAA hosted a pep rally

WORDS: Kathryn Downing

at Bridgeforth Stadium, but they decided to do something

PHOTO: Anna Con nole

different this year.

DESIGN: Vivian Dang

“We did a homecoming kickoff last year on
Monday, and we wanted to do something bigger, that
was more successful, and at the end of the week, so that
we could incorporate the alumni and the community,”
said Nina Fairman, a junior sports and recreation
management major and SAA president, “It was more
successful than we intended.”

QUADFEST
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HOMECOMING
ALUMNI RETURN TO JOIN THE FESTIVITIES

Above: Beads rest on the Quad in front of theJMU
letters. They were given out lor Ians to take to show
their seltool spirit during the football game.
Right: 20 Hi alumnus Jordan Williams entertains
the crowd with popular tmeks. Manx students
sang and danced along during his performance.
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Purple and gold covered everything, alumni

to allow former SMAD, School of Media Arts and Design,

returned, and leaves fell to the ground. It could have only

students to return to host panels and talks, and for current

be one time of year: Homecoming. On October 23 through

SMAD students to network and review their resumes. ISAT

28, Duke pride shined as former students returned to their

held a CISE, College of Integrated Science and Engineering,

alma mater, and current students celebrated with them.

Party on the Porch right before the football game to give

The Student Alumni Association hosted a series of events

current and former science majors a chance to eat and hang

throughout the week, including a tailgate at D-Hub, a golf

out together. Homecoming allowed former JMU students

tournament, and HomecomSing. The week culminated in

to remember their roots, and current JMU students to

a football game against University of New Hampshire, and

remember to enjoy their time here.

resulted in a Dukes win, 21 -0.
Homecoming was an exciting time for current
students as well as alumni, especially since it coincided with

“As a senior, it was kind of like one of those
moments when you’re like, ‘That’s going to be me next year.’
You look at all these people who were here and now they

“Halloweekend.” Many students took advantage of the dual

all come back as visitors and you realize that that’s going to

events to have fun and let loose.

be you,” said senior communication sciences and disorders

“It was very exhausting,” said sophomore writing,
rhetoric and technical communication major Kelsey

major Kierra Lynch.
Homecoming blended current and former students

Osborne, “There was just a lot going on at once.”

harmoniously for a time that everyone involved would be sure

After having College GameDay at JMU two weeks prior, and

to remember.

the football team remaining undefeated, the atmosphere was
full of school spirit.
Homecoming provided JMU students with an
opportunity to connect with friends who had graduated,
and to celebrate their school. Both ISAT and Harrison Hall

WORDS: Kathryn Downing
PHOTO: Dominique Dean
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

hosted events for the majors that frequented the buildings.
Harrison Hall hosted SMAD Day on Friday, October 27
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Opposite: Students particpated in UPBoooooo's costume
contest. Many dressed as their favorite movie or TV show
characters.
Below: A painted pumpkin sits in front of Wilson Hall
during a crisp, fall afternoon. Painring pumpkins instead
of caning was often a popular choice.

GET SPOOKY
HALLOWEEKEND BRINGS TRICKS AND TREATS TO CAMPUS

Halloweekend kicked off with a skele-ton

of fun! L PBoooooo, Spooky Late Night Breakfast, and
Nightmare at UREC ensured that the JMU campus got an
early taste of the Halloween spirit.
At UPBoooooo, Halloween enthusiasts gathered
at Taylor Down Under for a costume contest, and arts and
crafts. Students painted glass jars and created yarn pumpkins,
while snacking on ghost and graveyard-shaped cookies.
LTniversity Program Board Director of Special
Events, senior media arts and design and communication
studies major Laura Quinones said, “We’re the first event
that’s Halloween themed...We wanted something to do
with arts and crafts that would get a lot of people out and
give them something to remember.”
In between crafting, LfPB judges selected a
winner of the costume contest. First-year media arts and
design major, Kendall Herlica’s take on Russell from “UP”
earned him the win.
Herlica said, “I didn’t even think I was going to
win. Ever since I got here to JMU, everyone in my dorm
would say, ‘You look just like Russell.’ My likeness to
Russell propelled me to victory.”
The next night, UPB and UREC put on spirited
events. The university staple, Late Night Breakfast, drew a
large crowd. After a filling meal, many students attended
Nightmare at UREC. The event included a haunted
house, an escape room, a zombie lab, and a magician.
Lines wrapped around courts and tracks at UREC
made up of excited attendees looking for a thrill. Event
volunteers dressed up in creepy, gory garb and scary,
undead costumes to frighten the activity participants.
“I love being scared... The actors did really well.
I didn’t like the clowns, though. That was too far,” said
first-year communications studies major, Ally Small.
The holiday inspired much spirited dressing and
activities throughout campus. JMU’s 2017 Halloweekend
was truly a spooktacular spectacle.

WORDS: Katherine Repholz
PHOTO: Kendall Herlica and Courtesy of Cailyn Lager
DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman
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DAVE COULIER
"UNCLE JOEY" COMES TO JMU

Dave Coulier’s dynamic comedy show inspired

'90s nostalgia and laughter. Known for his role as Uncle
Joey on television shows, "Full House" and "Fuller

college students, so that we could relate and know what
was happening.”
After sharing "Full House" anecdotes with the

House," Coulier performed his stand-up routine for the

audience, Coulier stated that he wanted his show to end

students of JMU. Coulier’s show attracted fans of his

on a high note. He revealed a harmonica in his pocket,

comedy and acting to Wilson Hall on November 3, 2017.

and played the crowd a rhythmic solo.

Students anticipated Coulier’s arrival. Senior

Senior biology major Jennifer Stai said, “The

nursing major Emily Hyland said, “I grew up on Full

whole show was amazing...His impressions brought me

House. I love Full House and Fuller House. [Fd rate it] 20

back to when I was younger, and seeing him in person just

out of 10!”

made me feel like a kid again. It was something that you

Coulier took to the stage immediately poking
fun at himself, joking that it was a shame that JMU could

really can’t see all the time.”
Uncle Joey’s visit to campus drew many Full

not get John Stamos to perform. He cracked jokes about

House fans to the show. Dave Coulier brought the

airports, sports, and his experience attending Catholic

punch line to JMU, cracking up the crowd with his jokes,

school as a child. He demonstrated his skills in imitating

impressions, and music.

famous celebrities like Shaquille O’Neal, and recognizable
television show characters like SpongeBob SquarePants

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

and Patrick Star. Sophomore health sciences major Travis

PHOTO: Kendall Herlica
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

Morgan said, “Every impression was spot on.”
Coulier worked with the crowd, calling people
out during the show in between jokes. Coulier elicited
laughter from the audience with his quips.
Morgan said, “I like how every bit that he
did tied in to the next part. It was all very smoothflowing...! thought it was funny that he catered to us as
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Fresh vegetablePjpWS'baskpts and crates ready to
be purchased. Locafpqj^:* was a popular choice
among many Harrisonburg residents.
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The Harrisonburg Farmers

“Just more and more students

Market connected JMU students to the

hear about it, and come down for

community of Harrisonburg.

something to do on Saturdays to get

The idea of “Always Fresh, Always

excellent produce and a lot of things to

Local” was a concept that the vendors

see,” McDonough said.

and shoppers alike valued. For JMU
students, having easy access to locally-

Likewise, Lori Curry, owner
of Magellan’s Gift, Adventure and

grown fresh produce, handmade items

Discovery in Fine Soap, was based

like candles and jewelry, and food

out of McGaheysville, but marketed

vendors was a great resource.

her soaps to the JMU community.

Hannah Caldwell, a senior
accounting major, frequently visited the
farmers market. She recognized that

Students, professors, and employees
made up the majority of her sales.
Serving as a connection for

each booth represented a different part

JMU students to the local community,

of Harrisonburg.

the Harrisonburg farmers market did

“I just love the community

more than just sell produce and goods.

of it,” Caldwell said. “It’s just a really

It allowed for students to bond with

fun, down-to-earth community, and

locals who depended on the farmers

all the booths are friendly. It has that

markets for income.

small-town feeling that reminds me
of home.”
Lydia Manson, a firstyear psychology major from the
Harrisonburg area, had shopped at the

WORDS: Sara Banton
PHOTO: Jennifer Bleecker
DESIGN: Vivian Dang

farmers market for many years. She
advised that everyone should try to visit
the farmers market for the experience.
“A lot of people don’t have
the opportunity to go to farmer's
market, because they live in cities,
and they don’t really have them like
they do here. There are local farmers
coming in with their own wares,”
said Manson. “You don’t get that
experience from Walmart.”
Vendor Rich McDonough
owned Wildwood Gardens, which sold
candles and produce, and he had set
up at the downtown farmers market for
years. He also sold his merchandise at
the on-campus farmers market as well,
where he liked to let students know
about the bigger one downtown. JMU
students contributed to a large
percentage of his sales.
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HISTORY OF
ROCKA CLASS THAT ROCKS

Professor Joseph Taylor, popularly known as "Ojo,"
lectures to the class. The class covered the history of
Rock and Roll.
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History of Rock, more formally

known as MUS 204, was a music appreciation
course offered at JMU. The class, an elective,

music, as well. The feedback from the students
was positive for Professor Taylor.
“I don’t really want to toot my own horn

consisted of three exams and three quizzes based

here, but it’s consistently pretty highly rated in

on readings, lectures, and listening assignments. It

course evaluations,” said Professor Taylor. “But

was taught by Joseph Taylor, Associate Professor

more important to me, I always ask at the end

of Music, who had a lifelong love for rock music.

of the semester how many of the students have

“I have a long history as a recording and

bought music that they didn’t know about before

touring artist, as a staff producer at record labels,

the class by artists they also didn’t know about.

and as owner of my own producdon company

Almost all the hands always go up and that’s how

that was under contract to a number of large

I know it was a successful class, and that’s the

distributors,” said Professor Taylor. “I’ve been

kind of response I like the best.”

doing this my whole life.”
His stage name was "Ojo," and many of

For Professor Taylor, teaching History of
Rock was an unbelievable experience. Sharing his

his students called him that. The class was started

passion for rock music with the students at JMU

before his time at JMU, but he began teaching

was an experience he truly valued.

History of Rock in the fall of 2007.
Beginning with the blues in the early 20th
century, the class covered the various styles,

WORDS: Sara Banton

artists, record labels, technological, and social

PHOTO: Heather Eckstine

developments of music, all the way to the

DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman

beginning of the 21 st century. Professor Taylor
admitted that it was his favorite class to teach.
“It’s an engaged audience, since
everyone loves music,” said Professor Taylor. “It’s
also a very powerful topic, since it is so deeply
connected to our history as a country. Rock music
is impacted by events in the world, and it also
impacts events in the world.”
The topic was relevant and interesting to
students. It was beneficial that the course
was taught by a professor with background
knowledge about the industry and basics of rock
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GARDYJ.OO
STUDENT-SUBMITTED ART & LITERATURE PUBLICATION

iward the end of each semester, new copies
of Gardy Loo, JMU’s literature and arts magazine, became
available at Carrier and Rose Libraries. All of Gardy Loo’s
content was submitted by students, for students.
“JMU is a really creative community. We receive

been made to broaden the scope of students who submit
to the magazine.
“We used to just put up submissions flyers in
Keezell, Harrison, and the art buildings, but we realized
that just because someone isn't an art major doesn't

about 200 literature submissions and 100 art submissions

mean they don't draw or write stories. We would hate

per semester. The stories are mostly poetry, and on the

for a poetry-writing COB [College of Business] major to

arts side, lots of photography and paintings.” said Hannah

miss their shot to get into Gardy Loo. Gardy Loo really

Burgess, a senior media arts and design major.

represents the artistic efforts of the entire student body,”

Gardy Loo first began publishing in 1996. The

said Kathryn Walker, a senior majoring in English and

name “Gardy Loo” was derived from the French phrase

political science, and the 2017-2018 edition of Gardy

“Gardez l’eau,” which translates to “watch the water.”

Loo’s Editor-in-Chief.

The Gardy Loo staff began reviewing student

JMU students with a passion for literature and

submissions in October of each year. The students who

art found the opportunity to showcase their work through

submit their work to Gardy Loo are granted anonymity

Gardy Loo.

while the committees are reviewing all content. This was
partly due to the sensitive nature of some of the topics
conveyed in students’ literature and art. If a submission
was chosen, the staff will then know whose work they
have selected.

WORDS: Taylor Asgard
PHOTO: Zoe Astroulakis
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

“Once we decide on content, we know who it is.
During review, it is confidential, so there’s no biases,” said
first-year English major Jonah Howells.
When the magazine was printed, the Gardy
Loo staff holds “Gardy Party,” a celebration for everyone
whose submissions were published in the magazine. Gardy
Party offered the opportunity for the published writers
and artists to enjoy refreshments and mingle with others
whose submissions made the final cut.
The Gardy Loo staff felt that their reliance on
student submissions made the magazine different from
other JMU publications. In the last few years, an effort has

Copies of the Fall 2017 Gardy Loo sit
on display. Gardy Loo showcased JMU
students' art and literary work.
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LET THE FESTIVI-TREES BEGIN

The end of the semester drew near, and holiday
spirits remained high. A holiday tree placed in front of Wilson
Hall arrived on Wednesday. Lights were strung upon the tree on
Thursday. On Friday, December 1, 201 7, the holiday tree was
ceremoniously lit.
Dr. Mark Warner took to the podium, and spoke about
JMU spirit and values as the holiday season approached. His
speech invited students to feel the essence of the holidays, have
high spirits, and keep outlooks positive. Dr. Warner flipped the
switch officially brightening the quad.
First-year computer science major Jacob Woodcock
said, “We wanted to experience the JMU Christmas lighting
of the tree. We heard it was fun so we came out. It was a lot of
fun. I feel so festive.”
After the tree was lit, holiday music was played along
with lights that flashed to the beat. Hot chocolate and cookies
were available to heighten merriment.
First-year health sciences major Christopher Vandeberg
said, “We had a good time. The light show really kicked things
up a notch. The music was awesome. Top notch.”
The festivities brightened spirits and excited holiday
lovers. The night provided some much-needed respite from
studying as well.
Sophomore nursing major Jillian Smith said, “I
came last year as a freshman, and I think it’s just an awesome
opportunity to come and see JMU get together for the holidays
before finals start, so I definitely want to keep that tradition.”
There was no shortage of eager holiday enthusiasts as
the students piled around the tree. The event drew a large crowd
ready to spend the holiday season with friends.
First-year health sciences major Lea Hoeninger said, “In
my own words, I would say: It’s lit!” With the impending finals
week, the JMU holiday tree lighting induced early holiday cheer.

WORDS: Katherine Repholz
PHOTO: Anna Connole
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

Opposite: The statue of James Madison holds a snowball. Many
students enjoyed the snowfall on the quad.
Above Top: Lights on the holiday tree are sprinkled with snow. There
was often a snowfall around this time of year.
Above Below: A scene of Wilson Hall decked with a holiday wreath
sitting behind a snow covered tree. Wilson was decorated for the
holidays each year.
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Above: Junior Anne Lorenzoni gives her speech titled "Living the Lakota Way." There were three MADtalks a semester on campus.
Below: Students sit and listen to Lorenzoni's speech. The speech was about what life was like on a Native American Reservation.
Opposite: Lorenzoni goes through her slide during her speech. MADtalks informed students on various topics.
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MADTalks
JMU'S TAKE ON TEDTALKS

MADtalks were events that were sponsored and

organized by the JMU Honors College. There were around
three MADTalks per semester that were an hour each. Their
goal was to showcase a variety of topics and speakers. Each
speaker focused on a single topic that they had experience or
specialization in. Not only was the speaker able to talk about
the topic of their choice, they also were able to hear from the
audience through a question and answer segment.
“The purpose of MADtalks is to encourage students,
faculty or anyone else who wants to come broaden their
horizons and spend an hour or so learning something that
they may never learn otherwise,” said Sarah Boelsche, a senior
computer information systems major, and a member of the
Madison Honor Leadership Council. “Some examples of past
MADtalk topics include animal euthanasia, making ice cream
using liquid nitrogen, and the myths and facts behind GMOs.”
MADtalks was not only for students in the honors
college, it was open to anyone who had a passion and was
willing to share it with others.
“Anyone with a passion is allowed to do a MADTalk,”
said Tiffany Corbin, a junior hospitality major and the events
committee co-chair of MHLC. “We love getting suggestions
or volunteers that want to share something that they care a lot
about and what to educate others on. People that have given
talks before are current JMU students, faculty, alumni who
own businesses, and also local business owners in the
Harrisonburg community.”
Not only did MADTalks provide students with
new information on a subject, but also created a memorable
experience for them.
“The MADTalk given by Dan Miller was very
memorable,” said Matthew Reed, a junior economics major and
is the president of MHLC. “He talked about why he decided to
donate a kidney to a complete stranger. That was just something
I don't think I could ever do and it was inspiring to see someone
else willing to do that and give their reasoning behind it.”
If viewers were interested in hearing peoples' stories or
just want to learn something new, attending a MADtalk would
provide them with just that.

WORDS: Talia Davis
PHOTO: Anna Connole
DESIGN: Madison Ebbert
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SOBER
PARTY
A STUDENT-LED ORGANIZATION ALLOWS STUDENTS A SAFE AND SOBER WEEKEND

Sober Party provided an alternative to drinking

“It helps us see the harms of alcohol and how to drink

on the weekends by giving students the opportunity to still

safely, so we can know that for ourselves and spread that

have fun and make friends. Hosting board games, movies,

it’s okay to drink, just to drink safely,” said Jenna Wine, a

and minute-to-win-it game nights were just some of the

junior English major.

activities that the team planned for fellow students.
The organization consisted of an executive board
and members; however, all were welcomed at meetings

However, the members did not want the name
of the organization to dissuade students from attending
meetings and game nights.

to help create the weekend events. This gave students

“We’re not a club that demotes drinking,” said

the opportunity to plan and execute activities that they

Wine. “We don’t mind it. We just offer an alternative on

wanted to see happen on campus.

Friday and Saturday nights.”

“It’s really fun because I’m not a huge party

Members stressed that the name did not

person, and I like being able to meet a lot of people,” said

mean you have to remain sober to be a part of their

Grace Wheeles, a junior health sciences major. “They do

organization. Instead, it offered students a supportive

a lot of different activities semester to semester and I end

opportunity to have fun.

up making a lot of friends as I go.”
President Katrina Wansink, a junior

“You can come no matter what,” said Wine.
All were welcomed and encouraged to attend Sober

interdisciplinary liberal studies major, stayed sober due to

Party events, whether for weekend activities or planning

personal preference.

meetings. Offering a supportive community was what the

“I wanted to wait to have my first drink at 21, but
now I’ve gone 21 years without [alcohol], and I don’t need
it,” said Wansink. “You don’t get distracted by drinking,
so you can focus on your studies and not get caught up in
it. You can keep focused on what’s important. When I’ve
told people that I don’t drink, they say: ‘I respect that,’ or
T wish I had stayed sober.’”
Showing, rather than telling, helped students
to see the opportunities that Sober Party offered on
weekends, which the team hoped would demonstrate that
it was possible to have fun without going out to parties
serving alcohol.
During the 2017-2018 academic year, the club
aimed to conduct their own “reach” event. They were
taught the effects of alcohol on the body, so that they
could share the news with others.
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club was all about.
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Students laugh while playing games at
a Sober Party. The organization created
activities for each night to give students
alternate activites for their weekends.
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MARCHING
ROYAL DUKES
SHOWING THEIR JMU SPIRIT LOUD AND PROUD
Students could hear them from a mile

“[Frisco] was an amazing experience, and

away, playing “Start Wearing Purple,” and the ‘JMU

even though we didn’t win the championship...

Fight Song.” Fans also saw them performing their

we still fought hard for glory (as Dukes do),” said

show during halftime of the home football games.

Austin Evans, a sophomore interdisciplinary liberal

Formed in 1972, the Marching Royal

studies major who played flute. “At the end of the

Dukes have been performing during pre-game,

day the physical manifestation of resilience was

halftime, and post-game at all the football games.

upon every fan’s face that I met, each one of us,

Many of the members played in their high

including myself walked away with our heads held

school marching band and knew that they wanted

high and proud to be a Duke with the ability to

to continue it in college.

continue on Bleeding Purple, and Living Gold.”

“I did four years of marching band in high
school and it was where I made all my best friends,
I knew I wanted to continue on it in college,” said

In 2018, the MRDs made their fourth
appearance at the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade.
“I’m super excited! I think it’s one of

Corbyn Harris, a sophomore media arts and design

those things all marchers dream about doing,

major who played the piccolo. “Marching band

and it’s cool to get to take part in a national

helped me cope with difficult stuff throughout high

tradition,” said Harris.

school and coming to college was a huge change

The MRDs continued to put their

since Fd never been away from home. I thought

hearts and souls out in everything they did while

joining the MRDs would be a great way to give me

continuing to perform memorable shows.

an instant family on campus. I was right.”
Not only did they perform at the home
football games, they also performed at different
events. In 2017-2018, many of the members got
a chance to travel with the football team to Frisco,
Texas to play at the championship.
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Above: The MRDs pose for a group photo
overhead. The group consists of various
intruments and talents.
Opposite Left: Senior Corey Martin
directs the group. Martin was a drum
major in the MRDs.
Opposite Right: A section of the MRDs
gather out front of Wilson. Clarinets were a
part of the MRD lineup.
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The JMU Student Ambassadors

felt more inspired than when I'm with a group of

Organization was a family- anyone within the

Ambassadors because so many of us are involved

community would agree. This group of individuals

in so many different organizations and projects.

were united by their love of the university and

We push each other to be our best selves and take

desire to share that passion with others.

chances, and I think that is really special.”

Junior health sciences major Stephanie

The organization made a large campus

Rathjen said, “Student Ambassadors is so special

like JMU feel smaller to the ambassadors. A friendly

because it is such a large organization that has

face could always be seen around campus.

a very small, tight knit feel...each member is so

Junior geographic science major, Patrick

unique but everyone shares the common passion for

Vigna said, “SA supports an atmosphere of growth

our university.”

and love. When you are in SA you are apart of one

The group was best known for giving tours,
taking around high schoolers considering JMU as
an institution to further their education.
Junior intelligence analysis major Hailey

big family.”
The Student Ambassadors provided a
welcoming network throughout campus.
Junior interdisciplinary liberal studies

Rogers said, “It’s truly amazing to show someone

major Allison Hicks said “Student Ambassadors

the school you love so much and watch them fall in

means home to me.”

love with it for the first time.”
Tours were not all that Student

From devoted philanthropic work to a
shared passion for James Madison University,

Ambassadors did for the JMU community. They

the Student Ambassadors showed familial love in

also put on philanthropic events such as Operation

whatever they did.

Santa Claus, the Carrie Cutner Scholarship, and
Phone-A-Thon.
The group not only provided outreach to
the community and prospective students, but the

WORDS: Katherine Repholz
PHOTO: Dominique Dean
DESIGN: Vivian Dang

Ambassadors also better the people around them.
Kathryn Preziotti, a junior majoring in
psychology and management said, “I have never

STUDENT AMBASSADORS
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Goodbye to
Green's
THE COLORFUL HISTORY OF MRS. GREENS WAS NOT TO BE FORGOTTEN

Mrs. Green’s decided to “retire its

WORDS: Mary Katherine Foley

colors.” Tucked away in Chandler Hall in the

PHOTO: Anna Connole

Lakeside area, Mrs. Green’s all-you-can-eat

DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

dining facility had consistently been a go-to
lunch and dinner spot for students. It also catered
to some of the healthiest eaters on campus.
Equipped with a gluten-free section, an allergysafe station, a salad bar, and a build-your-own
sandwich station, Mrs. Green’s provided students
with dietary' restrictions access to fresh and
nutritious meals during the week.
“I love eating at Mrs. Green’s,” first-year
media arts and design major Emma Sisk raved, “1
feel like I can get many healthy options and food
choices that work for me.”
However, the dining hall reached its final
days. The eating establishment with a waterfront
view was scheduled to disappear in May 2018.
The College of Businesses' rapidly expanding
program called for the demolition of several
buildings in order to make room for new ones to
better meet its students' needs. Chandler Hall was
placed on the list for demolition, carrying Mrs.
Green’s along with it.
“I’m sad that Mrs. Green’s won’t be
there anymore. It’s such a great dining place on
campus,” Sisk continued, “a lot of my friends live
on Lakeside and they love eating there. It’s a very
close, convenient and healthy option for them.”
Mrs. Green’s dining hall allowed
students to venture away from stereotypical
college student meals such as ramen noodles or
microwave-ready macaroni and cheese. With
fresh produce, a positive atmosphere, and options
for every eater, the establishment was a one-stop
shop for students with dietary restrictions or a
desire to better their eating habits. Many felt blue
to see Mrs. Green’s go.
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Various scenes from inside and out of Mrs. Green's. Mrs.
Green’s was a popular place to eat on campus for many.
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RALPH THE DOG
JMU's Live Duke Dog Mascot

Ryan Barto leftjames Madison University,

Barton said, “This year was a really cool

but JMU never truly left Barto. While proposing to his

experience...the most enjoyable part is getting to watch

girlfriend, Theresa DeSantis, on the Quad, Barto had

members of the MRD's, the cheerleaders, the Dukettes,

his English Bulldog, Ralph, take part in the special

and even the stadium staff interact with Ralph on the

day. Dressed in a stylish dog jersey, Ralph garnered the

sidelines. They're his biggest fans!”

attention of all who spotted the playful pooch.
Barto said, “All afternoon while we were

Ralph’s friendly demeanor and playful spirit
livened up the games. There was never a dull moment

tailgating we had fans coming up to us asking to take

on the field, especially when Ralph walked across the

pictures with ‘The Duke Dog.’”

end zone. The JMU spirit is never more present than in

The positive reception to Ralph got Barto

Bridgeforth Stadium during football games. Ralph united

thinking. Both DeSantis and Barto, 2014 alumna, knew

the fans in his loyal devotion to the Dukes, and united

Ralph had what it took to embody the true spirit of the

Barto and DeSantis in love for their alma mater.

JMU Dukes.
Barto said, “I made a few phone calls to the JMU

“Both Theresa and I are incredibly passionate
about JMU...so getting to share Ralph with the JMU

Athletic department over the summer of 2017, sent over

community is just one more way we like to give back,"

some pictures, and arranged to bring him to ‘Meet The

said Barto.

Dukes’ Day prior to the start of the football season as a
trial run. Everyone loved him and from then on he was

Ralph and his family’s school spirit inspired unity
and commitment to the JMU name and community.

officially deemed ‘Duke VI.’”
Ralph quickly became a staple of home games

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

for the Dukes. His enthusiasm while walking across the

PHOTO: Sydney Kane

field rallied the crowd. He was featured on ESPN’s Game

DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

Day live broadcast on the Quad to give players and other
game day performers good luck.

Left: Duke Dog meets the other Duke Dog,
Ralph. JMU often had both mascots at
football games.
Right: Ralph poses for a photo wearing a
JMU jersey. Ralph had made many public
appearances throughout the year.
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DR. RICHARD LAWLER
PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

‘N EVOLUTIONARY
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From studying lemurs in Madagascar to

For Dr. Lawler’s ultimate degree, his Ph.D, his professor

teaching at JMU, one professor, Dr. Richard Lawler of

loved his plan and agreed to gift him his final tattoo of a

Anthropology, truly found his passion.

sifaka lemur.

Dr. Lawler always had a passion for traveling,

“They honor educational milestones. I love these

teaching, and animals, and wanted to pursue a career that

and they mark my intellectual path,” said Dr. Lawler.

combined these three different interests. During his first

His tattoos may have been skin deep, but his love for

year of undergraduate studies at Lhiiversity of Illinois, a

anthropology' ran even deeper.

friend’s recommendation encouraged him to enroll in an

“I feel super lucky to be doing what I do. I

introductory level anthropology course. Upon hearing his

consider my job like my hobby. Like, on my nightstand

professor’s stories of studying tamarin monkeys in Peru,

there are articles about monkeys, and I read that for fun,”

everything changed for Dr. Lawler.
“That was almost like tunnel vision for me,

said Dr. Law'ler. His passion and talent have propelled him
far and wide.

everything went dark, and I was just focusing on him,” said
Dr. Lawler. “I thought, ‘oh my gosh, he just got back from

WORDS: Christine Garrett

Peru, he studies monkeys, and now he’s on stage teaching!’

PHOTO: John Kelly and Courtesy of Roshna Wunderlich

So I had that epiphany where I realized I could combine

DESIGN: Abigail Mumma

my three interests, travel, teaching, and animals, into an
actual tangible career.” So he changed his major from art
to anthropology, and his career path was forged.
Later in his educational journey, during his
graduate program at Yale University, Dr. Lawler had the
privilege of working with an influential primatologist
with a dissertation project studying lemurs in southwest
Madagascar. Dr. Lawler joined this project in 1998, and
has gone for a month just about every summer since.
While there, their team of American and Malagasy
scientists studied the genetics of the same population of
sifaka lemurs.
Dr. Lawler said, “We are triangulating a bunch of
data to try and track the evolution of this population. And
we are trying to conserve them from human pressures such
as deforestation as well.”
To accompany his plethora of degrees, Dr. Lawler
had an idea during his undergraduate years to get a tattoo
to honor the milestones of his degrees. For his bachelor's
degree, he got a strand of DNA to represent the building
block of his upper level education. He got a tamarin
monkey for his masters degree to honor his professor that
directed him into anthropology who studied these monkeys.

Opposite: Dr. Lawler sits at his desk in his office. Lawler
taught Anthropology at JMU.
Right: A sifaka lemur hangs from a tree. Dr. Lawler
studied them in Madagascar.
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WHAT
MAKES
JMU
LAUGH
DUKES SHOW OFF THEIR
COMEDIC SKILLS

OLIVIA BRYAN
Senior, History

What is the difference
between an alligator and
a crocodile?

TYLER ZOGG
Sophomore, Accounting

Why did the physics teacher
break up with the biology
teacher?
There was no chemistry!
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One sees you later, and one
sees you after a while!

WORDS: John Kelly
PHOTO: John Kelly
DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

ELLEN MACDONALD

Yo da lady who? j

Sophomore, Accounting

Good job yodeling!
Why do the French like to
eat snails so much?
Because they hate fast food!
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0
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Top 5 Most Valuable Teams Across All Sports
$4.2 billion Dallas Cowboys (NFL)

$3.7
$3.69
$3.64
$3.58

billion
billion
billion
billion

New York Yankees (MLB)
Manchester United (Soccer)
Barcelona (Soccer)
Real Madrid (Soccer)

Top States JMU Students Are From
1. Virginia
2. New Jersey
3. Maryland
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$576,851,360
Spider-Man:
Homecoming

Guardians of
the Galaxy Vol. 2

Wonder
Woman

Beauty and the
Beast (2017)

Star Wars:
The Last Jedi

Top 5 Billboard Songs
"Shape Of You" - Ed Sheeran
"Despacito" - Luis Fonsi & Daddy
Yankee ft. Justin Bieber
"That’s What I Like" - Bruno Mars
"Humble" - Kendrick Lamar
"Somethingjust Like This" - The
Chainsmokers & Coldplay
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BASEBALL
CATCHES, HITS, AND HOME RUNS

Fresh off a National
Championship win, thousands of fans

2018 season, Sisk said that they all shared one

packed the Coastal Carolina baseball stadium

common goal, to win a CAA Championship.

As the Dukes prepared to take on the

to witness an early season win against JMU.

“As for me personally, I will continue

Highlights from their win played on a

to play this great game for as long as I possibly

continuous loop, increasing the Dukes’ nerves.

can, and I will see in the spring where that

However, there was one player who did not

takes me.” said Sisk.

let any of the statistics get to his head. This

from the 2017 season, it was to never expect an

stadium fell silent as a home run was hit against

easy fight when any team is facing the Dukes.

their All-American pitcher. Then, Adam Sisk,
a junior justice studies major, hit not only one,

WORDS: All ison Baxter

but two home runs.

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

was in the air, I thought ‘There’s no way this just
happened.’ I was in shock for a good five minutes,
so much so I barely remember running the
bases.” said Sisk.
Sisk helped the Dukes to their
eventual 11-3 win over Coastal Carolina, the
former National Champions. This was the kind
of performance that the team and coaches
came to expect of Sisk. He was the only player
during the 2017 season to start in every game.
However, this position did not come easily.
“My biggest challenge came during my
freshman year when I didn’t get to play. All of my
life I was used to being in tire starting lineup. It was
really tough for me because I knew how hard I was
working in practice every single day. So my solution
was to make the most of my opportunities when I
received them. However, it was a blessing to be able
to observe baseball from a different perspective,
because it taught me some good lessons that I carry
with me now.” Sisk explained.

Mar. 24 Delaware
Mar. 25 Delaware
Mar. 26 Delaware
Mar. 31 Elon
Apr. 1

Elon

Apr. 2

Elon

Apr. 5

George Mason

Apr. 7

Charleston

Apr. 8

Charleston

Apr. 9

Charleston

Apr. 11 Liberty

2017 SCOREBOARD

Apr. 12 Richmond
Apr. 14 UNCW

DATE OPPONENT
Feb. 17 N. Carolina A&T
Feb. 18 St.John’s
Feb. 19 Coastal Carolina
Feb. 21 Longwood
Feb. 24 Wofford
Feb. 25 UNC Asheville
Feb. 26 USC Upstate
Mar. 3

Buffalo

Mar. 4

Buffalo

Mar. 5

Buffalo

Mar. 7

Old Dominion

Mar. 8

Old Dominion

Mar. 10 Coppin State
Mar. 10 Coppin State
Mar. 1 7 NJIT
Mar. 18 NJIT
Mar. 18 NJIT
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Mar. 21 Liberty

Mar. 28 VMI

If there was one thing to take away

was proven when the entire Coastal Carolina

“As I hit the second home run, and it

DATE OPPONENT
Mar. 19 NJIT

RESULT
W 5-1
L 1-13
W 11-3
W 4-3
W 5-1
W 25-9
W 2-1
L 8-13
W 14-6
W 9-4
L 8-9
W 4-3
W 16-2
W 12-1
W 20-6
W 9-8
L 5-11

Apr. 15 UNCW
Apr. 16 UNCW
Apr. 19 Virginia
Apr. 21 William & Mary
Apr. 22 William & Mary
Apr. 23 William & Mary
Apr. 26 Longwood
May 5

Towson

May 6

Towson

May 7

Towson

May 9

George Mason

May 13 Hofstra
May 13 Hofstra
May 14 Hofstra
May 16 VMI
May 18 Northeastern
May 19 Northeastern
May 20 Northeastern

RESULT
W 14-2
L 1-5
W 12-8
W 6-5
L 2-10
L 1-6
L 1-7
L 2-9
L 0-3
L 6-7
W 6-5
L 4-8
L 11-12
L 1-26
W 9-7
L 2-6
L 5-7
L 1-4
L 2-7
L 8-14
L 7-8
L 6-7
W 16-0
L 6-8
W 7-4
W 7-6
W 4-3
W 5-1
W 4-3
L 8-10
L 6-7
L 3-4
L 2-6
L 6-7

Above: Junior Zachary Tondi hits the ball while up to bat during a game.
Tondi was a catcher during the 2016-2017 baseball season.
Opposite: The team lines up and removes their caps for the national
anthem. "The Star-Spangled Banner" was played at the beginning of games.
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SOFTBALL
SOFTBALL SUPERSTARS HAVE A SUCCESSFUL SEASON

After winning their first CAA title in the 2016 season,
the softball team aimed to do the same thing during their 2017
season. Mid-season the Dukes were already off to a strong start
thanks to their pitcher, senior kinesiology major Megan Good,
and dominant offensive play. The team averaged six runs a
game, compared to five runs the year before. Good, the CAA
Pitcher of the Year, also lead the nation in wins and shutouts.
The Dukes captured their first win against Auburn,
who was ranked second in the country' at the time, shutting
them out while on the road 1-0. The team continued their
winning streak to the CAA finals against Hofstra. After a rough
start, the offense rallied and racked up nine runs to lead to a
run rule victory. The Dukes became the first team in conference
history to consecutively win their games by run rule. After
securing the CAA title, the team waited in anticipation for their
NCAA tournament placement. Their placement took them to
Waco, Texas to face off against Baylor in the regional finals.
The Dukes lost in a 1 -0 heartbreaker to Baylor.

However, the team had high hopes for the 2018 season,
with Good in her senior year.
"We have been working very hard on and off the field;
pushing each other to the best student, athlete, and person
we can be,” said senior communication studies major Jessica
Mrozek, who played infield. The team was proud of what they
had achieved.
“Some of our biggest accomplishments have been
learning how to be mentally tough during our endurance
workouts, growing as a team on and off the field, and giving
back to our community,” said senior kinesiology major Ashley
Samuels, who played utility. While the team valued winning,
they also inspired one another to be their own best self.
WORDS: All ison Baxter
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman
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DATE
Feb. 10
Feb. 10
Feb. 11
Feb. 17
Feb. 17
Feb. 17
Feb. 18
Feb. 18
Feb. 19
Feb. 24
Feb. 24
Feb. 25
Feb. 25
Feb. 26
Mar. 3
Mar. 3
Mar. 4
Mar. 4
Mar. 5

OPPONENT
Missouri
Charleston SU
USC Upstate
Missouri
Oklahoma St.
South Florida
Wisconsin
Binghamton
St. Joseph’s
UMass Lowell
Yale
North Dakota
Auburn
Auburn
Charlotte
S. Alabama
Boston College
Mercer
Kansas

RESULT
W 6-0
W 13-3
W 4-0
L 8-4
W 5-2
W 5-0
W 4-0
W 8-0
W 8-0
W 10-0
W 8-3
W 8-0
L 4-0
L 1-0
W 8-1
W 4-0
W 1-0
L 4-0
W 5-0

DATE
Mar. 8
Mar. 10
Mar. 10
Mar. 11
Mar. 11
Mar. 18
Mar. 18
Mar. 19
Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 26
Mar. 29
Mar. 29
Apr. 1
Apr. 1
Apr. 2
Apr. 4
Apr. 4
Apr. 8

OPPONENT
UCF
Pitt
ECU
Pitt
ECU
Binghamton
Buffalo
Maryland
Hofstra
Hofstra
Hofstra
VT
VT
Charleston
Charleston
Charleston
UVA
UVA
Towson

RESULT
W 8-0
W 2-0
W 12-1
W 11-0
W 10-2
W 6-0
W 3-0
W 8-0
W 10-4
W 10-1
L 5-2
W 2-0
W 7-6
W 16-6
L 6-1
W 3-2
W 9-1
L 5-4
W 15-3

DATE
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 14
Apr. 14
Apr. 15
Apr. 23
Apr. 23
Apr. 26
Apr. 26
May 5
May 5
May 6
May 10
May 11
May 12
May 19
May 20
May 20
May 20

OPPONENT
Towson
Towson
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
UNCW
UNCW
UNC
UNC
Elon
Elon
Elon
UNCW
Hofstra
Hofstra
Oregon St.
Baylor
Kent State
Baylor

RESULT
W 7-0
W 15-5
W 10-2
W 13-1
W 15-1
W 4-1
W 4-0
W 4-3
W 8-0
W 10-2
W 5-0
W 7-1
W 12-0
W 9-1
W 9-0
W 3-2
W 4-2
W 4-0
L 1-0
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A FAMILY ON AND OFF THE COURT

ATHLETICS

The tennis ball flew back and

“Tennis is a big mental game, so

forth over the net. The noise of the

the coaches push us everyday at practice

rackets hitting the ball echoed throughout

to keep the right mindset of hard work

the court. Practice for the men’s tennis

and a positive attitude,” said Lanthiez.

team used to occur outside at the courts

The JMU tennis team, however, wasn’t

by Hillside field. However, during the

Lanthiez’s first team in the United States.

winter, they warmed up inside the new
indoor training facility.
Five out of the eight players

WORDS: Haley Verdeyen
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda

“I transferred from Old
Dominion LIniversity to JMU my junior

2017 SCOREBOARD

year,” said Lanthiez. “It was a good choice
since Steve [Secord], the head coach, has

DATE

United States: Costa Rica, Spain, France,

always been nice with me and tried to

Jan.27

and Australia. Theophile Lanthiez, a

help me get better.”

Feb. 4

hailed from countries other than the

senior economics major from Villepreux,

For Lanthiez, JMU tennis

Feb. 11

France, was one of those five players. His

provided him with skills he didn’t have

Feb. 12

passion for tennis spurred from seeing his

back in his native France.

Feb. 18

parents play when he was younger.

“I have much more endurance

Mar. 5

“As soon as I could hold a

and I’m faster than before I came to the

Mar. 7

United States.”

Mar. 7

racquet I tried to imitate them [my
parents] and then I immediately loved the
sport,” said Lanthiez.
They became a community
whose friendship surpassed that of a
typical team.
“Except the freshmen that have

As for the biggest difference

Mar. 10

between high school and collegiate level

Mar. 21

tennis, Lanthiez noted that it was the

Mar. 24

competition difficulty level.

Mar. 25

“When you compete at the

Mar. 25

collegiate level everybody is a good

Mar. 29

to live on campus we are living almost

player, so you have to differentiate

Apr. 1

all together which helps to create good

yourself from them if you want to win

Apr. 5

friendships,” said Lanthiez.

matches,” said Lanthiez.

Apr. 11

JMU men’s tennis capitalized

Spending the majority of

Apr. 14

on their close relationships with their

their days together helped the team

Apr. 15

teammates, and also with their coaches.

grow in their skills, and in their bond as

Apr. 18

teammates, and friends.

Apr. 21

OPPONENT

RESULT
L 2-5
Liberty
W 4-3
Bucknell
W 6-1
L 0-7
Penn State
Elon
L 3-4
Virginia Tech
L 0-7
The Citadel
W 7-0
The Citadel
W 5-2
Costal Carolina L 2-5
Hofstra
W 5-2
Delaware
W 6-1
Duquesne
W 4-3
Norfolk State
W 6-1
Hampton
W 5-2
Mount St. Mary’s W 6-1
L 3-4
Radford
L 0-4
Richmond
Villanova
W 4-2
W 6-1
Drexel
Bridgewater
W 7-0
Charleston
L 0-4
George Mason
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Women's Tennis
SERVING UP TEAMWORK

150 | ATHLETICS

Below: Junior Emma Petersen hits
the tennis ball toward her opponent.
The team played various other
schools throughout the year.
Right: Senior Kimberly Herrock
jumps to swing at the incoming
tennis ball. The team had many
practices to prepare for each match.

They hailed from four countries
and five states, but one sport brought them

2017 SCOREBOARD

together. The women’s tennis team came
from separate places, but found unification

DATE

in their dedication to a racket and tennis

Jan.26

ball, and a common goal: winning.

Jan.28

In Fall 2017, the team competed in

Feb. 3

tournaments to hone their skills and bond as

Feb. 4

a team. In Spring 2018, they began their 24

Feb. 10

regular season matches against colleges from

Feb. 11

all over the country.

Feb. 17

Even though only one or two team

Feb. 24

members played at a time, in singles or

Feb. 25

doubles matches, respectively, that did not

Mar. 7

stop the JMU teams’ bond from growing. At

Mar. 9

each match, the players cheered one another

Mar. 9

on, watching as their hard work paid off.

Mar. 18

A new addition to that rigorous

Mar. 19

training schedule was the construction of
the indoor tennis facility located between
UREC and the Convocation Center. Their
original courts were outdoors near Hillside
Field. Due to its exposure to the elements,
inclement weather and cold temperatures
sometimes prevented the team from the
constant access they desired. In the indoor
facility, there were three courts with
LED lighting overhead, as well as an air
circulation system.
Escaping the cold weather, the team

Mar. 21
Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 29
Apr. 4
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 15
Apr. 16
Apr. 21
Apr. 22

OPPONENT

RESULT
Radford
W 7-0
Penn State
W 4-3
G. Washington
W 4-3
Navy
W 6-1
NC State
L 1-6
vcu
L 2-5
Howard
W 7-0
Temple
W 4-3
Delaware
W 5-2
Hampton
W 7-0
UNF
L 3-4
Savannah State
W 4-0
Marshall
L 2-5
William & Mary L 1-6
Hofstra
W 7-0
Duquesne
W 6-1
Norfolk State
W 6-1
Richmond
W 4-3
Liberty
W 4-3
Towson
W 7-0
Charleston
L 3-4
Elon
L 2-5
Old Dominion
W 4-3
Delaware
W 4-0
William & Mary L 1-4

traveled to Florida over spring break 2017 to
compete in two doubleheaders. Despite the
endurance required to play back to back,
the team overcame the challenges presented,
and looked towards the 2018-2019 season
after having signed several recruited players.

WORDS: Hayley Verdeyen
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Vivian Dang
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MEN'S GOLF
GOLFERS HAVE A SUCCESSFUL SEASON

Above: Junior Shota Ozaki prepares to
shoot the ball. Ozaki was named CAA
Men's Golfer of the Week during the 20172018 season.
Opposite: Sophomore Walker Cress makes
a tee shot.
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The Dukes completed their

On the week of October 4, 2017, senior

2016-2017 golf season with a fourth

public policy and administration major

place finish in the Colonial Athletic

Matthew Cowgill was named CAA

Association among the nine teams

Men’s Golfer of the Week. Junior sport

competing, and looked to start strong

and recreation management major

beginning their 2017-2018 season.

Shota Ozaki was awarded CAA Men’s

Following the cancellation of
the Invitational at the Ocean Course on
September 11, 2017, the season officially
began on September 18, 2017 in

Golfer of the Week on the week of
October 25, 2017.
Spring 2018 saw numerous
intercollegiate tournaments for the

Richmond, Virginia for the 2017 VCU

Dukes. The men’s golf team capitalized

Shootout. JMU secured a ninth place

on the strengths of all their players

finish out of 12 teams attending the

during the 2017-2018 season to make for

shootout. The men’s golf team attended

the most successful finishes possible in

several intercollegiate tournaments

each tournament they competed in.

during their season. The highest-placing
finish of their fall season took place at

WORDS: Taylor Asgard

the 2017 Camden Collegiate Invitational

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

on October 21 and 22, 2017, where the

DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

Dukes achieved a second place ranking
among the 17 teams competing.
Two men’s golf players were
awarded CAA honors in 2017-2018.
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After completing their 2016-

senior international business major Laura

2017 season by finishing fourth of eight

Gomez-Ruiz achieved her fourth top-20

teams in the Colonial Athletic Association

finish of the 2017-2018 season at the Idle

golf championship in Williamsburg,

Hour Collegiate Championship. Overall,

Virginia, the women’s golf team came into

the JMU women’s golf team finished

the 2017-2018 season with high hopes of

seventh of 11 golf teams competing.

repeating their success.
The Dukes participated in
invitationals all over the nation in 2017-

With the spring season beginning
in February, 2018, the team aspired for
a strong performance from all members

2018. The women golfers kicked off

on the team, and highlighting the seniors

their season on September 10, 2017 at

played their final season of golf for the

the William & Mary Invitational, where

JMU Dukes.

they secured a seventh place finish among
11 different teams. They also made an
appearance on September 22 and 23, 2017
at the 2017 Lady Paladin Invitational,
hosted by Furman University, where the
Dukes finished thirteenth overall of the 17
teams competing.
The final invitational that
the women’s golf team attended in fall
2017 was the 2017 Idle Hour Collegiate
Championship in Macon, Georgia. At the
Idle Hour Collegiate Championship, senior
sport and recreation management major
Maddisen Cox secured her first top-five
finish, tying for third place. Following the
invitational, Cox was named the Colonial
Athletic Association Women’s Golfer of the
Week on November 1, 2017. Additionally,
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WORDS: Taylor Asgard
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda

FOOTBALL
A GAME DAY TO REMEMBER

As the excitement from ESPN College

Schor, the quarterback, experienced many

Gameday came to a close on the Quad, crowds

games and two ESPN Gamedays during his athledc

of fans made their way to Bridgeforth Stadium to

career with JMU. However, there was something

watch the football team take on Villanova University.

different that Schor sensed when he ran out of the

Throughout the week, the football team attempted

tunnel that day.

to stay focused, and prepared amidst the hype
surrounding the game.
“Gameday was really just background noise,

“It was definitely a packed house.
Everywhere I looked, I saw fans wearing their White
Out apparel. It was just a different feeling coming into

and we had to put that noise to the side and focus

the stadium that day and seeing all the fans that came

on the game itself. Even though there was a lot of

out to support us. It is exciting to see the students

hype surrounding the game, we had to focus on our

enjoy something that we as a team feel like we build

performance,” explained Taylor Woods, a senior

up enthusiasm for. We really show up for them,”

sociology major.

reminisced Schor.

Even though the Dukes had come out

As predicted, the Dukes came out on top,

victorious against Villanova in the past, the team was

crushing Villanova 30-8 with a stellar performance in

not so quick to dismiss Villanova’s performance.

the fourth quarter.

“We knew we had a really tough opponent
with Villanova. They always play us tight and with a

WORDS: All ison Baxter

really quality defense. We felt good about the game,

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

but also knew it was going to have its challenges,” said

DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

Bryan Schor, a senior marketing major.

2017 SCOREBOARD
DATE
Sep. 2
Sep. 9
Sep. 16
Sep. 23
Sep. 30
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Nov. 18
Dec. 2
Dec. 8
Jan. 6
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OPPONENT

RESULT
ECU
W 34-14
ETSU
W 52-10
Norfolk State
W 75-14
Maine
W 28-10
Delaware
W 20-10
Villanova
W 30-8
William & Mary W 46-14
New Hampshire W 21-10
Rhode Island
W 38-3
Richmond
W 20-13
Elon
W 31-3
Stony Book
W 26-7
Weber State
W 31-28
ND State
L 17-13

Above: Senior Bryan Schor throws the hall to
another player. Schor was a finalist for an Football
Championship Subdivision National award.
Opposite: Senior David Ezeagwu and junior
Marcus Marshall celebrate a victory. The Dukes
undefeated during die 2017-2018 regular seasor

£

r
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I he Dukettes cheer on the JM LJ Men's
Ikiskelhiill Tram during a f>;ime. The Dukettes
|)eiihrinefl at football panics and kiskeflmll
mimes often.

Involvement in a student

“We train to dance in complete

-

true. It’s really something amazing to be a

organization became close to heart for

unison, which can be difficult, coming

part of, I wouldn’t be the person that I am

some. When students were passionate, it

from different training backgrounds.”

today if I didn’t have Dukettes.”

was seen through their work.

Not only did some of the

Through it all, the Dukettes

members have to learn to dance in

continued to do what they loved, while

dance team at JMU. For many of the

complete unison, they also had a chance

performing routines they were proud of.

members, they have had former dukettes

to build their leadership skills.

The Dukettes were the official

in their family who inspired them to
audition for the nationally winning team.

“This year our coach resigned,
and we miss her so much! Without a

WORDS: Talia Davis

“My sister was a Dukette, and

faculty member coach, it has now become

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

I saw how much this program meant to

mine and my co-captains responsibility to

her, and the lessons she learned from

not only lead the team, but also manage

being a part of something so incredible,

the team, and be that authority figure

and I knew this is something I wanted to

while also a teammate,” said Ensminger.

be a part of,” said senior biology major

“Everyone has been great, but we learn

Madeline Henwood, who was one of the

something new every day, and are growing

head captains.

as a team with this new adjustment.”

Members of the Dukettes had to
go through auditions in the spring in order
to become a Dukette. Once they became

Even with hardships, it still did
not stop the group from performing.
“This team is truly unique in

an official member, they went through

comparison to other collegiate dance

training in order to put on a performance.

teams. We are completely in it for the art

“We all come from different

DESIGN: Han nah Kaufman

of dance and in the spirit of JMU” said

dance backgrounds,” said Paige

Elenwood. “We do what we do because we

Ensminger, a senior interdisciplinary

love it, and we want to share that love with

liberal studies major and one of the head

our community. It may sound cliche to

captains during the 2017-2018 season.

say that this team really is a family, but it’s

DUKETTES
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Below: Cheerleaders perform their routine
at a football game. The cheerleading team
appeared at sports games and special events.
Opposite: Senior Jill Holwick cheers on the
Dukes. Holwick was a member of the all-girl
cheerleading team.

CHEERLEADING
CHEERLEADERS BRING SCHOOL SPIRIT TO THE CROWD

; f y t us

)1

, hands splayed on the grass of

That support allowed for cheerleaders to take

the football field, pushing off to guide their bodies through advantage of rehabilitation and lifting sessions, both
the air. JMU cheerleaders have performed on the sidelines

of which provided the necessary strength training and

of JMU basketball and football games for years. College

preventative care needed for individuals that flip, twist,

cheer programs were so much more than just sideline

and toss themselves and others into the air.

support, they were communities.
“We ’re definitely more of a family, because we
go through everything together,” said Madeline Iverson, a
junior interdisciplinary liberal studies major.
“Everything,” would entail sporting games, as

“It’s not just an after-school activity anymore,”
said Hoppert. “When it comes to the CAA, we’re one of
the top schools. I want to keep us that way.”
They remained one of the top schools in the
division through hard work and dedication on the

well as the NCAA College National Championships.

cheerleaders' and coaches’ part. Iverson said that one of

Brigham Shellenberger, a communications studies

the perks she took away from the team was seeing the skills

graduate student, said that one of his greatest memories

of different team members.

on the team was cheering at the women’s basketball team

“It’s so cool to see the different classes come up,

Colonial Athletic Association Championship game in

because it’s absolutely insane how talented these new

early 2017, as well as the football national championship

people are,” said Iverson.

game against Youngstown State University.
“I got to experience the 'lit-ness' of both of
them,” said Shellenberger.
Some cheerleading programs across the country

The 2017-2018 cheerleading team at JMU were
a group of accomplished athletes that used their different
combined experiences in high school and all-star cheer
to better their current team. Their tumbling passes and

were continually invited to cheer at sporting events, but

stunting expertise on the sidelines were a well-versed mix

were not given the same perks as other sports teams at

of entertainment and training for their championship.

their respective institutions. The JMU cheerleading head
coach, Amanda Hoppert, valued the support that the

WORDS: Hayley Verdeyen

athletic department showed the team.

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

“They consider us a sport, so I’m treated like all

DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman

of the other head coaches,” said Hoppert.

CHEERLEADING
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Above: A Duke dives into the water.
Opposite: A swimmer performs the backstroke
in a competition.

-.162^4.1.1.11 FTirW

, each individual is an individualized sport. “I couldn’t
swimmer tried their best to concentrate

have asked for a better coach,” Ortman

on their starts, focus on their race strategy,

said. “There have been challenges but he

prepared to hit every turn, and to keep

consistently makes it a team atmosphere.”

their hand speed consistent. But the 2017-

2017 SCOREBOARD

Nov. 17

RESULT
Northeastern
W 163-137
Pittsburgh
L 77-223
Michigan State W 151-149
Miami
L 129-169
UNCW
W 202-151
Delaware
W 262-91
William & Mary W 180-167
Frank Elm
W 5th/14

aspired to set an example for their

Jan. 13

Richmond

W184-125

teammates. “To meet the goals for the

Jan. 14

Bucknell

W 155-85

Sophomore diver and health

DATE

2018 season was not only about individual

sciences major Carlyn McNeely described

Oct. 21

times, it was more about each individual

the team as an unstoppable force.

Oct. 27

swimmer’s contribudon to the teams'

“We are a talented group of girls

Oct. 27

with a great attitude and positive energy,”

Oct. 27

McNeely said. “They are extremely

Nov. 4

major and backstroker Abigail Ortman

supportive and always looking out for the

Nov. 4

believed that if they did not have each

girls around them.”

Nov. 4

dynamic and performance as a whole.
Senior media arts and design

individual on the team, it would be a
completely different dynamic.
“Each person holds extreme

The seniors on the team always

value and for me and my teammates, we

team, my senior class and I set in the

experience everything with each other day

beginning of the year, we need to have

in and day out,” Ortman said. “At the end

accountability, responsibility and strong

OPPONENT

of a really long day, knowing I have endless leadership skills to meet those goals.”
support from each one of my teammates

Ortman was happy to be a part of the

makes it all worth it.”

senior class that she believed left the team

The main swim practices were

better than when she started as a first-year.

Monday through Friday in the Godwin
Hall pool, two hours in the morning and
two hours in the afternoon, in addition to

WORDS: Jacqueline Garcia

lifting three times a week in the Athletic

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

Performance Center. The coach, Dane

DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda

Pedersen, always made sure that the team
worked as a unit, even though swimming
SWIMMING AND DIVING | 163

VOLLEYBALL
JMU SPIKES, SETS, AND BUMPS THEIR WAY TO THE TOP

There was an undeniable

Many of the younger players

f

energy radiating from the left back

looked up to Austin as a prime

court. A wild streak lunged towards

example of a player they aspired to be.

‘i

the ball. This was how senior Taylor

“She is such a dominant

2017 SCOREBOARD
DATE

Austin, a nursing major and volleyball

presence on the court. You see that,

Aug. 25

team libero was portrayed during

and all you can think as a new player is

Aug. 25

a game. Austin spent her entire life

AVow, 1 want to be that’,” said Olivia

Aug. 26

playing the sport that ultimately

Crawley, a first-year undeclared major

Sep. 1

became her passion. While playing

and outside hitter.

Sep. 2

for the Dukes, she has been a part

“I try to tell the younger

Sep. 2

of winning the CAA championship,

players everyday to not take any of

Sep. 8

and won defensive player of the week

this for granted, because it goes by so

Sep. 9

several times during the 2017 season.

fast,” remarked Austin.

Sep. 9

“Winning the CAA

Austin aspired to make the

Sep. 23

championship last year was definitely

national women’s volleyball team, and

Sep. 25

the highlight of my time here at

dabble in the medical field. However,

Sep. 29

JMU. W ’re hoping to do it again this

volleyball always remained her

Oct. 1

number one passion.

Oct. 7

year, and to make it to the NCAA

Oct. 9

tournament,” said Austin.
WORDS: Allison Baxter

Oct. 13

opportunity to build new relationships

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

Oct. 15

each year with her team.

DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

Oct. 21

As a senior, Austin had the

“I love that I have had the

Oct. 23

opportunity to experience so many

Oct. 27

different people and teammates with

Oct. 29

each new season. Those are the people

Nov. 4

that you will be friends forever with.

Nov. 6

They are my family, and it is going to

Nov. 10

be so hard to leave them,” explained

Nov. 12

Austin.

Nov. 17
Nov. 18
Dec. 1
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OPPONENT

RESULT
Gardner-Webb
W 3-0
Sacred Heart
W 3-1
Rider
W 3-0
Cornell
W 3-0
Hampton
W 3-0
Drake
W 3-1
Georgetown
W 3-2
Buffalo
W 3-0
Coppin State
W 3-0
William & Mary W 3-1
Elon
W 3-0
UNCW
W 3-1
Charleston
L 2-3
Northeastern
L 2-3
Hofstra
W 3-2
Delaware
W 3-0
Towson
L 1-3
UNCW
W 3-0
Charleston
L 1-3
William & Mary W 3-2
Elon
W 3-1
Delaware
W 3-0
Towson
L 2-3
Northeastern
W 3-0
Hofstra
W 3-2
Towson
W 3-0
Charleston
W 3-0
Colorado
W 0-3

ilgis
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mmmm
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MEN'S

BASKETBALL
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Family. First-year sport and recreation management major and
center Dwight Wilson described the JMU basketball team as a family because
they do everything together, and established lifelong connections with the
other teammates. From practice every day in the Convocation Center for
three hours, to traveling for games, the team spent a lot of time together.
“We had the chance to go to the Virgin Islands right before school
started and play games, and also enjoy ourselves and grow closer as a team,”
senior sociology major forward Ramone Snowden said. “We went snorkeling
and a couple of us were scared to death because we couldn’t swim but we
ended up learning that day so it was pretty fun.”
Most of the players agreed that the best part about being on the team
was getting to know each other personally and traveling with them for games.
“It makes the experience different to see the guys joking around
versus on the court,” senior sport and recreation management major and
point guard Joel McLean said.
Coach Louis Rowe was a huge part of the team, and was someone
that listened on and off the court because he told the players everything,
without sugar coating it. “One thing I’ve learned from him is always give
everything you do the most effort and be positive because it’ll help you in the
long run and build character to things on and off of the court,” McLean said.
The goal of every season is to win the CAA title, but the team
shows interest in the journey, rather than just the results. “During the games,
I feel exhilarated and happy to being going to battle with my teammates
and another day of doing what I love,” Wilson said. “My favorite part of
the game is the actual gameplay, the action and the energy of it all is just
amazing to be apart of.”
The team was grateful to do something they love and to get the
chance to compete with their "brothers" against other teams, representing

2017-2018 SCOREBOARD
DATE
Nov. 10
Nov. 13
Nov. 17
Nov. 18
Nov. 19
Nov. 22
Nov. 25
Nov. 29
Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec. 10
Dec. 16
Dec. 20
Dec. 27
Dec. 30
Jan. 2
Jan. 5
Jan. 7
Jan. 11
Jan.13
Jan.18
Jan.20
Jan.25
Jan. 27

JMU. ‘Just waking up everyday and being able to play with my teammates,

Feb. 1

has only drawn us closer as a unit, after all that we have been through,”

Feb. 3

Snowden said.
Throughout the 2017-2018 season, they grew not only as players,
but also as "brothers."

Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 17
Feb. 22

WORDS: Jacqueline Garcia
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communication

Feb. 24
Feb. 26
Mar. 3

OPPONENT

RESULT
Bridgewater
W 80-50
Old Dominion
L 53-69
N. Kentucky
L 78-87
Weber State
L 65-73
UTSA
L 77-90
Appalachian St. W 105-99
Radford
L 68-69
George Mason
L 72-76
Charlotte
W 87-82
L 82-84
The Citadel
Richmond
L 71-74
FIU
W 76-67
Florida
L 63-72
W.V Wesleyan
W 75-49
Northeastern
L 70-81
William & Mary L 76-84
Hofstra
L 81-87
Northeastern
L 67-80
William & Mary L 82-89
L 60-61
Delaware
Elon
W 85-74
Drexel
W 75-73
UNCW
L 68-71
Charleston
L 59-66
Drexel
L 74-76
Towson
W 79-73
UNCW
W 62-61
Charleston
L 78-81
Towson
W 69-66
Hofstra
L 61-77
L 66-68
Delaware
W 90-84
Elon
Drexel
L 62-70

DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda
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Above: Sophomore Kamiah Smalls drihhles the hall down
the court. Smalls played the guard position on the team.
Opposite: Junior l.ogan Reynolds makes a play on the
court. The leant spent many hours prank ing lor games.

The JMU women’s

the week during the week of January

basketball team strived for excellence

15, 2018, following a victory against

coming into the 2017-2018 season. At

conference opponent Elon University.

the end of the 2016-2017 season, the

Smalls was awarded CAA’s "Rookie

team faced a key loss with Precious Hall,

of the Year" for 2017 by a unanimous

a 2017 graduate who played the guard

decision of all voters.

Dec. 9
Dec 17
Dec. 21
Dec. 29
Dec. 31

Following a winning streak

position. Hall was the 2017 Colonial

DATE

Athletic Associations’ women’s basketball

during the 2017-2018 season, the JMU

player of the year. Despite losing Hall,

women’s basketball team was poised for

the 2017-2018 saw their hard work pay

a triumphant year looking toward the

off, especially when it came to Colonial

2018-2019 season.

Jan. 5
Jan. 7
Jan.12
Jan. 19
Jan. 21

Athletic Association conference games.

Jan.26

The Dukes maintained a winning streak

WORDS: Taylor Asgard

in the CAA conference during the Spring

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

Feb. 2

2018 season.

DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

Feb. 4

Jan.28

The 2017-2018 season started

Feb. 9

off with a loss to Rutgers University

Feb. 11

on November 10, 2017, followed by
several other losses in games versus
non-conference opponents. Following
their first conference game against
Hofstra University on December 29,
the Dukes began to gain momentum.
The women’s basketball team
remained undefeated throughout each
conference game. As a result, the
CAA ranked JMU in the top spot for
women’s basketball teams. In addition,
sophomore kinesiology major and
guard Kamiah Smalls was awarded

Feb. 16

2017-2018 SCOREBOARD

Feb. 18
Feb. 23

DATE

OPPONENT

Nov. 10

Rutgers

Nov. 12

Wagner

Nov. 15

Tennessee

Nov. 19

Saint Joseph's

Nov. 24

Villanova

Nov. 25

Vermont

Dec. 3

Florida State

Dec. 6

Liberty

RESULT
L 63-76
W 68-45
L 60-89
L 66-73
L 57-60
W 68-56
L 63-79
W 58-47

Feb. 25
Mar. 3
Mar. 8
Mar. 9

OPPONENT

RESULT
L 64-81
Dayton
L 54-82
Bryant
W 67-36
Hofstra
W 55-42
Northeastern
W 60-57
Towson
W 69-45
Drexel
W 56-48
Elon
W 70-67
Charleston
W 67-45
UNCW
W 63-48
W 73-56
Hofstra
Charleston
W 67-53
William & Mary W 86-41
Elon
L 43-50
Northeastern
W 72-43
Towson
W 64-55
Delaware
W 56-53
UNCW
W 65-48
L 71-73
Dexel
W 67-56
Delaware
William & Mary W 70-64
Charleston
W 81-66
Elon
L 53-76
St.John's

CAA’s women’s basketball player of
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MEN'S SOCCER MAKES CHAMPIONSHIPS

the 2017 Men’s

against William & Mary, a team that

2017 SCOREBOARD

Soccer season began, the team made

they had previously defeated earlier in

an effort to prepare for the season the

the regular season. Despite that victory,

DATE

best they possibly could. The players

the Dukes fell to William & Mary in the

Aug. 25

were required to return to campus two

semifinals of the CAA championships.

Aug. 27

weeks early to do extra fitness training

Regardless of their season-ending

Sep. 1

for the upcoming season. Some of the

loss in the semifinals, the men’s soccer

Sep. 3

players even began perfecting their

players still had moments they felt

Sep. 9

skills during the summer to ensure

proud of during this season.

Sep. 15

peak performance.

“[Some of my best memories

Sep.20

from this season were] winning regular

Sep. 23

for playing [soccer] with the South

season, beating UNCW at home, and

Sep. 27

Carolina United team throughout

beating Pittsburgh away from home on

Sep.30

the summer,” said senior Joseph

opening day weekend,” said Vyner.

Oct. 3

“I prepared for the season

Vyner, a senior sport and recreation

Even though the Dukes did

Oct. 7

management major, who played

not advance any further in the CAA

Oct. 11

forward and midfielder.

championships, the team still showed

Oct. 14

their determination to perform their

Oct. 17

best throughout their season.

Oct. 21

The team began their season
by tying with Florida International
University after going into double

Oct. 25

overtime. The men’s soccer players

Oct. 28

continued a consistent performance

WORDS: Taylor Asgard

throughout the season, and secured a

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

spot in the CAA championships after
a 1-0 victory over Drexel University.
Once the team advanced to the
championships, they were pitted

170 | ATHLETICS

DESIGN: Gabriela Baker

Nov. 10

OPPONENT

RESULT
T 1-1
FIU
Pittsburgh
W 1-0
Binghamton
W 2-0
Pacific
L 1-2
Navy
L 1-3
Niagra
W 3-0
Radford
L 3-4
Elon
T 0-0
William & Mary W 4-3
Hofstra
T 1-1
North Carolina
L 0-6
Charleston
L 1-2
Delaware
W 2-1
UNCW
W 2-0
Longwood
W 5-0
Northeastern
W 2-1
Penn State
L 1-2
Drexel
W 1-0
William & Mary L 0-1

1
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2017 SCOREBOARD
DATE
Aug. 18
Aug. 20
Aug. 24
Aug. 27
Sep. 1
Sep. 3
Sep. 7
Sep. 14
Sep. 17
Sep. 21
Sep. 24
Sep. 28
Oct. 1
Oct. 5
Oct. 8
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 22
Oct. 29

OPPONENT
Boston
Providence
Villanova
Richmond
Arkansas
Tulsa
Navy
Liberty
GWU
William & Mary
Elon
UNCW
Northeastern
Charleston
Hofstra
Towson
Drexel
Delaware
William & Mary

RESULT
L 3-4
W 4-0
W 3-1
W 2-1
L 0-2
W 5-0
L 1-2
W 2-1
L 1-2
W 2-0
W 1-0
L 0-3
L 1-2
L 0-1
L 0-3
W 2-1
W 2-1
L 0-2
L 3-4

!i
s started ofT
their season on August 18 against
Boston College. That game ended
in defeat. Despite an early loss, they
had a comeback as they won their
next three games against Providence,
Villanova, and Richmond. The team
made it to the first round of the CAA
Championship, and played William &
Mary on October 29. While their game
ended with their loss, the team had a
successful season.
Five members of the
JMU women’s soccer team earned
All-Colonial Athletic Association
end-of-year honors. Sophomore
communication studies major Haley
Crawford and junior marketing
major Stephanie Hendrie were both
awarded for their 2017 performances.
Senior nursing major Nicole Caston
and sophomore health services
administration major Elizabeth Lazzaro

were both named to the third team.
First-year psychology major Ginger
Deel was named to the CAA All-Rookie
Team after her first season at JMU.
David Lombardo is the only
head coach the JMU women’s soccer
team has ever had, and after 28 years
of coaching, he retired at the end of
the 2017-2018 season. During his
time with JMU, his teams over the
years have totaled 337 victories on the
field. In NCAA Division I women’s
soccer head coach rankings, Lombardo
is ranked 12th, with a total of 415
wins in 35 years. After Lombardo’s
retirement, JMU searched for a new
women’s soccer head coach. However,
Lombardo’s legacy will live on through
the JMU women’s soccer program.
WORDS: Jennifer Bleecker
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda

Opposite: Junior Stefanic Page*runs to score
’
Above: Sophomore Hannah McShea blocks a shot'. McShea
played the goalkeeper position during the 2017-2018 season.
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TOt: Senior Nora Raher runs

competition.

Right: Senior Carol Strock tal

H a race

against her opponent.

JAMES MADISON
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RUN TO LIVE,
LIVE TO RUN
CROSS COUNTRY RUNS WITH A PASSION AND DEDICATION

Forest trails, inclement weather, and
hundreds of people running the same race; cross
country was not a sport for the faint of heart.
Cross country was a tough event with committed
fans and even more committed athletes.
“In cross country, we travel to different
courses which all have different terrain. Some are
very hilly, some are on golf courses, and some go
through the woods” said senior nursing major Nora
Raher. “And because all the races are run outside,
the unpredictability of the weather plays a role in
how fast the course will be run on any given day.”
Some people preferred not to run at
all, but members of JMU’s cross country' team
chose to go the extra mile, and ran twenty minute
races in tough conditions. Team members pushed
themselves to improve their times.
“In case there is an apocalypse where we
all have to run for our lives, at least I will be able
to outrun most of the population” sophomore
earth sciences major in the secondary education
program, Emily Murphy said.
Running long distances, apocalypse or not,
was no easy task. Form and strategy played a large
role for cross country runners. When asked who
would win in a race between tire tortoise and die
hare, Caitlin Swanson, a sophomore dietetics major
replied, “I would have to say the tortoise would win.
As a distance runner, you can’t start a race sprinting
because the races are long. You have to be patient
and be smart.”
Whether training for zombies or training
for sport, members of JMU’s cross country team
were willing to go the distance for their craft.

2017 SCOREBOARD
DATE

OPPONENT

Sep. 2

Virginia

WORDS: Dominique Dean

Sep. 2

Norfolk State

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

Sep. 2

Liberty

DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

Sep. 9

JMU invitational

RESULT
L 25-44
L 20-59
L 15-70
1st/4

Sep. 23

Roy Griak

9th/18

Oct. 13

Penn State

7th/17

Oct. 28

CAA

ls,/9

Nov. 10

NCAA

Nov. 18

ECAC

12th/37
1st /25
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itivation to

complimented a teammate on something

improve and win propelled the field

honorable that they did. This positive

hockey team to a successful 2017-2018

atmosphere promoted team togetherness.

season. Players returned to campus early

Senior health sciences major

The team was never satisfied,
and always looked to progress in their
skills. Day in and day out, the team
practiced dribbling, plays, passing,

in the summer to practice and bond as a

Melanie Kusakavitch said, “We have

team. Losing no members from the last

worked to create an open culture where

season, the 2017 James Madison Field

everyone belongs. There was a lot of

we step on the field, we see it as another

Hockey team returned to the field with

freedom to be who you are with no

opportunity to grow an ‘inch’ more.”

confidence in themselves and each other.

judgement. I believe that with that kind

The team’s hard work and dedication to

of an environment, our connection makes

the sport of field hockey and each other

team bonding natural.”

as teammates resulted in a robust and

Sophomore communications
sciences and disorders major Cassandra
Hunter said, “What makes this 2017

A memorable win against Old

corners, and more.
O'Donnell said, “Every time

rewarding season.

team special is our connection on and

Dominion University validated the team’s

off the field. Since we did not have any

hard work. After a double overtime and

seniors last year, we were able to grow

a shootout, JMU rose to victory, taking

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

even stronger because we are so used to

down their ranked opponent. The team

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

playing with each other. We also had the

attributed their win to the versatility and

DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

same awesome leaders that we did last

strength of the players.

year and they do a great job motivating
everyone to do their best.”
Everyday at practice, the team

Junior health sciences major
Casey O’Donnell said, “We all bring
something different to the field, and

worked on skills and drills to improve

our collaborative effort creates a great

their play. The team ended each

environment to be a part of.”

practice with “hups,” when a player

2017 SCOREBOARD
DATE
Aug. 26
Aug. 30
Sep. 1
Sep. 3
Sep. 8
Sep. 10
Sep. 17
Sep. 22
Sep. 24
Sep. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 20
Oct. 22
Oct. 27
Oct. 29
Nov. 3
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OPPONENT

RESULT
Liberty
W 3-1
Old Dominion
W 3-2
Appalachian
W 4-0
Lafayette
W 2-0
Saint Joseph’s
W 4-1
Duke
L 1-3
N. Carolina
L 0-3
Ball State
W 2-0
L 1-4
Louisville
Richmond
W 5-1
Drexel
W 7-1
Delaware
L 2-5
Wake Forest
L 2-3
Northeastern
W 4-0
Hofstra
W 8-0
William & Mary W 2-1
Towson
W 7-2
William & Mary L 1-2

FIELD HOCKEY
FIELD HOC

Above: Senior Melanie Kusakavitch prepares tcfSTrike the
ball down die turf. Kusakavitch was captain of the team
during the 2017-2018 school year.
Opposite: lunior Miranda Rigg dribbles the ball down the
field.

Rigg was the

19th player in JML history to reach the

"30 Goal Club."
FIELD HOCKEY
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Women's Lacrosse

.

M
-

2017 SCOREBOARD
After losing in the finals the year before to Towson, the lacrosse team sought

DATE

OPPONENT

RESULT

to avenge their loss by reclaiming the CAA Championship title. Going into the 2017

Feb. 10

Missouri

W 6-0

season, there was uncertainty about how the new team would perform, since eight of

Feb. 10

Charleston SU

W 13-3

the twelve starters graduated in 2016. However, the 2017 women’s lacrosse team showed

Feb. 11

USC Lipstate

W 4-0

that they were ready for a challenge, and prepared to prove themselves.

Feb. 17

Missouri

L 8-4

Feb. 17

Oklahoma St.

W 5-2

Feb. 17

South Florida

W 5-0

to be anything, and play any role for the team. It was one of the most unselfish teams I

Feb. 18

Wisconsin

W 4-0

have ever coached,” said head coach Shelley Klaes-Bawcombe.

Feb. 18

Binghamton

W 8-0

“We had no idea what the 2017 team would be, but they quickly showed us
coaches that this would be a team that had no ego, a team of sacrifice and were willing

The Dukes started the 2017 season undefeated. During their winning streak,

Feb. 19

St. Joseph’s

W 8-0

the team played against Towson later in the season, and defeated them 9-5. In the CAA

Feb. 24

UMass Lowell

W 10-0

finals, the Dukes won their first NCAA tournament game since 2010 against Louisville.

Feb. 24

Yale

W 8-3

This windesignated the 2017 season as the most successful season in team history, and

Feb. 25

North Dakota

W 8-0

Klaes-Bawcombe became the winningest coach in the history of the JMU lacrosse

Feb. 25

Auburn

program.

Feb. 26

Auburn

L 4-0
L 1-0

“It was a great year to become the winningest coach in JMU lacrosse history.

Mar. 3

Charlotte

W 8-1

I will always remember this team as the year this happened. It is something I am very

Mar. 3

S. Alabama

W 4-0

proud of and hold close to my heart, considering I am alum of this program,” said

Mar. 4

Boston College

W 1-0

Klaes-Bawcombe, who played lacrosse at JMU, and graduated in 1997.

Mar. 4

Mercer

L 4-0

Mar. 5

Kansas

W 5-0

Mar. 8

UCF

W 8-0

Mar. 10

Pitt

W 2-0

Mar. 10

ECU

W 12-1

Mar. 11

Pitt

W 11-0

Mar. 11

ECU

W 10-2

Mar. 18

Binghamton

W 6-0

Mar. 18

Buffalo

W 3-0

Despite a loss to Penn State in the second round of the NCAA Lacrosse
Championship, the team showed that they were a forced to be reckoned with.

Lt-.sON

Mar. 19

Maryland

W 8-0

Mar. 25

Hofstra

W 10-4

Mar. 25

Hofstra

W 10-1

Mar. 26

Hofstra

L 5-2

Mar. 29

VT

W 2-0

Mar. 29

VT

W 7-6

Apr. 1

Charleston

W 16-6

Apr. 1

Charleston

L 6-1

Apr. 2

Charleston

W 3-2

Apr. 4

UVA

W 9-1

Apr. 4

UVA

L 5-4

Apr. 8

Towson

W 15-3

Apr. 8

Towson

W 7-0

Apr. 9

Towson

W 15-5

Apr. 14

Delaware

W 10-2

Apr. 14

Delaware

W 13-1

Apr. 15

Delaware

W 15-1

Apr. 23

UNCW

W 4-1

Apr. 23

UNCW

W 4-0

Apr. 26

UNC

W 4-3

Apr. 26

UNC

W 8-0

May 5

Elon

W 10-2

May 5

Elon

W 5-0

May 6

Elon

W 7-1

May 10

UNCW

W 12-0

May 11

Hofstra

W 9-1

May 12

Hofstra

W 9-0

May 19

Oregon St.

W 3-2

May 20

Baylor

W 4-2

May 20

Kent State

W 4-0

May 20

Baylor

L 1-0

WORDS: Allison Baxter and Taylor Asgard
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman
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Track & Field
OVERCOMING HURDLES TOGETHER

pped back into their blocks.
Their breathing was measured, held for a moment waiting
for the familiar pop of the starter gun. It went off and then
they were gone, sprinting down the track.
The 2017-2018 track and field team consisted of
over 40 runners, hurdlers, sprinters, and throwers. Gina
Bischof, a senior health sciences major, ran the 400-meter

As a first-year, Bollinger especially found the
teammate bond to be an important one.
“I’ve become super close with a lot of the
upperclassmen,” Bollinger said. “It’s nice to know that you
have people, not only to look up to, but to talk about real life
things that they’ve been through.”
From sharing rides, helping with homework, and

hurdles for JMU, but her love for the sport solidified during

general advice giving, the track and field team was a tight-

her junior year of high school.

knit group even off the track.

“I think I fell in love with it from seeing the passion
she [my sister] had for it,” Bischof said, whose sister was a

WORDS: Hayley Verdeyen

long distance runner in high school.

PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications

Previously, Bischof was a gymnast, which helped
prepare her mentally for track & field.
“That sport [gymnastics] has taught me to be
aggressive because you can’t hold anything back,” Bischof
said. “So I carry those skills from gymnastics over to the
track and kind of go with it.”
Her teammate Sophia Bollinger, a first-year
kinesiology major,, also got her start in track and field
during her sophomore year in high school starting out as
a sprinter. When asked how she chose to run her
800-meter event, she replied, “I didn’t.” She explained that
she began the event after trying it out for the first time and
deciding that it was the event was for her.
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DESIGN: Mad ison Ebbert

Above: Team members of the track and field team run during a meet.
There were various races to compete in.
Right: Members cheer on their fellow teammates. The team supported
each other during each race.
Below: Senior Aereale Scott jumps over a hurdle during a meet. Scott
had been on the team since her freshman year.
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KICKING, P,

AND TACKLING THEIR WAY TO VICTORY

Opposite: A rugby ball rests on the turf. Players
were required to know how to handle the ball.
Left: Members of Rugby ruck their opponent off
their teammate. Rugby was a physical sport in the
2017 season.
Bottom Top: Senior William Stinson catches the
ball. A play followed soon after.
Bottom Middle: Sophomore Matthew Gricoski runs
with the ball, while junior Dean Kedir runs after
him. Kedir attempted to tackle soon after.
Bottom: Senior Grant Jarrell gets ready to punt the
ball. The ball flew across the field.

In recent years, the JMU

whenever they slipped up in games.

Men’s Rugby team made several

“Blackout” reminded the team to forget

impactful changes. The president of

any blunders made in the previous play,

the organization, William Rickard, a

and to focus on the upcoming play.

senior intelligence analysis major, said

Although the 2017 season saw

that the rugby team was a Division

the loss of some key players, the rugby

II team when he first joined. While

team still proved victorious in matches

the rugby team proved successful in

against University of Virginia, Towson

Division II, even winning a national

University, University of Maryland,

championship in 2015, transitioning

and Salisbury University. The losses

into a different, more competitive

against Iona College and Fordham

division was a welcome amendment.

University demonstrated the unity and

“We have moved up to
Division IAA, and can select a
competitive squad from our top 40

determination of the team.
“Our biggest lesson learned
from those games was not to get down

players” for their games, said Rickard.

on ourselves. Those games were a

The rugby team took pride in their

great reality check,” said Rickard. The

sense of solidarity during tough times

rugby team was triumphant during

and challenges that the team faced.

the season, but their positive attitudes

For example, a loss against

and togetherness in the face of defeat

Mount St. Mary’s University proved a

proved advantageous to the team’s

devastating blow to the team members

dynamic and performance.

who felt that they were, “the better
team, and just let that game slip,”

WORDS: All ison Baxter and Taylor Asgard

according to Rickard. The team also

PHOTO: Anna Connole

rallied around their team captain,

DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

Christopher Marcelin, a junior
engineering major, when they needed
support or encouragement. The team
also had a code word, “blackout,” for
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BRAZILIAN

JIU-JITSU
TEACHING NON-VIOLENT SELF-DEFENSE

Egos were left outside of the Combative
Room, and members were ready to work in a healthy
environment that was not focused on violence. That
was the aim of the Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Club. Founded
in 2009, the club continued to showcase its interest in
conducting non-violent activity.
“Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu is a grappling martial
art,’'junior nursing major and club president
Michael Irving said. “It focuses on submitting an
opponent without any striking.”
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu was created by Carlos

a sense of community due to the variety of partners
members practiced with.
Like any other club, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu had
goals for the future of the club as it grew larger.
“Our goal for the club is to expand the
art of jiu-jitsu to others,” said Irving. “We want to
promote a healthy and active lifestyle through the art
of jiu-jitsu.”
Although the club may have been small,
they were welcoming to new members who wanted
to be a part of the journey of learning more about

and Helio Gracie, who adapted moves from Japanese

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. As long as they had a positive

Jiu-Jitsu, and created the style used in Brazilian Jiu-

attitude, they would be successful.

Jitsu through vale tudo fights in Brazil.
With three instructors, it became difficult to
teach a large group of people. As a result, the club was
fairly small, consisting of about ten members. Members
met four days a week, and competed in tournaments.
The typical practices included getting loose
and warmed up, learning two to three moves, a drill
with a partner, and sparring, or practice fighting, for
five minute rounds with different partners for each
round. With these practices, they were able to build
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WORDS: Talia Davis
PHOTO An na Connole
DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

Above: Members of the Jiu-Jitsu club
pose for a photo. Members of the club
wore a traditional Gi during practices.
Left: Senior Quintin Liggins and
first-year Alexis Kubica spar during a
practice. Sparring was a term the team
used for practice fighting in Jiu-Jitsu.
Opposite Right: junior Michael Irving
and sophomore Nicolas Cerreta
practice on the gym floor. The
members warmed up before every
practice.
Opposite Left: Sophomore Dominique
Dean and first-year Alexis Kubica
train during a meeting. Training was a
critical aspect of Jiu-Jitsu.
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Below: Sophomore Sarah Villa performs in front of a crowd. I he color guard team
regularly appeared with the MarcliipgRoyal Dukes.
Opposite Above: Junior Brenna jafflatshoweases a Hag routine. I lie color guard team
performed with flags often.
^fopositc Below: Senior Lauren Pope leads a routine. Pope was the captain of the 2017
2018 Color Guard leant.

COLOR
GUARD
TWIRLING AWAY THE COMPETITION

They danced with smiling faces as they spun
Hags and tossed rides and sabres. This was the magic
of color guard.
Color guard was a group that performed
every fall with the Marching Royal Dukes. After
football season, some continued to participate through
winter guard. Many of the members had been taking
part in color guard since high school, and have never
lost their passion for it.
“I have been doing color guard since eighth
grade,” said equipment manager Sarah Villa, a
sophomore interdisciplinary liberal studies major.
“This is my seventh year in the activity, and I couldn’t
be more in love with what I do.”
Although members have been participating
in color guard since high school, they still continued
to grow as a performer every day, they created a bond
with the other members.
"I love being able to get outside of my
comfort zone when I am learning new tosses and
tricks,” said captain Lauren Pope, a senior biology
major. “I love how I get the chance to to put on a
visually impressive show with my closests friends every
weekend. The bonds you form with others because of
how intense the sport is are out of this world.”
Although they did what they loved, there were
some difficulties that came with it.
“The hardest part is spending very long hours
at practice on the burning turf of the football field,”
said Molly Michaud, a senior political science major. “I
just remember that it’s all worth it in the end.”
With all the hard work the color guard put
into what they do, it provided them with benefits that
they could use in their daily lives.

WORDS: Talia Davis
PHOTO: JMU Athletics Communications
DESIGN: Kendall Herlica
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CLUB
EN GARDE

Above: A member oi (he club duels during a match. The club was
open to members of all levels of experience.
Opposite: Fencers watch a match take place. The team had many
matches over the course of the year.
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Visitors to the auxiliary gym in Memorial Hall

“My favorite part is challenging myself to be the

between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. at night Monday through

best I can, I love competing and testing my skills against other

Thursday would see JMU students aiming swords at each

fencers,” said Daniels.

other. This was the fencing club. Full of dedicated athletes, the
members took their craft seriously.
“I love the sport with all my heart and being able

Along with the president, the club’s executive board
consisted of the vice president, secretary, treasurer, and two
armorers who made and the repaired the blades the fencing

to fence freely with a variety of people who all have different

club used. It was a tight knit group that bonded through their

fencing backgrounds, though the amazing people in the club are

love of fencing.

definitely a close second,” said sophomore graphic design major,
Katherine DeLoria.
Students who enjoyed fencing or just wanted to

“I joined club fencing because my best friend has been
a fencer for a while and I’d always wanted to try it, so I started
going with her, then branched out and became very attached to

learn more about it joined the club, which consisted of 20-30

the club and its members,” said Sarah Baker-McEvilly, a junior

members at any given time, and competed against other schools

majoring in philosophy and religion and justice studies.

on the east coast. Fencing Club was originally a women’s varsity
team back when JMU was Madison College. The club accepted

The Club Fencing members, whether beginners or
advanced, took their sport seriously.

people of all skill levels, whether a beginner just starting to learn
the sport or an expert who had been fencing for years. Douglas

WORDS: Kathryn Downing

Daniels, a senior kinesiology major and president of the fencing

PHOTO: Dominique Dean

club, had been fencing since he was eight years old.

DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda
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SADDLING UP FOR SUCCESS

Equestrian Club

club planned. Additionally, members

common.”

welcomed all students, no matter

were required to get a certain amount

their level of experience, background,

of community service hours each

Equestrian Club had a certain sense

or appreciation for horses. The club

semester. This allowed a time for

of community that was different from

aimed to create a friendly atmosphere

teammates to get to know each other

the rest of the clubs on campus.

Downs believed that

that promoted team bonding, while

outside of the meetings and shows

“It’s a really great club and a great

offering the opportunity for horse

while also providing the chance to give

way to get involved,” said Downs.

enthusiasts to continue their hobby.

back to the community.

The club was made up of

The opportunity for

“We have people who don’t even like
horses that join because they like the

roughly 60 members. Participating in

members to take lessons and show

experiences. I don’t think I would’ve

lessons and shows were not required

was encouraged. Lessons were

had the experience at JMU that I did

to be a member, and vice president

provided at nearby stables, and

if I didn’t join my freshman year.”

Katie Downs, a senior health sciences

those who wanted to show could

major, said that most of the members,

join the Intercollegiate Horse Show

were many opportunities for different

herself included, actually did not ride.

Association (IHSA) team within the

levels of involvement. No matter how

However, students who wanted to ride

JMU Equestrian Club.

one chose to participate within the

and had no prior experience were
graciously accepted into the club.
“We love new riders,” said
Downs. “It’s the hardest to find
beginner-level competitors.”
Social events like ice skating,

Katherine Fish, a first-year

Within Equestrian Club

club, members welcomed all.

nursing major, took lessons twice a
week and participated in the shows.
“I knew I wasn’t going to

WORDS: Sara Banton

join a sorority or anything,” said

PHOTO: Courtesy of Grace Hickey

Fish. “This is my type of sorority

DESIGN: Vivian Dang

roller skating, team dinners, and Secret

because everyone is close knit, which

Santa were just a few events that the

is nice, and we all share something in

Opposite: Junior Madeline Stevens poses with her blue ribbon. Stevens was a
competing member of the team.
Above: Sophomore Rachel Rosenberg rides her horse over an obstacle. Some
members had ridden horses for many years.
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CLUB
ICE
HOCKEY
DEDICATED TO THE ICE

GOAL! Junior management

Street Arena in Charlottesville, returning

Souza grew up playing ice hockey in

major and forward Patrick Kelly found a

to Harrisonburg around 2 a.m. on

Massachusetts. “I have been playing for

rebound and buries it to reduce the deficit

Thursday mornings.

over fifteen years now and it is really nice

to two goals. Although Virginia Tech won

“Believe it or not, my favorite

to bring that part of my childhood with me

6-3 that game, the JMU Club Ice Hockey

part of hockey is the ridiculous practice

team put up a good fight against their

times and traveling to different parts of

toughest competitor. In the 2017-2018

the country and meeting players from

season, the players included a mix of all

different states, even a few countries,”

that they could benefit from having more

academic years.

Kelly said.

hours on the rink. Unfortunately, it was a

“The team this year is really

The team frequently travelled

skilled, probably the most skilled in the

for games on the weekends throughout

3 years that I have been at JMU,” Kelly

the season.

said. “But the whole point of playing

“The road trips are a blast

down here,” Souza said.
If the team had a rink in
Harrisonburg, most of the players agreed

high operating cost to start up.
“The rink in Charlottesville is
closing so the location for practices for
next year is still up in the air,” Souza

JMU hockey is have fun, so for the

whether we stay overnight in a hotel or

said. “We need everyone’s support, as this

most part we try to not take ourselves

just drive up for a game and drive back

could be our last season if we do not find

too seriously while still competing hard

that night,” senior accounting major

a new location soon.”

during games.”

and right wing Grant Grieco said. “This

The Club Ice Hockey team

season, we met our first two goals of

travelled all over the country to play

they took the games a little too lightly

winning the tournament of the Atlantic

the game they loved. They managed to

at the start, and had to make some

Coast Collegiate Hockey League in

reach several personal bests during the

challenging comebacks. Coach Doug

Raleigh, NC, where we went 3 and 0.

2017-2018 season.

Fordham understood when the players

The second goal we reached was beating

Kelly joked that sometimes

get in this mindset, being a former player

UVA in overtime on a snipe, so we are

WORDS: Jacqueline Garcia

on the JMU Ice Hockey team himself.

looking towards the playoffs and beating

PHOTO: Courtesy of Peggy Kelly

He proved commitment to the team by

UVA when we play them once more.”

DESIGN: Kendall Herlica

driving from Richmond to coach.
The team practiced once a week
on Wednesday nights at 11 p.m. at Main

But it was not about winning
every game for them; it was about the game
itself. Club president Robert Gardner-

CLUB ICE HOCKEY
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Club Squash
THE TEAM GROWS IN THEIR SOPHOMORE YEAR AS A CLUB

started out as a hall of first-

Sophomore nursing major Hannah Estes said, “I love

years, all but one having no experience with the sport, but it grew

having the camaraderie of a team and always having people to

to be so much more. Sophomore finance major Vincent Angotti,

talk to and hang out with.”

who was club president, began the club when he realized that

McCaslin said, “We wish to bring the opportunity of

JMU had no formal team dedicated to the sport, pioneering the

a new sport to the campus and those who are looking to try

way. Quickly, his love of the sport became infectious.

something different.”

Sophomore integrated science and technology major

Beginning as friends picking up a sport new to most,

Nicholas McCaslin said, “No one in our dorm had ever played

Club Squash developed into a strong force as one of JMU’s club

squash before, but it quickly became a weekly event that we

sport teams.

all loved, even if we aren't the best...we all are learning and
growing together.”

WORDS: Katherine Repholz

After learning the rules of squash, the club flourished.

PHOTO: Dominique Dean

The team traveled to a tournament in Baltimore playing other

DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman

colleges and gaining meaningful experience. The club carried
the knowledge that they learned at the tournament to improve
the team and recruit new members.
The team was also a welcoming and inclusive
environment, promoting bonding and friendly competition.
Practices included “King of the Court,” knockout-style
warmup games, conditioning, drills, and scrimmage matches
functioning both as a way to stay active and in preparation for
upcoming tournaments.
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Above: The club poses for a photo. Squash was a sport that is
similar to raquetball.
Opposite Right: The team lines the wall of one of the courts.
Squash was a game that required a specific raquet.
Opposite Left: The team huddles together on the court. UREC
had courts dedicated for squash and raquetball.
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A MAGICAL SPORT
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Noi all fans of popular book series can say that
they got the chance to play one of the fictional sports featured
in the books. There was one group at JMU who were able to
do just that.
The JMU Quidditch team, which was based on J.K.
Rowling’s “Harry Potter” book series was a co-ed, full contact
sport. The game is the same as the books, except they use
plastic broomsticks instead of flying wooden ones.
Members of the Quidditch team understood that not
everyone has read the "Harry Potter" series. Jessica Hoare,
a sophomore international affairs major who was the club
secretary' and played chaser, defined the sport.
“Quidditch is a mix between rugby, football, and
dodgeball. It involves taking the quaffie (football) and moving
it up the field to score in one of the three hoops,” said Hoare.
“While doing this, you have to avoid being hit by a bludger
(dodgeball) or you must drop the ball and “tag up” at your
home hoops. It is a very intense game and requires strategy
and a ton of field awareness.”
The Quidditch team was just like any other
club sports team at JMU, they traveled and competed at
tournaments against other Quidditch teams.
“As a competitive club sports team, we travel all
over the Mid-Atlantic region to play in tournaments and
compete against other colleges,” said Hannah Cooper, a senior
kinesiology major who was the vice president of the club,
and plays beater. “We have even qualified for the National

Championships, which will be held in Texas later this year. I
am proud of the team for qualifying for Nationals this year
against some other incredibly talented teams.”
Through Quidditch, members were able to build
relationships with one another and bond over a common
interest, Harry Potter.
“The idea of playing a “magical sport,” was one
of the main reasons I went to tryouts. It is such a cool thing
to say ‘I play Quidditch—yes the sport in Harry Potter,’ said
Hoare. “Once I got to tryouts, the thing that made me stay
was the people. The feeling of acceptance and hominess that
overwhelms you when you first meet everyone is amazing. I
felt like I belonged from the start. Everyone is so nice and the
first weekend after joining, we all hung out as a team to start
bonding and getting to know each other. I think this bond is
why we play so well on the field.”
The Quidditch team continued to prove to others that
they were a serious, dedicated team. They strived for success,
just like the other sports teams at JMU.
WORDS: Talia Davis
PHOTO: Alexander Scott
DESIGN: Vivian Dang
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Club Climbing
STARTED FROM THE BOTTOM, NOW WE ARE HERE

There were over 2,000 students part of the
club sports program at JMU. A subset of those students,
around 20, gathered on Monday nights for two hours,
filling the adventure center at UREC full of climbing

which were sanctioned by a collegiate association and
therefore, were unable to compete for JMU.
Whether they competed or not, the challenge
of the sport offered a sense of unification.

enthusiasts. The 360-degree rock wall stood tall in
the center with members of the JMU climbing club

WORDS: Hayley Verdeyen

attending their weekly meeting.

PHOTO: Jennifer Bleecker
DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman

The meetings began with club announcements,
such as different featured events as well as community
sendee opportunities, a requirement of sport club
membership. Also featured were technical ovendews
of climbing and the different gear available like belays,
used to control the rope during a climb.
The welcoming atmosphere of the 20 or so
climbers was palpable. Their acceptance of any climber,
from novice to aficionado, provided an environment for
the climbers to grow.
“Everyone is drere to get better and to help each
other get better, which is one of the things that drew me
to the sport initially,” said club president Stanley Bottcher,
a sophomore geographic science major.
They utilized the rock wall, where climbers
are hooked in and can repel down with the aid of
a pulley system, as well as a bouldering wall, where
climbers free climb and use their body strength to
pull themselves up, and find the perfect hand and foot
placement. Plenty of the club members took their
passions to an outdoor setting.
“Climbing really tall toutes outside is my
favorite because of the mental challenge in addition to
the physically demanding moves,” said Bottcher.
While the club members were not required to
compete in both categories, there were two avenues of
offerings for competition climbing. Competing under
the JMU banner, student climbers competed in the USA
Climbing Collegiate Circuit. In order to compete in the
USA Climbing Regionals, club climbers had to compete
in a collegiate-level competition. While winning one
of those competitions brought rewards, it did come
at an additional fee. On the other hand, climbers had
the option to compete in citizenship competitions,
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TRIATHLON
TRAINING FROM SUN UP TO SUN DOWN

Running, swimming and biking; the triathlon
club did it all. This organizadon was full of students who
loved to exercise and push themselves to the limit.
“My favorite part about the triathlon club is how

In addition to the love of the sport, members also
loved the challenge of it.
“Besides the thrill of doing three of the toughest
endurance sports consecutively, I thrive under pressure and

motivated, driven, and fun my teammates are. We have a

enjoy pushing my body to its limits. Although many think

wide range of members who come in with different goals

what we do is crazy, being a part of the team keeps me in

ranging from very competitive members to members who

amazing shape, reduces stress, and I have a support network

join for solely social reasons. This creates a well-rounded

of like-minded people who I know will always be there for

team, which is why I'm so proud to help lead this team as

me,” said junior media arts and design major Brandon

president,” said senior justice studies majorjessica Bachelder,

Zarzecki, a member of the club.

club president.
The triathlon club met eight times every week to
practice running, swimming, and biking. The club competed

The members of the triathlon club were up before
the sun most mornings to train and compete. It was not
always easy, but they took great pride in what they did.

in the regional triathlon championship in Fall 2017, and the
national triathlon championship in Spring 2018. The top

WORDS: Kathryn Downing

seven men and the top seven women from the club were sent

PHOTO: Sydney Kane
DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

to the competitions. Training for the competitions could be
grueling, but the 32 members loved being in the club.
“I joined the club because I first gained interested
in triathlons after completing my first two in the summer
of 2016. I enjoyed them so much, I knew I wanted to find
a way to continue competing, so I attended some practices
in the spring of 2017 after studying abroad in the fall. I
immediately fell in love with the people on the team as well
as the challenging workouts, and I've been with the club ever
since,” said senior management major Hannah Deal.
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The team practices on exercise bikes in
UREC. Triathalons required many hours
of training in preparation.
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Club Table
Tennis
mseh

•

A FRIENDLY COMPETITION

Above: Members of the table tennis club play each
other on the tables in UREC. Table tennis was also
known as "Ping-Pong."
Opposite: A member hits the Ping-Pong ball during a
practice game. Table Tennis was a fast-paced sport.
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JMU’s Club Table Tennis Teams’ paddles flew

The team also traveled to competitions. They made

quickly, but their banter moved even faster. The buzz of

their debut at the National Collegiate Table Tennis Association

friendly competition filled up the second floor of the University

tournament, sporting purple uniforms. Catching the eyes of

Recreation Center.
Founders of the club, junior history major Breanna
Brown, and junior mathematics major Richard Holden III
encouraged anyone and everyone to come out and join the
team. The duo revived the club and worked to revamp it into
the now lively team.
Holden said, “This club is whatever you want it to be...

their opponents, the team hoped to carry on momentum at
upcoming tournaments.
The club was welcoming, ensuring that all who visited
stayed for fun and friendly games.
First-year management major Ryan Baldwin said, “I
came here to play table tennis, but I found myself a family.”
The team were not only players working towards

We are a mix of social and competitive so you can come and

improvement in their sport, but also friends entertaining each

hang out with your friends or you can challenge people.”

other with games. The Club Table Tennis Team’s practice

The laid-back, freeform nature of the club drew a

boomed with love for the sport.

large crowd, building the team’s numbers. The club hosts both
non-table tennis and table tennis inspired bonding events, such

WORDS: Katheri ne Repholz

as movie nights and camping trips where members play table

PHOTO: Sydney Kane

tennis in nature.

DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda

“It’s an individual sport so you can get really
competitive by yourself, but you also always have the team...
There’s a lot of camaraderie,” Brown said.
Practices included playing friendly matches, challenge
matches, and games like "Around the World." The team
accepted players at all skill levels, and practices became great
places to see beginners improve their skills with the help of more
experienced table tennis team members.

CLUB TABLE TENNIS
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With the season beginning in

“Being one of the members

Bridgewater College's club team. Junior

the spring semester, the wrestling team was

that coaches, I have learned how to push

computer science major Mark Sizemore

ready to perform and improve. In the 2016-

members to want to be better wresders

loved to be part of a team that shared

2017 season, the team took fourth place

and have learned leadership skills that will

a common interest, and was willing to

in their conference and had five wrestlers

help me in life beyond wrestling,” senior

spend their time bettering themselves for

qualify for the national tournament. As a

accounting major and club president

upcoming matches or personal goals.

team, they took fourth in the nation overall

Matthew Swain said.

as a team. In 2017-2018 year, the team had
members that were passionate and eager to
continue competing at a club level.
“My favorite part about wrestling

The wresders practice two to

“There’s always a bit of
nervousness leading up to a match, but it

four days a week in the Godwin Hall

will usually fade pretty quickly,” Sizemore

Combadves Room and travelled for

said. “It is important to stay mentally tough

matches mostly in Virginia, and to Texas

to be able to compete to your best ability

as a sport is the challenge that it presents,”

for nationals. “The feeling during a match

and work through any physical fatigue.

junior biology major Christopher Lilovich

is so great because for seven minutes, your

Afterwards, there is a rewarding feeling -

said. “It pushes you as an individual to

mind is completely clear of anything else

almost a feeling of relief knowing that you

new limits and puts everything on you as

going on around you. You are completely

fought to the best of your ability.”

you compete.”

focused on everything you have to put out

By pushing themselves and one

The wresding team sought their

there against your opponent to win,” Swain

best performances through rigorous

another, it created a positive dynamic for

said. “Win or lose, when the seven minutes

practice and undeniable teamwork.

a student-run team. The seniors liked to

are over, it is nice to know that you gave

watch the newer members grow throughout

your all and did everything you possibly

the season and develop a college wrestling

could to accomplish your goal.”

style. Frequendy, one member of the

In the 2017-2018 season, the

executive board ran practices and went

wresders faced a wide range of competition

through drills.

from University of Virginia's club team to
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CLUB
WRESTLING
WRESTLING THEIR WAY TO THE TOP

Above: Members of the
wrestling club pose for
a photo. Members are
organized into weight classes
depending on how much they
weighed.
Right: Sophomores Connor
Wrann and Humza Qazi
wrestle on the mat. The
technique these members
used was handfighting.
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CLUB DODGEBALL
DARE TO DODGE

Dodgeball was a way to let off steam, have
fun, and exercise for the 75 members of JMU’s co-ed
Dodgeball Club. The club met twice a week in either

In addition to its fun nature, many members
enjoyed the team spirit, and overall camaraderie.
“My favorite part about dodgeball is the people

Godwin or UREC, to practice before their competitions

I’ve met through joining. Everyone was so inviting and it’s

against other schools.

made my freshman year really fun,” said Williams.

The team competed in the East Coast region

The JMU Dodgeball Club took great pride in

of the National Collegiate Dodgeball Association,

their sport and fostered friendships as well as a love of the

and frequently played against teams such as Virginia

sport of dodgeball.

Commonwealth University, Towson University, and
Pennsylvania State University.
“Since our club started, we have continued to
grow as a powerful force on the East coast, as well as the
entire country,” the team’s webpage read. This powerful
team encouraged players of all skill levels to join, novices
and experts alike.
“I joined dodgeball because I wanted to try
something new and wanted a fun way to make new
friends,” said first-year interdisciplinary liberal studies
major Brooke Williams. “My older sister is also a senior on
the team and she encouraged me to try it!
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Below: A few members throw the balls at other players eluting a game.
The club was open to everyone.
Opposite: The club sits on a gymnasium lloor for a meeting before
playing a game. There were many members of club dodgeball.
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Bhangra Dance
INFORMING OTHERS ABOUT A CULTURE WHILE DOING WHAT THEY LOVE

Above: Members of Bhangra Dance club practice in a
UREC studio. It was a folk dance from Northern India.
Opposite: Members move to the music during a
choreographed dance. The club was open to all newcomers.
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Practices filled with high energy, laughs, and

“My favorite part of the team is meeting new

music was how theJMU Bhangra Dance Club functioned.

members and interacting with them while dancing at

Bhangra is a folk dance that originated in a

practice and on stage,” said Marwaha “It's also really

Northern India region called Punjab. The club’s mission

fun to see something you’ve been working on all semester

was to promote Bhangra dance in theJMU community.

come together at a competition or performance with full

“It

is

traditionally

done

to

celebrate

the

harvest season but is now done competitively in teams
worldwide,” said co-captain Shivali Marwaha, a junior

props and vardiyaan (outfits) on stage with the team.”
Although dance is in the name, JMU Bhangra is
open to all members, with or without dance experience.

computer informadon systems major. “It's a complex,

“Come give it a try!” said Marwaha. “Even if

high energy, and vibrant dance that has many different

it’s just for a good workout! Bhangra is definitely one

elements and props used in the dance.”

the most fun and energetic dances I’ve ever done and it

The Bhangra Dance Club not only performed
at events on campus, they performed at competitions and
events off-campus as well.

is definitely worth giving it a try, even if dancing is not
your strong suit.”
Through being accepting of everyone and

“JMU Bhangra does local competitions about

having fun in what they do, JMU Bhangra continued to

one per semester along with campus performances

enjoy what they did, and that was shown in their dancing.

throughout the semester. We also do other fun events
such as wedding gigs or teaching elementary school kids

WORDS: Talia Davis

bhangra for fun,” said Marwaha. “We are a very close

PHOTO: Zoe Astroulakis

knit team that enjoys doing things outside of dance

DESIGN: Alexandra Orndahl

practice such as team bonding events, attending advanced
competitions in the area, and volunteer work.”
Through all the events and rehearsals, the team
was able to create a bond that helped them put on a show
to remember.
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-Mouibci's play a game of water polo. I lit:
♦members practiced in the L’RLCSpool.

The Club Water Polo teams made waves through
strong leadership and teamwork. Their dedication to the sport

The camaraderie formed during play created a warm
team atmosphere for water polo players.

created a force to be reckoned with on the club team scene.
The sport included the rigor of treading water with
only feet, and using hands to pass and score the ball into the

Mountain said, “Club water polo helped me find
my home at JMU and it’s been incredible to watch the team
develop in my past 3 years.”

goal. With the support of the team though, a novice could learn
the skills and become a well adapted player, making lifelong

The splash made in the pool by the Club Water Polo
team would be felt in and out of the water.

friends along the way.
Junior media arts and design major and women’s team
captain Christine Mountain said, “I really enjoy my team. The
sport can be so grueling, but knowing that I’m in the pool with
some of my closest friends definitely makes it bearable.”

WORDS:

Katherine Repholz

PHOTO:

Courtesy of Rich Martin

DESIGN:

Gabriela Baker

The teams were both competitive and social. They
traveled to tournaments, and even hosted one at the University
Recreation Center, but always made sure fun was being had.
Junior integrated science and technology major and
men’s team captain, Joseph Ziegler said, “Our team strives to
foster both competitive and social emironments for players
interested in the sport of water polo. Our team is pretty good at
balancing the seriousness of the sport with the fun of a club.”
When preparing for tournaments, the teams
practiced by swimming laps, doing drills and skills, and
scrimmaging against each other. This type of work promoted
team bonding and built lasting connections to improve the
team’s play as a unit.
Ziegler said, “Our team is extremely close, and we all
get along with each other even though our background in water
polo ranges from guys who have played for years to guys who
come onto our team not knowing how to swim.”
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Ultimate Frisbee
AN ULTIMATE PASSION

got tough, the

The love of Ultimate Frisbee

tough got throwing frisbees. JMU had

created team bonding, lasting friendships,

three club Frisbee teams: Men's A and B,

and a strong dedication to the sport.

and Women’s. Frisbee united passionate

Sophomore finance major and

individuals looking for a release from the

Men’s B team captain Nicholas Harbaugh

stress that college can bring. The sport

said, “I love being able to toss with

brought out the active and competitive

someone whenever I want... people come

side of students, always looking to have a

to play even when it’s like 15 degrees out.”

good time and improve their frisbee skills.
Senior dietetics major and
captain of the women’s team Kristin
Weyenberg said, “Ultimate is unlike any

The club Ultimate Frisbee team
greatly impacted its players, imbuing them
with passion, sportsmanship, and skill.
Doescher said, “The club has

other sport because of the culture that

been my favorite part of my four years at

surrounds it. I love how everyone can be

JMU so I am really glad that I joined.”

laid back but also extremely competitive.”
The teams ran plays, had

With the desire to better
themselves and their play, the three Frisbee

offensive and defensive strategies, and

teams’ fervent work ethic drove them to a

attended tournaments. Practices included

successful season.

drills to improve techniques and skills as
well as scrimmages with other teams. All

WORDS: Katheri ne Repholz

three teams were close-knit groups due

PHOTO: Sydney Kane
DESIGN: Hannah Kaufman

to working with one another during their
practices and the shared enjoyment of
ultimate Frisbee.
The fast pace and aerodynamic
nature of the disc made the sport stand
out. With success upsetting higher ranked
seeds in the past season, the teams aimed
for the number one spot at the College
National Championship tournament.
Senior computer science major
and Men’s A team captain Colin Doescher
said, “The aspect that I enjoy most about
Ultimate is the way the disc floats, rather
than dropping quickly like a ball does,
which gives players a chance to make
really athletic plays.”
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Left: First-year Sydney Lanham and senior Olivia Szendey race to catch the
frisbee first. They were both members of the club's women's team.
Bottom: The men's ultimate frisbee Club A team poses for a picture. The
team would often play despite the cold.
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The Bass Fishing Club was new to campus and full
of opportunity for members. Founded in the spring of 2017 by
sophomore accounting major Blake Miles and a couple of friends,
the club took the members on trips all over the country.
“I started fishing when I was young at my grandma’s lake
house,” said Miles. “When I got to JMU, I realized we didn’t have a
team here, so I made that one of my goals.”
Through Facebook posts and word of mouth, Blake
gathered enough friends to establish a Bass Fishing Club on campus.
“The club provides an opportunity to travel places we’d never
be able to go alone without sponsors and the kids who put everything
together,” said Daniel Jenkins, a sophomore marketing major.
McNevin Sproul, a senior mathematics major, recalled a
day on the water at the Providence Forge Fishing and Hunt Club
as his favorite memory with the club. The day began with low
expectations of catching anything, however, that day, Sproul caught
his personal best fish.
At tournaments, the JMU team was able to meet other
competitors from all over the country, creating lasting friendships
with people from the other teams. Time spent on the water allowed
the team to create a bond full of inside jokes and memories as well.
“I enjoy the team camaraderie,” said Cooper Casillas, a
sophomore economics major. “We’re all bros, and we hang out.”
Jack Goodwyn, a sophomore finance major, believed that the future
was positive for the bass fishing club.
“People coming to the school in the future have a lot to look
forward to,” said Goodwyn. “The club is already started up.”
Sponsors and donations were crucial for the members to compete in
tournaments.
“Big thanks to everyone who’s helped sponsor the club,”
said Jenkins. “It’s a bunch of small companies who don’t owe us or
JMU anything, but they’ve donated their time and service to us, so
we can do what we love and fish on.”
The tournaments required a lot of dedication, concerning
both time and energy. Spencer Selby, a senior justice studies major,
recognized the toll the competitive nature, and even possible heat
exhaustion, took physically.
In Summer 2017, the team placed fifth in the regional
qualifier at Lake Chautauqua, New York, allowing them to compete
in national championships on the Red River in Louisiana during
Summer 2018. The national championship winners received a
monetary prize and a boat.
Even though the Bass Fishing Club at JMU was new to
campus, it had a lot of potential for growth.

WORDS: Sara Banton
PHOTO: Anna Connole
DESIGN: Madison Ebbert

The club fishes for bass out on a lake with a scene of the
mountains behind them. The club was new to the school,
and looked forward to the opportunites ahead.

BASS FISHING
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INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

Every year, over 6,000 different
students, around a third of the undergraduate
student population, participate in intramural

unacceptable conduct, to a 4, that they classify
as “win with class—lose with dignity.”
The program itself was designed with

sports at JMU. The three seasons of sports

the least knowledgeable participant in mind.

usually coincided with real-world professional

Due to that, varsity athletes were prohibited

and collegiate sports seasons and this 2017-2018

from playing their sport in the intramural

year was no different.

program. However, a varsity football player, for

Dan Payne, the Assistant Director for
Intramural Sports and Inclusive Recreation,
had been with UREC overseeing their

example, was still eligible to play badminton,
disc golf, volleyball, or other sports.
“You’re going to be embarrassed

intramural program for two-and-a-half years.

every once in a while but it’s not the end of the

His love for intramural sports ran deep, going

world,” said Payne.

all the way back to his college days at Florida
State University.
“I was never a really good athlete to
play on the varsity level,” said Payne. “I wanted

Overall, the program was set up to
create a means of socializing with individuals
from diverse backgrounds and staying healthy
and on the move.

to stay involved as much as possible, so I played
intramural sports.”
After playing, he transitioned to
officiating. After graduation, he completed a
graduate program to earn his master's degree in
recreational sports management.

WORDS: Haley Verdeyen
PHOTO: Zoe Astroulakis
DESIGN: Vivian Dang

“I realized you could go into recreation
as a career, and that blew my mind because I
was super excited about that,” said Payne.
Payne said the main goal of UREC’s
intramural program was for students to learn
from both winning and losing. To uphold a
certain level of sportsmanship in their program,
UREC created a rating system to determine
the behavior of different teams. Each week,
teams are given a rating from 0, meaning
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FORWARD

WORDS: John Kelly
PHOTO: Courtesy of Beth Kagarise
DESIGN: Ingrid Basheda
1'he football team takes the Held in Frisco. The team had
a 25 game wuuuutf streak.

FRISCO

THE DUKES TAKE ON THE FCS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP FOR THE SECOND YEAR IN A ROW

3

JMU fans cheer for a touchdown. Confetti was used in
place of streamers at the game in Frisco.

Following another

“Despite the loss, it was

undefeated season, The JMU

an overall great experience getting

Dukes headed back to Frisco,

to travel with the band and football

Texas to defend their title as the

team to Frisco. We got to make

FCS champions. Their opponents

new connections with a lot of nice

were the North Dakota State

people from North Dakota and

Bisons, whom the Dukes beat

JMU, which made the trip all the

in the 2016-2017 semifinals.

better. I am really glad I got to be a

Hundreds of Dukes flocked to

part of such amazing trip!”

Frisco to root their team on and

JMU may not have come

watch the two college football

home with the championship title

juggernauts batde over the

in 2018, but that did not stop the

championship.
“When the opportunity

Dukes from putting on a show that
was sure to go down in the history

came up to go to Frisco, I couldn’t

books and the hearts of their

pass it up,” said Alexis Johnson,

students.

a junior music major. “The
atmosphere in the game was
insane. Everyone was on the edge
of their seat wondering if the
football team could come back at
the end.”
Aside from the
electrifying atmosphere of the
game, Johnson said the JMU’s
Marching Royal Dukes kept
the audience animated and
enthusiastic to cheer on their
school, “No matter what was
happening on the field the
marching band kept up the energy
until the end of the game which
made it that much more exciting.”
Despite the Dukes’ best
efforts, North Dakota State came
out on top at the end with a final
score of 17-13 to secure their sixth
title in seven years.
“I feel pretty upset about
the loss. It was a hard thing to
watch in person. But they tried so
hard that it made it feel like less of
a loss, and was a pretty good game
for them,” said Rebekka Erhardt,
a sophomore nursing major.
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Delta Upsilon

First Row: Jon Harold, Waqar Shaozab, Derek Light, Kyle Wittkowski, Alexander Cho, Damian Street, Brooks Walker,
William Johnson, Brendan Wilbur Top Row: Max Parent, Zachary Sevison, Sean Evans, Graham Maguire, John Boland, Tyler
Becldund, Kyle Trissel, Tyler Schmidt, Luke DeWerth-Jaffe, Mitchell Mescher, Brandon Pleasants, Anthony Foretich, Jeffrey
Alfaro, John Latino, Matthew Busanic, Tyler Nicol, Ian Turner, Daniel Farias, William Maza

Friends of Rachel

First Row: Madison Whitehurst, Megan Jones, Diana Rivera Second Row: Erin Slupe, Juliet Pascuale. Hannah Rose,Jessica
Maroney, Aleasa Molinari, Rolando Segovia Top Row: Jade Foster. Megan Taylor, Elizabeth Todd, Abigail Drabik, Callie
Kunath
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Epsilon Nu Tau
wm
First Row: Matthew Thompson, Carly Potomic, Grant Horun, Sean Gisler Second Row: Julie Jeong, Namit Kumar, Rahul
Zota, Meghan Ahern, Yvanna Salas, Catherine O'Donnell, Sophia Saliby, Lacey Caviness, Natalie Lavery, Brittany Loving, Anna
Chiang, Lauren Donnelly, Anudeep Kaur Third Row: Christopher Kennelly, Ryan Mahoney, Austin Frank, Colton Nguyen,
Natalie Wright, Taylor Guskind, Lisa Colelli, Marissa Arkus, Jessica Worrall, Austin Richardson, Nicholas Pegram, Ryan Leisure

Top Row: Juan Lopez, Scott Greene, Mary Gugluizza, Thomas Sullivan, Sanaz Keshavarz, Muhammed Butt, Emily Shlapak,
Joseph Harris, Raynie Cathcart, Alexander David

Billiards

Pictured: Dion Gray, Ryan Mazeika, Jason Klugh, Paul Bailey, Colleen Ranieri, Kallie Grove, Catherine Lewis, Chelsey Suggs,
■Anderson Gonzalez, Megan Hoey, Johnny Tieng, Jason Clampitt, Jameson O'Quinn, Marc Duny, James Ashley, Ernest Benner,
Daniel Quan
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Student Government

Pictured: Abigail Stempel, Abigail Clark, Alexander Grant, Alexandra Millman, Amanda Johnson, Amanda Reeder, Amber
Kamosso, Angelina Benedetti-Flores, Arnela Iseric, Anna Connole, Benjamin Rosenberger, Brian McGee, Brooke Price, Bryce
Buder, Caitlyn Schira, Calli Dukas, Caroline Mohan, Celina Relton, Colin Moor, Colleen Hall, Connor Kindley, Cyrus RohaniShukla, Daniel Hirschhorn, Derek Light, Desiree Edemba, Dion Gray, Emily Baker, Emily Miller, Erin Coogan, Ethan Gardner,
Grant Bradley, Gregory Turner, Haley Walter, Halle Forbes, Issac Mensah-Yeboah, Jewel Hurt, John Carr, Jordan Cassimore,
Jordan StalTord, Julianna Boettger, Julianna Hayes, Justin Cooper, Kaleigh Mullins, Kelly Moss, Katie Smith, Kent Erwin, Kama
Kristian KC, Kiley Gagain, Layne Rickabaugh, Lindsey Parker, Luke DeWerth-Jaffe, Mary Dawson, Melissa Gilliam, Mia
Fisher, Mikayla Dukes, Mary Reynolds, Naomi Daniel, Nicole Bosurgi, Reid Madison, Sophia Shepherd

Kappa Alpha Theta

First Row: Taryn Kosinski, Audrey LaMothe, Hallie Park, Macy Swift, Keely Crittenden, Paige McKenzie, Victoria Brown,
Shanna Kelly, Rebecca Garcia, Renee King, Lexie Calvert, Rebecca Hogarth, Sophia DeLucca Second Row: Sarah Backes,
Megan Burns, Clara Cunningham, Aisha Khan, Morgan Taylor, Alexandra Vidas, Nina Aiosa, Maryann Ferrara, Emery
.Anderson, Katherine Blanton, Julia Bashore, Marina Bletsos, Lauren Blitz, Margaret Howell, Ryan Dotter, Sydney Kenney,
Madison Goff, Kerry Luiso, Alison Huber Third Row: Sarah Short, Catharine Willet, Megan O'Neill, Taylor Hollowood,
Samantha Bravo, Toni Clubb, Ellie Gavin, Emily Lloyd, Adrienne Pauley, Megan Wine, Julia Brinkman, Cailey Gribben, Ida
Britez, Juli Ciesla, Alayna Hyler, Mackenzie Reulein, Stephanie DiLaura Fourth Row: Natalie Scilovati, Lauren Springer,
Meghan Bailey, Kristine Cleofe, Katelyn Croy, Kelly Degnon, Justine Darnour, Maria DePonte, Quinlan Firment, Terressa
Rayle, Katie Hayden, Nicolle Holgate, Kathryn Frio, Kathryn Heisig, Jordan Armstrong, Kristina Overholt, Molly Strine,
Allyson Dziwis, rebecca Wilson, Grace Hooper Fifth Row: Christina Ziu, Jillian Bruno, Charlotte Broadwell, Madison
Burger, Christina Cosentino, Emma Whitten, Shannon Traynor, Bridget LaMaina, Rachel Tierney, Ashley Rininger, Courtney
Franks, Catherine Pumphrey, Valerie Huertas, Madelyn McGeary, Ryan Prussack, Sarah Hosseinian, Laura Young, Juliana
Valente Top Row: Victoria Rulapaugh, Katie Smith, Courtney Rosser, Haylee Henson, Caroline Williams, Paige Petronio,
Emily Gallagher, Colleen Cotter, Julia Pitts, Caroline Shawver, Rachel Peterson, Madeline Marks, Emma Kremer, Rachel
Zimmerman, Ashlee Roberts, Alexandra Tiffany, Grace Dimond, Margaret Howard, Lauren Williams, Cayla DiGiovanni,
Giselle Lumpp, Cassidy Cantrell, Jordan Quigley, Grace Waters, Tara Riley
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Alpha Kappa Psi

First Row: Michelle Engle, Kaela Pratt, Francis Straub, Deja Thomas, Marc DeVito, Jenna Gilmore, Amanda Cho, Shelby
Pope, Celine Gomes, Abigail Mann Second Row: Austin Zhou, Ryan Krepp, Elliana Friedman, Christopher Molloy, Simon
Ochoa, Alexandra Bullard, Joseph Llamas, Savannah Moyer, Kent Erwin, Danielle Doan, Gregory White, Annabella Baxter,
Brena Whitten, Emma Miller-Richards Top Row: Jonathan Fosbury, Munsoor Ali, Jonathan Townsend, Aaron Carrol,
Brandon Wimette, Antonio Diz, Conor Salter, Matthew Cusic, Matthew Cox, Adrian Fonseca, Brett King, Santia Ramos, Claire
Zakszewski, Peter Sheriff, Connor Bryant

Kappa Alpha

Pictured: Anthony Abruzzo, Hunter Bendey, Issac Blum, Stephen Bradley, William Cage, Ethan Chase, Jonathan Cheslock,
Timothy Considine, Peter Cook, Patrick Cunneen, Brendan Cunneen, Charles Dorman, Robert Lawson, Austin Eckhart,
Justin Fitzsimmons, Panic Fullman, Ryan Gevinski, Timothy Guilfoil, Gregory Guntharp, Kyle Harder, Thomas Hart, Robert
Hazelwood, Benjamin Headley, Kyle Inocco, Thomas Jarosz, Colin Jeffery, Drewry Kessler, Nicholas Kratochvil, Matthew
Lancaster, Jeremy Larkin, Trevor Larned, Dominic Le Donne, James Lewis, Andrew Long, Shane Mack, Robert Mason, Dillon
Most, Ryan Nangle, Sanghyun Park, Thomas Plingst, John Raslowsky, Robert Sbraccia, Jordan Sherwin, Joseph Staley, Patrick
Standley, Michael Stearman, Steven Stecher, Collin Todd, Kendall Trautz, Alec Travers, Jake Varone, Jeremy Walker, Jack
Whalen, Rory Wojiechowski
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Gamma Sigma Sigma

Pictured: Kara Alongi, Alicia Ashby, Ashley Austin, Abigail Bailey, Nicole Bauernfeind, Rachel Bergstresser, Kayla Berry,
Sydney Bolyard, Caitlin Bossert, Holly Brown, Andrea Brusig, Kaidin Charbono, Katelyn Chiaino, Nicolette Chuss, Rachel
Civale, Morgan Cunningham, Emery Dahl, Laura Deininger, Emma Denelsbeck, Audrey Dittman, Casey Dzwonchyk, Alexa
Ellis, Megan Evans, Delani Farrar, Abigail Firsching, Nina Garland, Valerie Hardy, Molly Harris, Emily Heacock, Kaelyn
Heard, Elyse Hieronymus, Megan Hollifield, Raleigh Hucek, Eliana Huffman, Jessica Hunsberger, Sara Jones, Sierra Kahler,
Emily Keiser, Isabel Kerr, Jennifer Kirk, Sarah Lake, Elizabeth Lee, Sara Leeper, Elizabeth Lesniak, Marisa Lewis, Ashley
Lindquist, Claire Lorenz, Kristen Lowe, Marcela Luna, Emily Martin, Morgan McAllister, Emily Merchant, Laura Mills,
Danielle Mills, Kelly Moss, Mary Mulligan, Brenna Murray, Kelly Ndayizigiye, Townley Neal, Rosemary Nwokeforo, Nicole
Popule, Audrey Porter, Elizabeth Procak, Elizabeth Puckerin, Elizabeth Redford, Gabriella Rodriguez, Veronica Russell, Noelle
Rutolo, Kathryn Santivasci, Julie Simon, Hannah Thomas, Nubia Toorner, Kaidyn Tummarello, Alexandra Voiko, Taylor
Voiko, Abigail Wann, Emma Ware, Rachel Whittaker

PRSSA

First Row: Taryn Kosinski, Leila Ostria, Katelyn Gelerman, Brittany Leuth, Noelle Rutolo, Brittany Glennon, Amanda
Christian Second Row: Brigid Nealon, Megan Shaw, Megan Adams, Mary Carter, Heather Pruim Third Row: Jenna Scull,
Anna Connote, Laura Quinones, Hallic Hall, Jenna Schneider, Colleen Hall, Dara Stevens, Elizabeth Gross, James Seaborn,
Brent Malloy, Top Row: Nell Condron, Julia Smith, Raymond Gallagher, Travis Whitfield, Stephen Abramowitz, Peyton Johnson
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University Program Board

First Row: Kallie Grove, Cathy Dang, Arissa Gazda, Haley Fritz, Diana Roe, Megan Showalter, Bethany Penn, Alyssa
Lothamer, Jennifer Tran, Rachel Epstein, Amabelis Monteagudo, Meagan Eckl Second Row: Katie McGough, Olivia
Buchanan, Ashley Boylan, Zeba Farha, Megan Schumacher, Danielle Bragale, Darian Fox, Jennifer Stollar, Lindsay Cashion,
Emily King, Anne Whiteside, Jamie Hughes, Marta San Jose, Kaitlyn McNutt, Michaela Koep, Lauren Campbell Third Row:
Kathy Tran, Ana Garcia Padilla, Alisha Engelbrecht, Christine Mountain, Nicholas Piccinino, Britnee Hager, Katharine Webel,
Aubree Gross, Rachel Anderson, Laura Modica, Olivia Sadka, Molly Bradshaw, Katherine Weems, Angelina Benedetti-Flores,
Samantha Dickmyer, Megan Burns, Evelyn Johnston, Megan Hyman Fourth Row: Isabella Sarfo, Nicole Friarte, Marisa
Agugliaro, Madison Shock, Angelina Fragala, Kendall Griffith, Adia Williams-Leventhal, Alexandra Ayala, Bianca Galvez,
Bianca Mullins, Kent Erwin, Rachel Pellegrino, Sarah Buttz, Lauren Gottfried, Joshua Haft Fifth Row: Sara Price, Kathryn
Miller, Meredith Harmon, Eliza Bunn, Mariana Aguila, Ali Pany, Michelle Wu, Michelle Wu, Colleen Ranieri, Hannah Hartsoe,
Erin Brunk, Margaret McGowan, Lindsey Johnson, Rebecca Reid, Katherine Pomeroy, Somer Medawar, Rachel Gregor, Claire
Casalaspi, Kyle Epping, Thomas Rini Sixth Row: Deborah Adelugba, Christina Le, Troy Clark, Anh Pham, Matthew Fannon,
Curtis Oliver, Dylan Bernetich, Herbert Padilla, Rachel McAlduff, Ryan Williams, Nicholas Albright, Crystal Lowery, Garland
Graves, Taylor Sarlo, Jonathan Lo, James Shaver, John Hunter, Jennifer Lloyd Top Row: Jessica Keck, Rachel MacDonald,
Tyler Hagan, John Brown, Brynnan Recker, Bilal Wallace, William Dealing, Grant Summers, Coleman Wells

Into Hymn

First Row: Megan Anderson, Gillian Withers, Iretioluwa Akinola, Jodi Hoffman, Rachel Wingo, Angelica Walters
Top Row: Caroline Wainner, Rachel Pauli, Jordan Bradley, Alyssa Downing
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I Am That Girl

Sign Language

First Row: Megan Horsley, Kayla Gallucci, Carol Sukkar, Kay Barber, Emma Anderson, Andrea Bailey, Jencia Allen Second
Row: Kristen Bitsko, Catherine Nathan, Rebecca Sherman, Samantha Miller, Amanda Cascio, Ciara McMillin, Kathryn
Nielsen, Maddie Brown, Caris Giessler Top Row: Sharon Christensen, Jason Adkins, Israel RudinofT, Diana Burke, Emma Sisk,
Ashland Forrest, Madelyn Marfurt-Levy, Aileen Kenny
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Sigma Alpha Omega

First Row: Caroline Suddith, Victoria Dravis, Emily Garrett, Madeline Iverson, Madeline Collins, Kathryn Bryant Second
Row: Callie Bechtol, Rachel Muetterties, Jessana Westbrook, Allison Santmyer, Halee Jones, Savannah Dodson, Heather
McKay Third Row: Kendall Dejong, Caroline Farquharson, Rebecca Gill, Katie Bagley, Marli Collier

Low Key

First Row: Madeline Mojallali, Teresa Dyer, Serina Tehranchi, Katherine Lerner Second Row: Raymond Gallagher, Harriet
Saunders, Cecilia Apperson, Diana Suk, Blake Pace, Christopher Morris, Anne Johnson, Zachary Benson
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Roop RLC

Pictured: Whitney Arietta, Amber Battle, Amanda Boivin, Carolyn Boyle, Alyson Broecker, Emma Calogero, Grace Craiker,
Morgan CundifT, Vivian Dang, Bonnie Gaines, Kathryn Gentry, Keara Girdner, Josseline Gonzalez, Lydia Hugo, Margaret
Mengel, Emily O'Sullivan, Jordan Perlish, Marissa Ritter, Chloe Scheyder, Allyson Scott, Thomas Seay, Emily Snyder, Anica
Steen, Carter Vaughn

Muslim Student Association -

First Row: Aarij Siddiqui, Salar Haji, Zohaib Afridi, Kareenr Ebraham, Mellad Doudzai, Aahab Ershad Second Row
Nadia Hamad, Byana Abdullah, Soma Aga, Sana Aga Third Row: Shabnam Shukrullah, Naima Chughtai, Medina Khatib,
Mashiyath Zaman
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Feminist Collective

First Row: Brookelynn Greer, Kinley Thomas, Sydnie Williams, Lani Hardwig-Eberspacher Second Row:Kristina Migo,
Josephine Smith Top Row: Emily Schneider, Isabel Oliver, Erin Mossl Buder, Alexa Thompson, Teadora Seidorf, Kaitlyn
Milauckas, Megan Toomy

-Association for Info Systems

First Row: Sakshi Chiney, Catherine Susco, Kristina Truong, (Juan Nguyen Second Row: Yui Yoshida, Peter Rorvig, Emily
Gordon, David Gutierrez, Thy Vo, Reza Saadvandi Top Row: Edgardo Reyes, Hila Pridan, Abdulbari Asif, Zachary O'Neal,
Patrick Moran, Lauren Carey, Jordan Crowe, Evan Norman, Alec Avery, Kethan Rao, Joseph Balas
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BluesTones

First Row: Grace Darlington, Emily Jenkins, Jennifer Dellen, Meghan Healy, Alison Gips Top Row: Mashianeh Dehghanpour,
Emily Hanbury, Kimberly McDonnell, Emily Gulli, Jamiah Harrison, Sahana Yen, Emma Magner, Bianca Galvez

Eta Sigma Delta

First Row: Megan Crampton, Theresa Berg, Sein Hnin, Chelsea Bendick, Mary Reynolds, Andrea Petak, Evelyn Garon,Jane
Aronds , Tori Richardson, Natalie Badle, Christina Yonkoske, Dr. Hornsby
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Red Cross

First Row: Jahan Sattarzadeh, Ryan Pearson, Adam Lundquist, Christopher Chadwick Second Row: Danielle Finn, Lauren
Boccardo, Heather Roell, Cara Kim, Sarah Dannhardt, Alexa Salameh, Rennie Wilkinson, Julia Loza Vega Top Row: Christopher
Barry, Julia Weisberg, Ben Fedgechin, Mark Trella, Gloria Baiden, Aimee Macagney, Emily HofTman, Lauren Crebbs, Ashley Watson

Madisonians

First Row: Felicia Singson, Saidah Lerntan, Nina Schenk, Molly Jane McClelland, Kathryn Morgan, Haley Griffith Second
Row: Kyle Beck, Taylor Gouterman, Allison Jaggers, Caroline Steimel, Abigail Richter, Alexandra Jennings, Abigail Firsching,
Molly Cahlink Top Row: Austin Rider, William Dubler, Benjamin Jackson, Zachary Morris, Brian Hernandez, Haley
D’Amelio, Colleen Sague, Tabitha Sawyer
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Alpha Delta Pi

Pictured: Alison Abramczyk, Brittany Adams, Madeleine Ammons, Keaton Amthor, Rebecca Andress, Audrey Antoniello,
Elizabeth Augst, Corinne Barbieri, Briana Barnett, Ava Barton, Amanda Becker, Katelin Benincasa, Abigail Bittner, Emily
Bonta, Heather Boswell, Lily Bourne, Sarah Bowen, Morgan Bradley, Lindsey Brockman, Sydney Bryan, Melanie Callihan,
Alaina Capodice, Madalyn Carter, Allison Church, Catherine Churchman, Jessica Cohen, Caroline Cole, Lisa Coletta,
Alexandra Collier, Brielle Conley, Hannah Critchfield, Michelle D'Ambra, Brooke Daniels, Madeleine Dann, Mary Dawson,
Abigail Defeo, Hannah DeHart, Emily Della Ratta, Anne Downs, Kelly Drake, Elizabeth Durant, Madeline Dutton, Autumn
Eavey, Gabrielle Eisler, Cassandra Enriquez, Megan Evans, Lauren Fellows, Morgan Ferretti, Jordan Fincham, Hannah
Fitzgerald, Kaitlin Flannery, Colleen Fowkes, Shannon Fox, Brianna Gaston, Sabrina Goodwin, Peyton Grubb, Jorden
Gunessever, Hailey Gutzmer, Kesley Hair, Allison Hatz, Molly Haynes, Jennifer Hilton, Alexa Hodges, Emma Holleran, Kailey
Hoppe, Alexis Hughes, Kristina Hughes, Christine Hutchinson, Hannah Hunt, Ornella Islam, Madison Jacobs, Stefanie
Jacobson, Allison Jaggers, Caroline Jessup, Alyssa Jinks, Erin Kavusak, Kayla Kilfeather, Natalie King, Sophie LeFew, Lindsey
Laubenstein, Clare Lowry, Amanda Lowry, Samantha Lucas, Caitlyn Maginniss, Emma Malloy, Kimberly Marchant, Sarah
Marchesini, Jacqueline Martel, Jessica Martin, Katherine Martin, Lauren Martin, Abigail Maynard, Katherine McCord,
Erin McEvoy, Lucy Medley, Melissa Meyers, Laura Modica, Meredith Mothershead, Makenzie Oates, Addison O'Donoghue,
Emma Oliver, Lauren Osborn, Madeline Osborn, Meghan Osborne, Caroline Peranich, Carolyn Perkins, Lauren Pern', Kayla
Piatkowski, Kimberly Pitt, Kristen Poch, Hannah Poole, Madison Puryear, Emily Randall, Ann Rector, Sydney Remaily, Megan
Rcttew, Olivia Rhodes, Kaitlyn Richard, Sarah Riddle, Paige Ridge, Meredith Ritter, Madison Robbins, Rebecca Roche,
Shannon Sacco, Sarah Salzman, MacKenzie Sanders, Emily Schmitt, Caitlin Schoenecker, Miranda Scoggin, Erin Scouten,
Brianna Semanchik, Madison Sesemann, Rosie Shrestha, Lauren Sjonell, Rebecca Small, Lucy Smith, Charlotte Smith, Riley
Stanton, Madison Steward, Julie Strunk, Caitlyn Sullivan, Cara Swartz, Isabel Tamouro, Michelle Tchong, Courtney Tefft,
Coleen Tergevorkian, Sarah Tew, Ciara Thomas, Josephine Till, Morgan Timberlake, Megan Toth, Rachael Vono, Ashley
Watson, Elise White, Allison Winkeler, Rachel Wu, Bethany Yates
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First Row: Sarah Scribano, Paige Parker, Ashley Watson, Pamela Molnar, Eppie Ehlers, Rachel Pellegrino, Kristina Brownell
Top Row: Claudia Darden, Brenna Murray, Sally James, Jennifer Markfeld, Christine Mullen, Ashley Hillyard, Bretany Jones,
Eva Watson, Abby Pearson
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Delta Delta Delta

Pictured: Ceanna Adams, Sophia Addesso, Brooke Ainslie, Taylor Amoroso, Camryn Arthur, Gabriela Atela, Rachel Bacon, Anastasia Baldinger, Madison Ball, Anne Banton,
Abigail Basse, Sophie Bateson, Nicole Bavis, Rachael Bavis, Alessondra Becker, Claire Beddow, Anne Beg, Gabrielle Benedetti, Emma Bergeron, Kayleigh Besnecker, Sophia Bessa,
Breonna Bibb, Katherine Blunter, Alyssa Bobcheck, Jessica Bodner, Taylor Boruch, Chelsea Bosserman, Lianne Boxley; Emily Bradie, Cameron Branzelle, Katherine Broas, Sarah
Brown, Kelly Bruner, Sarah Buczkowski, Catherine Camden, Heather Cameron, Dayna Cardalena-Irvin, Skyler Campbell, Jacqueline Cardi, Meghan Carey, Abigail Carney,
Victoria Carney, Meghan Carolan, Courtney Carroll, Karen Carter, Danielle Chase, Molly Chenault, Hannah Chmielewski, Samantha Chusid, Hailey Ciolino, Tara Coll, Taylor
Coombs, Hannah Coulter, Mackenzie Courtney, Megan Courtney, Haylee Culpepper, Taylor Currie, Abigail Curtis, Adriane D'Antato, Lexie Davis, Rebecca Davis, Deanna
DeBenedetto, Danielle DellaPenna, Danielle DeMore, Jennifer Deprado, Allison Died, Brianna Dissler, Zeina Doukan, Eleanor Drake, Madison Dronen, Kelsey Druggan, Natalie
Dryer, Halle Duenkel, Lindsey Dunn, Heather Durkin, Lauren Du Vail, Caitlin Dye, Margaret Dyment, Desiree Edemba, Laurel Edmonds, Lauren Edson, Alyssa Faison, Haley
Faries, Ashley Farnan, Shannon Farnan, Anne Maclin Ferrell, Jourdan Fralin, Darby Gallagher, Andrea Garverick, Mena Garwood, Lara Garzilli, Courtney Gay, Brooke Gerlach,
Sydney Givens, Melanie Goodall, Alexandra Goodwin, Leanna Governale, Alyssa Hadfield, Abbey Hagan, Hayley Hall, Claire Har, Aubrey Henderson, Morgann Henn, Caroline
Henry, Claire Higginbotham, Kara Hines, Abigail Hinkle, Kayla Hoelzel, Kaidin Hoffman, Hannah Holman, Kelly Hughes, Sarah Hurd, Jenna Iannazzo, Isabelle Ingram,
Katherine Inman, Charlotte Jeacock, Ashley Jedziniak, Sarah Johnston, Kirsten Jones, McKenna Jones, Michelle Jones, Adelina Julian, Brooke Justis, Kara Kachejian, Caroline
Kalkus, Jamie Karanassos, Kelsie Karnes, Peyton Kennedy, Lucy Khlopin, Mackenzie Kick, Morgan Kocolis, Natalie Kowalik, Kathleen Kraft, Megan Kuester, Kristen Lauro,
Danielle Levin, Brooke Levine, Emma Lindsay, Kiana Lopez, Brooke Love, Maggie Lowe, Samantha Lowenthal, Kadierine Lowry, Aurora MacDonald, Deanna Magee, Rachel
Maizel, Olivia Mangan, Kathryn Mannarino, Taylor Manno, Olivia Marcey, Elizabeth Marcone, Morgan Mauck, Jordan McConnell, Corinne McCrary, Emily McDonald, Molly
McGrath, Bridget McGregor, Lauren McMorrow, Katelynn Meaney, Michaela Medwed, Natalie Melendez, Katelyn Merriman, Megan Migliarese, Valerie Monsen, Kaidynn
Moore, Mackenzie Moore, Tatum Moore, Sabrina Moreno, Caitlin Murphy, Grace Murphy, Alexandra Muskett, Elizabeth Nerantzis, Kasey Newton, Emma Noonan, Elizabeth
Pahygiannis, Madeline Pfaff,Marissa Piemonte, Laura Puntil, Sophie Pusateri, Laura Quinones, Rachel Ranieri, Hanan Redi, Addison Reilly, Lauren Revere, Patricia Ridge,
Nicolette Riordan, Delaney Rollins, Leah Sarris, Carleigh Saunders, Gabbrielle Scarpa, Katie Schott, Julia Schwartz, Sydney Seol, Sonal Sharma, Lindsey Shields, Kelly Smith,
Lisa Smith, Mollie Smith, Ariana Spencer, Lee Spinosa, Rachel Stewart, Julia Stringer, Olivia Sueiro, Grace Tansey, Kassidy Taylor, Alexis Terzian, Raegan Thatcher, Dayna
Thomas, Jaime Thomas, Michelle Thomas, Alyssa Trebitz, Megan Triplett, Giuliana Tripuzzi, Danielle Trommelen, Katie T umble, Andy Uhlig, Katelyn Van Deusen, Victoria
Vann, Maria-Emilia Vela-Ceballos, Sophia Vithoulkas, Mary Wakeman, AnnTaylor Walker, Kaitlyn Wallace, Sydney Walser, Haley Warden, Gabrielle Warn, Lillian Wiggins,
Kristen Williams, Madison Woodroof, Rachael Wright, Jaclyn Wyszynski, Kristen Yeager, Bridgette Yoder, Collette Yoder, Emily Zihal
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Students Helping Honduras

First row: Kathleen Durbin, Sarah Roerden, Jessica Stramaglia, Jenni Waters Heflin, Rebecaa Sabean, Alexa Linker, Addison
Coryell, Katherine Wickersham, Umara Mir, Lauren Monroe Second row: Melissa Gilliam, Brianna Dowell, Hannah
Schilling, Alejandra Peira, Sarah Wallen, Omar Khatib, Alexandria Hollis, Elizabeth Donovan, Brenna Coogan, Phillip
Anderson, George Buchanan Top row: Amanda Kelly, James Stearman, Jacob Kelleher, William Gifford, Hannah Brownmiller,
Erin Coogan, Nadia Liss, Austin Son, Julianna Felsher, Lauren Dewees, Molly Bootman, Cody Bermudez

Black Student Alliance

First Row: Mecca Baker, Julian Denizard, Jasmine Holliday, Mina Johnson Second Row: Dionna Parker, Kyel Towler,
Ananda Ablack, Makaylla Davis, Autumn Taylor, Makailah Lee Top Row: Gabrielle Lewis, Kashaun Finch
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Women of Color

First Row: Mecca Baker, Julian Denizard, Jasmine Holliday, Mina Johnson Second Row: Dionna Parker, Kyel Towler, Ananda
Ablack, Makaylla Davis, Autumn Taylor, Makailah Lee Top Row: Gabrielle Lewis, Kashaun Finch

Asian Student Union

First Row: Alexandra Stark, Brandon Ly, Taeho Mitchener, Liem Nguyen, Ngan Phu, Riya Patel, Jennifer To
Second row: Antoine Prince, Mona Abdelhamid, Hannah Waring, Abishek Ramakrishnan, Mason Lee, Joanie Nguyen, Jessica
Nguyen Top row: Aurora Greenan, Xun Li .Jacob Kelleher,Jonathon Lo, Lizhao Li
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Student Ambassadors
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Pictured: Kaitlyn Ahrweiler, Jacob Allen, Alaina Anibler, Sara Amin, Cecilia Anderson, Lindsay Baxter, Hayley Becker, Sarah Beda, Samantha Beltran, Hannah Bennett,
Julianna Boettger, Kristen Bolger, Rachel Boyce, Hannah Bradshaw, Kevin Buckley, Christian Burnett, Sean Button, Nicholas Byrnes, Madison Calder, Lauren Calderaro, Julia
Chapman, Sean Clark, Alexander Cole, Colleen Coleman, Marissa Collier, Abigail Conde, Austin Crouch, Elle Jade Del Gallo, Meaghan Doherty, Casey Dwyer, Jessica Dymon,
Lydia Erickson, Thomas Fereday, Colleen Fowkes, Lori Friend, Brianna Gaston, Ellie Gavin, Olivia Gentilcore, Nicole Goff, Haley Graves, Daniel Greenfield, Kate Gurian, Dustin
Harris, Ashley Hellerstedt, Allison Hicks, Rachel Hoffman, Harry Hudome, Hannah Hudson, Laura Hurst, Kaelin Jernigan, Peyton Johnson, Madison Kambic, Eric Kaufmann,
Francesca King, Emma Korynta, Thomas Kwalwasser, Erica LaRocca, Amy Lebrecht, Sophie Lex, Haley Lipton, John Lobdell, James Loving, Emma Lowery, Reid Madison,
Francisco Marty, Madison Matarazzo, John McCormick, Kerry McCullagh, Sarah McGrath, Kaitlin McIntyre, Galen McNaughton, Alexander Mendoza, Faith Elizabeth
Mickens, Michael Miller, Hugh Mills, Haley Minter, Sabrina Moreno, Kathryn Morgan, Dana Morris, Cayhan Movaghari, Michelle Mullins, Molly Murphy, Brendan Nulty,
Katie O'Brien, Andrew O'Neill, Kasey Orange, Dyer Pace, Cory Petinga, Allison Pinello, Kathryn Preziotti, Kelly Quigley, Claire Rainville, Craig Rampersad, Stephanie Rathjen,
Rebecca Reid, Adrienne Reighard, Mason Riggs, Tara Riley, Hailey Rogers, Douglas Schilling, Nathan Sese, Carlton Seward, Samantha Sharret, Amanda Grace Shuman, Adam
Simpson, Robin Slothower, Ryan Soong, Melanie Southard, Ryan Stallman, Katherine Stankard, Anna Steenland, Jonathan Stein, Rachel Stone, Lizzet Suarez, Shawn Tuman,
Audrey Umana, Patrick Vigna, Casey YVeisbecker, Morgan White, Kathleen Willett, Nicole Wilson, Gillian Withers, Catherine York, Kathryn Young, Brendan Zack
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Gamma Phi Beta

Pictured: Miriam Abdulle, Shiri Abramovitch, Megan Adams, Leah Aebly, Katherine Alaniz, Macy Alexander, Ann Allred, Rachel Anderson, Megan Baird, Spencer Baidyga,
Megan Barbieri, Sydney Behling, Sydney Benson, Jessica Benton, Kristen Betzner, Sarah Bigler, Mazna Bilal, Kayla Birckhead, Allyson Blackburn, Emily Bloomfield, Lauren
Boccardo, Erica Boroshok, Maureen Bradley, Erin Brennan, Julia Brennan, Kayla Brice, Sarah Bridegunt, Julia Brodley, Taylor Bryan, Jessica Bucci, Jordan Butcher, Ashley Caron,
Carly Cashman, Sara Chamma, Yara Chamma, Monica Chiodo, Emma Cierski, Briana Cifelli, Mary Claiborne, Angela Click, Justice Colbert, Bailey Conner, Kalysta Contaras,
Lindsey Cramer, Allison Criswell, Christine Culko, Kailee Cunningham, Gianna Cutrone, Hannah Cuya, Samantha Damanda, Lauren Dameron, Sarah Darners, Makayla Davies,
Devan Davis, Julia DeBoard, Gabrielle DeCesare, Mariah Delgado, Kirsten DeZeeuw, Daniella Diaz, Elizabeth Donovan, Brenna Eakin, Jessica Eckhoff, Madeline Emerald,
Kayla Enoch, Emily Evans, Kaitlyn Farrell, Alexa Ferrara, Nicole Finegan, Mia Fisher, Megan Flannery, Caroline Flower, .Amanda Ford, Sarah Fowkes, Hannah Frazier, Jordan
Gamache, Cara Geiger, Katelyn Gelerman, Devyn Greenberg, Elizabeth Gross, Tori Gryglewski, Caitlin Haggerty, Haley Halcrow, Sholie Hanscom, Lena Harmata, Shanelle
Harrell, Ashley Harris, Annabel Hart, Olivia Hearn, Natalie Heberer, Ellison Hinkle, Sierra Hnatiuk, Lily Hoffman, Blaire Holman, Monica Hopkins, Sarah Houssami, Annie
Hudec, Amber Huggins, Abigail Isom, Sarah Johnston, Evelyn Johnston, Sara Joosten, Maya Kahalany, Bailey Katsarelis, Susan Kelly, Michaela Koep, Kelsey Kokkonen, Christina
Kormis, Katherine Kowalk, Emily Lacy, Alexis Lawson, Brooke Lederer, Salma Ledezma, Tess Leftwich, Fiorella Levine, Nicole Lombardi, Rachel Lybolt, Amanda Maciver,
Kaitlyn Maki, Lindsay Manchester, Caroline Mancino, Lindsey Margulis, Caroline Marney, Sabrina Marschke, Kathleen Martin, Macy Martin, Hannah McDade, Megan
McDonald, Brenna McFarland, Hannah McGann, Ciara McGovern, Fiona McHugh, Kaylee McLaren, Courtney McLaughlin, Ciara McMillin, Reilly McNamara, Kathryn
McNulty, Lydia Merachnik, Savannah Miklos, Rachel Miller, Allison Milot, Haley Minter, Peyton Mohrhusen, Meredith Moncure, Lauren Monroe, Theresa Montane, Carly
Morrisey, Maria Mummert, Meghan Mustgrave, Sarah Naeher, Danielle Nelson, Emily Nusbickel, Karly O’Brien, Tara Ordentann, Nicole Orlando, Katlyn Palka, Jordyn Palla,
Emily Parsons, Caileigh Pattisall, Veronica Petrikas, Renee Pino, Emily Pletzko, Sara Pompa, Brooke Potter, Cortni Potts, Madison Powell, Micaela Powers, Kathryn Preziotti,
Emma Prokesch, Kelly Quigley, Caroline Rainey, Emily Ranee, Lindsey Ray, Emily Reba, Alysson Reed, Madison Robertson, Gina Rossi, Lauren Rothmann, Gabriela Rudnik,
Erica Ruja, Megan Salter, Gwenyth Schiller, Courtney Siffert, Samantha Sikorski, Vanessa Siracusa, Sarah Sliwinski, Kelsey Snyder, Sophia Spero, Donna Spiteri, .Allison
Stamenkovich, Carson Stone, Julia Szekely, Jessica Tamis, Shelby Taylor, Paige Thompson, Caroline Towse, Kathleen Twigg, Kayla Vackner, Emily Visco, Zoe Viza- Fernandez,
Kelly Wallace, Tori Wallace, Michelle Whetstone, Sarah Wilen, Kelsea Wilkins, Evelyn Williamson, Rachel Wisner, Julia Wobensmith, Kacie Woodcock, Jessica Wright, Carly
Wright, .-Allyson Yoder, Christina Yonkoske, Avery York, Elizabeth A'uhas, Arianna Zoretich
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Alpha Phi Omega

Pictured: Olivia Weidie, Corey Smith, Cameron Robinson, Caroline Whitlow, Ryan Strand, Garrett Fuselier, Benjamin Seibert,
Stephanie Harrison, Dustin Norton, Katherine Gibson, Alexandra Lepecha, Connor Pangman, Amy Bruner, Sarah Mangan,
William Meara, Kyle Huott, Alexis Rogers, Kelsie Edmonds, Samantha Lazarus, Emma Ohlsson, Lauren Cudip, Haley Grove,
Claire Rafter, Mikayla Brown, Alexandra Miller, Colin Turner, Justice Baird, Emily Borkowski, Emily Williams, Daniel Kipp,
Amanda Harner, Logan Holley, Dustin Beckner, Troy Fries, Rebecca Roithmayr, Halle Groter, Rachel Hoffman, Caroline Fleury,
Hanna Yu, Samantha Frey, Mary Landy, Kaylin Miller, Madelaine Grygo, Abigail Searfoss, Cailin Dyer, Amanda Bow, Shelby
Olsen, Harlee Peterson, Loren Ambrose-Smith, Rozlan Basha, Christian Lamoureux, Lindsey Monito, Mary Pearsall, Brittany
Howard, Madeline Rinehart, Morgan Billingsley, Mary Grace McGregor, Sarah Pustizzi, Justin Hindle, Kyle Anderson, Amy
Lutick, Jenna Pittman, Nina Geleta, Olivia Huffman, Erica Wood, Alfred Williams, Colette Toma, Dylan Gay, Nahom Fissaha
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Club Handball

First Row: Patrick Moore, Gaven Jelinek, Graham Dwinnell, Flynn Ireland,Jackson Irby, Luke Cacioppo, Ngongbo Foncha, Kevin
Plunkett, Patrick Horn Top Row: David Marzi, Zachary Wenzler, James Garratt, Jackson Holland, Heath Morrison, Jonathan
Anthony, Nicholas Federovitch, Aaron Morgan, Thomas Fonti, Clarence Cilius, Ian Howell, Malcolm Anderson

- COB's Student Advisory Council

First Row: Niti Jadhav, Sydney Pridgen, Emily Alford, Paige Majdic, Markie Millsap Top row: Aiya Knap, Robert Gaertner,
Maaz Malik, David Gutierrez, Alec Loughran, Edward Hogan, Collin Buckley, Jake McMonagle
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Archery

First Row: Coach Bob Ryder, William Crowe, Cortland Burke, Holly Mangum, Lauren Palmieri, Ryoko Saito, Tegan Fjerstad,
Dana Lee, Zane Rigney, Alexander Dunham, Elena Hin, Emily Hensley, Anna Miscione, Matthew Petty, Brian Miles, Michaela
Kiehl, Rachel Jones, Christopher Cotter, Lauren Donnelly, Cody Horn, Allison Wilfong, Aaron Sackschewsky, Matias Lacroze,
Logan Olszewski, Coach Andy Puckett.

Madison Dance

Pictured: I .aurcn Monroe, Leila Ostria, Jessica Cree, Kyla Gualtieri, Kiersten Sanok, Casey Calloway, Marissa Quander, Jenna
Siehicn, Amy VanBuskirk, Delaney Del Gallo, Rachel Roessel, Hailey Knepp, Olivia Quinn, Kaitlin Hawes, Elizabeth Skaggs,
Karly O'Brien, Jillian Anderson, Jessica HufF, Erin Cassella, Rebecca Schanmier, Colleen Moran, Morgan Raymond, Taylor
Wilk, Ashley White, Bethany Hodges, Sara Avery, Alexis Cutchins, Shannon Thorne, Claire Har, Grace Wright, Sara Moncure,
\ ictoria Laviola, Maria Keulcr, Lindsey Ray, Courtney Rosser, Lara Fahmi, Danielle LaTesta
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon Pi

Pictured: Penelope Weinstein, Whitney Ricker, Amanda Myers, Rachel Epstein, Lilyanne Vogelson, Sarah Forstater, Rebecca
Lebedun, Alison Sail, Erica Berkowitz, Caroline Fox, Katherine Dillman, Flannali Balser, Deanna Sterling, Georgia Fraser

Table Tennis

First Row: Julianne Kouba, Angela Head, Breanna Brown, Lisajessen, Dean Smith, Declan Tyranski, John Clark
Second row: Madeline Riesenberg, Margaret Card-Silache, Kristina Madden, Andrew Everett, Jack Foster, Casey I hompson
Top row: Tyler Machi, Seyedkamyar Zojaji, Zachary Strasberg, Ryan Baldwin, Madeleine DiFolco, Richard Holden, Shane
Daveler, David Alexander
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ANTHROPOLOGY
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
ENGLISH
HISTORY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
JUSTICE STUDIES
MEDIA ARTS AND DESIGN
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PUBLIC POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
SOCIOLOGY
WRITING, RHETORIC, ANDTECHNICALCOMMUNICATION

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS
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Joseph Andrews | Justice Studies

Tsion Armidie | Sociology

Taylor Asgard | Communication Studies

Florence Babatunde | Justice Studies

Rachel Barton | History

Saskia Beitzell | Media Arts and Design

Heather Bell | Media Arts and Design

Angelina Benedetti-Flores | Communications

Rachel Bergstresser | Anthropology
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Hannah Beverage | Public Policy

Lauren Blitz | Communication Studies

Britton Boyce | History

Kristen Brauer | Political Science

Samantha Bravo | Communication Studies

Katherine Brooks | English

Mikaela Byrd | International Affairs

Gaten Cancino | History

Sean Clark | Modern Foreign Languages
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Jordan Cook | Communication Studies

Danielle Davis | Communication Studies

Julia Day | History

Olivia Depasquale | Writing, Rhetoric and
Technical Communication

Kathryn Dix | Communication Studies

Michael Dolzer | Writing, Rhetoric and
Technical Communication

Reagan Elliot | International Affairs

Kendra Ellis | Anthropology

Rebecca Evans | Writing, Rhetoric and
Technical Communication
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Zeba Farha | International Affairs

Austin Figueroa | Political Science

Eric Fox | Philosophy and Religion

Meagan Foy | English

Anne Franks | Media Arts and Design

Jacqueline Garcia | Media Arts and Design
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Garland Graves | Justice Studies

Morgan Greene | Communication Studies

Hailey Hagan | International Affairs

Stephen Harran IV | Media Arts and Design

Mary Margaret Hawkins | Modern Foreign
Languages

Taylor Hollowood | Communication Studies

Sarah Houk | Communication Studies

Cassey Jennings | Communication Studies

Davon Jones | Writing, Rhetoric and
Technical Communication
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Halee Jones | Sociology

Madison Kambic | English

Kristian Kama KC | International Affairs

Alyssa Kidwell | English

Teresa King | Media Arts and Design

Kathryn Krawczyk | Communication Studies

Jennifer Lemay | Anthropology

Brittany Leuth | Communication Studies

Amanda Lewis | Media Arts and Design
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Karlee Lewis | Writing, Rhetoric and
Technical Communication

Anthea Liu | Media Arts and Design

Andrew Liverman | History

Rachael Lockwood | Communication
Studies

Justin Long | Philosophy and Religion

Charles Lowrance III | Political Science

Amy Lutick | History

Abriel Maldonado | Communication
Studies

Nicole Mangialardi | Writing, Rhetoric and
Technical Communication
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Madelyn Marfurt-Levy | Modern Foreign
Languages

Emily Martin | Public Policy and
Administration

Tasia Matthews | Modern Foreign
Languages

Jenny McCartney | Communication Studies

Kathryn Miller | Communication Studies

Kelly Moss | Political Science

Jessica Mrozek | Communication Studies

Patricia Rose Nealon | Sociology

Kate Nicholson | Communication Studies
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Lauren Obaugh | History

Dalton Olson | Anthropology

Hyunji Park | Media Arts and Design

Nina Pastor | Sociology

Kwanjai Pryor | Justice Studies

Molly Reichhard | Communication Studies

Danielle Richardson | Justice Studies

Rebecca Roithmayr | Communication

Joseph Salvatelli | Sociology

Studies
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Kirsten San Nicolas | International Affairs

Anna Sanchez | Media Arts and Design

Evan Schartow | Communication Studies

Lauren Sloan | Communication Studies

Kaitlyn Smith | Political Science

Sovanpechta Sok | International Affairs

Tyler Stanley | History

Ana Maria Stella | International Affairs

Shannon Sullivan | Anthropology
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Grant Summers | Communication Studies

Rachael Talento | Justice Studies

Megan Toomy | Media Arts and Design

Yasmine Vaughan | History

Samantha Webster | Media Arts and
Design

Emily Willett | English
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Tristan Williamson | International Affairs

Mei Wimmer | Media Arts and Design

Nancy Wood | Media Arts and Design

Tyler Yeatts | Sociology
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BUSINESS
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ACCOUNTING
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ECONOMICS
FINANCE
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
QUANTITATIVE FINANCE
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Roberto Alcocer Aguila | Management

Hamed Alkalbani j Management

Rene Arechiga | Accounting

Keelee Armor | Sport and Recreation
Management

Jane Aronds | Hospitality Management

Chelsea Bendick | Hospitality Management

Sarah Bigler | Management

Matthew Bocchi | Hospitality Management

Ida Britez | Marketing
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Alan Burgess | Hospitality Management

Jingyi Chen | Computer Information

Keren Chen | Marketing

Systems

Yiyun Chen | Hospitality Management

Ziyun Chen | Finance

Colin Clark | Management

Troy Clark | Accounting

Cassidy Clements | Sport and Recreation
Management

Toni Clubb | Hospitality Management
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Megan Crampton | Hospitality Management

Conor Crowley | Marketing

Hannah Deal | Management

Thomas Dean | Sport and Recreation

Brian Demaio | Finance

Yang Ding | Marketing

Ryan Doherty | Management

Brett Drozdowski | Computer Information

Management

Antonio Diz | Marketing

Systems
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Rachel Epstein | Management

Lyndsay Evans | Hospitality Management

Dana Eyer | Sport and Recreation
Management

William Furlow | Management

Mary Gibson | Hospitality Management

Gian Gonzalez | Economics

Christian Gray | Computer Information

Tori Gryglewski | Sport and Recreation

David Gutierrez | Computer Information

Systems

Management

Systems

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS |

Kyle Hanula | Quantitative Finance

Shanelle Harrell | Sport and Recreation
Management

Kimberly Herrock | Sport and Recreation
Management

Sein Lei Hnin | Hospitality Management

Taylor Holmes | Hospitality Management

Grant Horun | Finance

Johnathon Hoyns | Computer Information

Weiqiang Huang | Hospitality Management

Michael Humphrise It | Computer

Systems
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Information Systems

£. HI
Niti Jadhav | Management

Cheyenne Johnson | Hospitality Management

Lina Katemtou | Accounting

Reed Kieler | Sport and Recreation

Allison Kinneberg | Marketing

Le Kuai | Computer Information Systems

Management

Wenqian Liu | Accounting

Erin Logush | Computer Information

Juan Lopez | Marketing

Systems
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Shasha Luo | Accounting

Bhoomika Manjunath | Management

John McCaffery | Finance

Kyle McGill | Computer Information
Systems

Olivia McKay | Marketing

Kylie McLaughlin | Finance

Joel McLean II | Sport and Recreation
Management

Mitchell Meleski | Finance

Jessica Mongold | Hospitality Management
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Natalie Nguyen | Management

Ni Khanh N9L*yen | International Business

Quan Nguyen | Computer Information
Systems

Haley Nininger | Marketing

Wenxiao Niu | Hospitality Management

Gramm Nixon | Computer Information
Systems

Christopher O'Keefe | Finance

Curtis Oliver | Hospitality Management

Aiyra Pangilinan | Management
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Karan Parikh | Hospitality Management

Matthew Phillips | Computer Information
Systems

Allison Pinello | Sport and Recreation
Management

Jessica Pinello | Hospitality Management

Carly Potomic | Hospitality Management

Maura Prisco | Finance

Matthew Reed | Economics

Mary Reynolds | Hospitality Management

Kateland Rojanavongse | Computer
Information Systems
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Rachel Rowley | Hospitality Management

Keith Scofield | Computer Information
Systems

Blake Seymour | Sport and Recreation
Management

James Sheridan | Finance

Collin Shifflett | Finance

Molly Smith | Hospitality Management

Caroline Sullivan | Marketing

Robert Supcoe II | Hospitality Management

Nicole Swindell | Marketing
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Jessica Tan | Marketing

Ruth Taye | Computer Information Systems

Richard Thomas | Management

Alexandra Trask | Sport and Recreation
Management

John Trelawny | Sport and Recreation
Management

Christina Trombadore | Hospitality
Management
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Handi Wang | Finance

Ryan Wimble | Management

Ziyu Xu | Marketing

Kaicheng Yang | Computer Information
Systems

Dan Yao | Hospitality Management

Bethany Yates | Management

Christina Yonkoske | Hospitality
Management

Yui Yoshida | Computer Information

Xinge Zhang | Computer Information

Systems

Systems
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LLEGE OF

EDUCATION
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INTERDISCIPLINARY LIBERAL STUDIES
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Katie Bagley | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Christine Barbieri | Interdisciplinary Liberal

Shelby Cooke | Interdisciplinary Liberal

Nicolette Corsi | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Elayna Cross | Interdisciplinary Liberal

Studies

Kelly Dooley | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Meagan Eckl | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Kaitlyn Fowler | Interdisciplinary Liberal
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Studies

Brittany Bell | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Studies

Studies

Claire Gardiner | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Kristin Harris | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Skylar Hoelz | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Robin Lauber | Interdisciplinary Liberal

Ashley Little | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Jessica Rahn | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Jennifer Stewart | Interdisciplinary Liberal

Jessica Thoppil | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Studies

Katie Scupp | Interdisciplinary Liberal
Studies

Studies
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Amanda Trenchard | Interdisciplinary

Emma Ware | Interdisciplinary Liberal

Liberal Studies

Studies
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BEHAVIORAL
STUDIES-
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ATHLETIC TRAINING
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
DIETETICS
HEALTH SCIENCES
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
KINESIOLOGY
NURSING
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIAL WORK
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Doreen Addison | Health Sciences

Julianne Agudo | Communication Sciences
and Disorders

Ashley Amoia | Health Sciences

Tiarra Andrews-Owens | Psychology

Megan Arey | Social Work

Grace Aronds | Health Services
Administration

Brittany Asante | Health Sciences

Collin Ashley | Health Sciences

Frehiwet Assefa | Health Sciences
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Gloria Baiden | Health Sciences

Dustin Beckner | Communication Sciences

Andrea Bailey | Communication Sciences

Ashton Banglesdorf | Health Services

and Disorders

Administration

Kathleen Bidad | Health Sciences

Gina Bischof | Nursing

Breanna Bosley | Nursing

Anna Bosworth | Health Sciences

and Disorders

Katherine Blanton | Nursing
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Jill Calvani | Health Sciences

Nguyen Cao | Health Services
Administration

Elise Carlson | Dietetics

Kirsten Carter | Health Sciences

Paige Casto | Psychology

Nicole Caston | Health Sciences

Breanna Chewey | Health Sciences

Samantha Cohen | Health Sciences

Sydney Cole | Psychology
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Clarissa Cooper | Health Sciences

Lattiesha Dark | Health Sciences

Breanna Davidson | Kinesiology

Christina Delconzo | Health Services
Administration

Angelique Demeo | Kinesiology

Elizabeth Dent | Health Sciences

Victoria Devincent | Health Services
Administration

Stephen Di Salvo | Health Services
Administration

Kaitlynn Durkin | Kinesiology
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James Edwards | Psychology

Megan Evans | Health Sciences

Katherine Formeller | Social Work

Rhukayat Giwa | Health Services
Administration

Laura Grajales | Kinesiology

Danielle Greer | Health Sciences

Lakeisha Hawkins | Psychology

Damon Hayes | Health Sciences

Tomi Hensley | Health Sciences
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Samantha Horton | Psychology

Suzanne Hoskinson | Kinesiology

Haley Jacobs | Health Sciences

Jacob Kelleher | Health Services
Administration

Emily Knox | Psychology

Xavier Lambert | Psychology

Kierra Lynch | Communication Sciences and

Jillian Malo | Psychology

Heather McKay | Health Sciences

Disorders
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Mychal Mendoza | Nursing

Kristina Migo | Psychology

Azure Minor | Health Sciences

Kiana Kyle Misterio | Health Sciences

Pamela Molnar | Communication Sciences
and Disorders

Constance Morrison | Health Sciences

John Moss | Health Sciences

Rachael Naradko | Health Sciences

Sophia O'Connor | Nursing
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Dylan Owens | Health Sciences

Valerie Pagan | Health Sciences

Meredith Popernack | Communication
Sciences and Disorders

Scarlet Racey | Social Work

Elizabeth Redford | Communication
Sciences and Disorders

Alexandra Rehkemper | Health Services
Administration

Rebecca Reid | Communication Sciences

Diana Rivera | Health Sciences

Allison Rocha | Social Work

and Disorders
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Sydney Salter | Nursing

Laura Samuels | Kinesiology

Molly Seybert | Psychology

Karlee Smith | Health Sciences

Allison Stamenkovich | Health Sciences

Katelynn Stragand | Health Sciences

Caitlyn Sullivan | Psychology

Lindsey Thompson | Health Sciences

Michael Tolerico | Health Sciences
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Andrew Uliana | Kinesiology

Madison Ulmer | Health Sciences

Emily Vaught | Psychology

Emily Vayo | Communication Sciences and

Brianna Vogel | Health Sciences

Colleen Wallace | Nursing

Ashley Watson | Communication Sciences
and Disorders

Diana Webb | Health Sciences

Disorders

Jacob Waterman | Health Sciences
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Connor Williams | Nursing

Jaela Wilson | Athletic Training

Gillian Withers | Communication Sciences
and Disorders

Regen Zimmerman | Health Sciences
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Abigail Windisch | Communication Sciences
and Disorders
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
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INTEGRATED
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
GEOGRAPHIC SCIENCE
INTEGRATED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS

Abdulrahman Al-Qas | Integrated Science
and Technology

Saud Mohammed Alhelali | Computer
Science

Brenna Artman | Integrated Science and
Technology

David Black | Engineering

Bryan Browne | Engineering

Lauren Campbell | Intelligence Analysis

Christian Chenault | Computer Science

Sophie Cienski | Intelligence Analysis

Connor England | Engineering
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Morgan Felix | Engineering

Christopher Frome | Computer Science

Kiva Gayle | Integrated Science and
Technology

Austen Hendrickson | Engineering

Andrew Huddleston | Engineering

Mark Kerby | Integrated Science and
Technology

Wade Knaster | Engineering

Sara Kraeutler | Integrated Science and
Technology

Jenifer Lee | Integrated Science and
Technology
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Meixuan Lyu | Computer Science

David Manzer | Geographic Science

Gregory Marrs | Engineering

John Nevin | Engineering

Julius Nevin | Integrated Science and
Technology

Winifred Opoku | Engineering

Brandon Perry | Integrated Science and
Technology

Peyton Pittman | Engineering

Nicholas Reist | Integrated Science and
Technology
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Brooks Rice | Geographic Science

Nathaniel Silva | Computer Science

Bradley Smith | Integrated Science and
Technology

Patricia Soriano | Computer Science

Emily Trawick | Integrated Science and
Technology

Thomas Vance | Geographic Science

David Washington | Geographic Science

Meade Wayland | Integrated Science and
Technology

Joseph Winn | Engineering
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MATHEMATICS
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BIOLOGY
BIOCHEMISTRY
BIOTECHNOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
EARTH SCIENCE
GEOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS | 315
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Eric Allen | Biotechnology

Ajongako Atabong | Biotechnology

Nicholas Branca | Biology

Keyon Carter | Chemistry

Michael Colonna | Biology

Arielle Cromer | Biology

Madison Engel | Chemistry

Tryphena Frimpong | Biotechnology

Robert Given | Physics

Sameika Graham | Biology

Sheikh Hossain | Biology

Linbing Hu | Statistics

Rachel Judy | Biology

Vivian Lam | Biology

Amy Lebrecht | Mathematics

Patrick Maxwell | Physics

Megan McDonald | Biology

Amy Nuccitelli | Mathematics
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Ellen Orie | Mathematics

Luisa Paz | Biology

Melika Rahmani-Mofrad | Biology

Shabnam Shukrullah | Biology

Madison Thomas | Biotechnology

Peyton Thompson | Biology

Morgan Treon | Earth Science

Sarah Wallen | Mathematics
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PERFORMING
ARTS-
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
ART HISTORY
GRAPHIC DESIGN
INTERIOR DESIGN
MUSIC
THEATRE AND DANCE
STUDIO ART

COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS | 323

Madelyn Clark | Studio Art

Riana Delucca | Studio Art

Christion Edwards | Theatre and Dance

Rachel Reynolds | Graphic Design

Katarina Saxon | Industrial Design

Jenna Schneider | Theatre and Dance
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Hayley Tilghman | Graphic Design

Deborah Trader | Studio Art

Kathryn Venne | Music

Lily Warner | Theatre and Dance

Lauren Waselik | Studio Art

Claire Wayand | Graphic Desigr
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BLUESTONE STAFF
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First Row: Alexandra Orndahl, Gabriela Baker, Katherine Repholz, Vivian Dang, Talia Davis, Kathryn Downing, Anna Connole
Top Row: Dominique Dean, Hannah Kaufman, Zoe Astroulakis, Alexander Scott, Hayley Verdeyen, Mary Katherine Foley.
Kendall Herlica, Sara Banton, Jennifer Bleecker, Sydney Kane

Pre-Professional Health Advising
Ground Floor
University Advising
Institute for Visual Studies
Second Floor
Mathema
Third FIc
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

TAYLOR ASGARD
What a year it has been! Coming
into this position, I had no idea what to
expect. I am not exaggerating when I say
that this book would not have been finished
without everyone who was involved. I am so
appreciative of every single one of you.
John- You are truly my right-hand
man. From being my “high-key IT guy”
to traveling to Charlottesville with me for
yearbook workshops, we made a great team.
Your congeniality and sense of humor
made such a difference during our deadline
weekends. You never failed to make us
laugh. I am amazed at your ability to think
outside the box, some of the stories in this
book never would have happened without
you. Your desire to help others shows
through your efforts with the staff members.
The Bluestone is so lucky to have you as
“management” for a whole new year!
Chrissy- Your individuality
is something to marvel at. You are so
unapologetically you, and that is something
everyone strives toward. You are such a
talented writer and editor, and you have
so much passion for everything you do. I
love seeing how much you care about this
publication, and about everyone involved
with it. Thank you for keeping me company
while you are eating lunch in the office
(because I live here), I will miss our lunch
dates and random conversations about
anything and everything! Never stop being
you, especially with your purple eyeliner (it’s
your thing)!
Abby- Your creativity and innate
ability to make things beautiful has been
such an asset to this publication this year.
You have so many great ideas, and you
execute them flawlessly. I am always so
impressed with your organization and
meticulousness; it really helps keep this
book running. I will forever appreciate your
hilarious subheads and your writing on
the “Deadline Thoughts” list; it made long
deadline weekends a little easier. You will
do such amazing things as Editor-in-Chief,
and I am very sad that I will not be around
to see it. I am so proud of you for taking
on this role, and I know you will do it with
poise and enthusiasm!
Carley- I am consistentlyblown away by your talents and your
efficiency. You are such an amazing artist,
photographer, and editor, and it is hard to
334 | CLOSING

imagine anybody else in your role. As the
only returning member of editorial board,
you were such a big help to the rest of
us. I appreciate you being open to all the
changes, you adjusted to them all without
a misstep. Thank you keeping us laughing
with your hilarious stories, and also for
opening up so much to each one of us. I am
so grateful for your honesty and realness
throughout this year. Here is hoping your
third year on editorial board will be your
greatest one yet!
The Bluestone Staff- You all have
created such beautiful work. I am so proud
not only to have you on staff but to know
each one of you. You all should be very
proud of yourselves. Keep being you, and
keep making yourselves proud. I cannot wait
to see what you accomplish in the future!
Dr. Rankin- You have been such
a great faculty adviser and mentor to me
this year. I always enjoyed our meetings,
and I valued the open communication we
had. I certainly will never misuse "quote" or
"academics" again! Thank you for all you
do. We appreciate you so much.
To my family- Thank you for
always being my biggest fans. Whether
it was asking for updates or beingunderstanding of my not being able
to answer my phone during deadline
weekends, your support was amazing. I love
you all so much.

To my sorority family: Caitlin,
Emily, Nicolette, Nikki, Shelby, and
Veronica: Thank you all for being my break
when I needed it. You all had such a huge
role in restoring my sanity when I was
overwhelmed with completing the book, so
thanking you here seems natural. Getting
closer with you all has been a highlight
of my senior year, and I treasure our
friendship, laughs, and inside jokes. Here's
to many more memories made in the future!
I will forever treasure the memories
made this year as Editor-in-Chief. It has
been crazy at times, but I would not trade
this experience for anything. I am so
thankful for each of you, and I can only
hope that I had a fraction of the impact on
your lives that you have had on mine.

MANAGING EDITOR

JOHN KELLY
To My Heroes,
I feel like every editor letter starts

found all the smol abs in the office! I’ve had a

It’s been a crazy ride in this

off talking about how disgusting the mustard

blasty blast with you pal, and it looks like I'm

disgusting, mustard yellow felted room, but

yellow felt walls of the office are. I guess this

probably going to be stuck in this office with

I wouldn’t have it any other way. I had the

one’s no different. But, something's special

you for the next few years so I’m glad to call

best staff and ed board anyone could ask

about that room with those wierd walls that

you friend.

for. You all truly made this an unforgettable

made me excited for deadline weekends.

To Taylor, our glorious leader and

experience and I can’t thank any of you

There can be only one explanation for why I

Editor-in-Chief. Working on this book had its

kept coming back, and that's either my fellow

tense moments, as all things do, but you were

next year, I couldn’t be more excited to work

editors or Stockholm Syndrome. Both are

always there to reign us in and keep us on

with you again. To everyone else, it’s been

task. Not only did you keep our motivation in

amazing and I wish you all the best of luck in

check, but you made sure we had fun doing

the years to come. Godspeed.

equally plausable.
To Abby, our esteemed designer
and deadline scribe. Your design work never

it. From Clay Aiken inspired hot deadline

ceases to amaze me, then again, I avoid

tracks to High School Musical, you kept

InDesign like the plague so I don’t know

morale high when we needed it most. Heck, I

how much that means to you. At times it felt

don’t even like High School Musical, but I’d

like you were the only person in the room to

be lying if I said I wasnt jarnmin' out. It has

understand my strange and sort of deranged

been an absolute honor working with you,

sense of humor. I’ll never forget how many

and I wish you nothing but the best in

stupid jokes I made that would result in

grad school.

complete silence in the room aside from your

I’d like to take a moment and

quiet snickering in the corner. You’re going to

thank my fan club back at home. To Big

make an amazing Editor-in-Chief and I can’t

Aunt Margie and Barbara: thank you for

wait to work with you again. You’re a germ,

encouraging me and taking interest in the

keep doing you Abitha.

book. To Little Aunt Margie and Uncle Peter:

To Carley, our illustrious

enough. To everyone sticking around for

thank you for sticking by me and supplying

photography expert and captioneer. I don’t

with everything I needed to succeed. To

think I’ll ever be able to forgive you for

Grammy and Grandma Kelly: I know you’re

denying my quad cat photo to Through Your

both my biggest fans and I can’t wait see your

Lens... twice. But, despite how much I love

faces when you get a copy of the book. To

that photo, I would trade it for you and your

Ma and Fluff: To think, just two years ago

work any day. I’ll always remember our long

I was hiding in a dark room, barely able to

nights in your corner of the room trying

read because of a horrendous brain injury,

to come up with the infamous Bluestone

and now I’m the managing editor of a 300+

captions. I’d be sitting there, stumbling over

page book in Virginia. I don’t know if I could

my words in a sleep deprived haze and you’d

have made it this far without you and I am

be flying through page after page of soul

truly blessed to be your son. To all my other

crushing caption writing. I’d like to think I

friends and family that I didn’t have space to

was helpful, but we all know it was all you. I

thank, you know who you are and I love you.

look forward to working with you next year. I
hope High School Musical 3 was even better
than you imagined.
To Chrissy, our distinguished word
smith and organ specialist. It’s crazy to think
I was scared of you when we first met, but
who’d blame me with those piercing, lipreading eyes you have. I learned quickly that
you're a great friend and a fantastic editor.
Your impeccable taste in music and vines
kept me kicking through the long deadline
weekends. As the youngest members ol
the ed board, we got into some wacky
shenanigans. I still can’t believe Abby hasn’t
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COPY EDITOR

CHRISSY GARRETT
Thank you to my parents for being

Abby:

Taylor:

Smol Ab! Thank you for always

Thank you so much for your

the best parents of course, and for giving

countless hours of work and tireless

laughing at my It's Always Sunny references

me the best opportunity of all, education,

effort that have made our book a success.

and for always retorting with an equal

and thank you for always being supportive,

Thank you for being our fearless leader,

amount of references. Thank you for always

I love you guys. Thank you to the staffers

we appreciate the heckity heck out of you!

making random, but mostly true, mernes

for designing, photographing, and writing

Thank you for being my lunch buddy and

of me. Thank you for always making me

so well, we couldn't have done this without

telling me stories as 1 eat my veggie burger,

laugh, whether its with funny videos that I

you. Thank you to all of my friends, both

it’s moments like those that have really

somehow have never seen, or just all on your

the aforementioned and not, I love each and

brought us closer. Thank you for filling

own. You are so kind and sweet, talented

every one of you, and I wish I could write

deadline weekends with your contagious

and hilarious. I have loved getting to know

a letter thanking all of you individually as

laughter. Thank you for constantly

you better through this experience, and I am

well; I can’t imagine my life without you all.

jamming to music of all kinds, everything

excited to see you thrive as Editor-in-Chief

from “Gucci Gang,” to Hercules’ “Gospel

next year!

Truth.” Thank you for being the mom of
our group, guiding us, helping us keep our
focus, laughing at our jokes, and helping us

This has been a wonderful
experience that I feel very fortunate to have.
Thank goodness I decided to apply one day

John:

thinking that I wouldn't get it. I can’t wait to
Thank you for managing to be

come back next year and learn even more,

grow. I wish you the best of luck in graduate

my yearbook partner in crime (jokes, and

and make even more memories with you

school and all future endeavors!

pranks of course). Thank you for always

awesome people.

managing to make deadline weekends more
Carley:

exciting with your hijinks, puns, and corny
You always bust out your

jokes that I always find myself laughing

wonderful photos so speedy fast, laugh

at. And thank you for always managing to

with us, and all while looking flawless, it's

laugh at my jokes no matter how completely

so impressive! Your obsession with The

not-funny they might be. Finally, thank

Greatest Showman, despite having never

you for managing to be my friend. I look

seen it is so funny to me; that night you sang

forward to being on ed-board with you next

along to its soundtrack for hours was iconic,

year and hopefully the year after that!

I truly hope that you get to see it soon, and
also Cars 3 and High School Musical 3, this
is getting crazy! I have loved growing closer
with you through laughing (and working
of course) during deadline weekends,
and meetings. Thank you for letting me
vent to you, for writing a million captions,
for laughing with me, and being the best
elegant but tough cat there is!
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DESIGN EDITOR

ABIGAIL MUMMA
I just want to preface this letter by

but also your willingness to learn and assist

My family — Thank you for your

saying that working on the design of this

anyone else in their work. You truly are the

continued support, I wouldn’t have made it

publication has been one of the greatest

embodiment of a Shiba Inu; kind, short, a

even as half as far as I am without you. Also

experiences I’ve had at college. For my first

little goofy, and loved by everyone. I also owe

thank you for taking care of Tucker and

year at JMU I wasn’t really in any clubs and

you my eternal gratitude for selecting and

Dolly in my absence, I can’t wait to see all of

organizations, and I felt like I was waiting for

labeling our spirit dogs/cats.

you again.

the day my college experience was actually
going to feel like college. Being part of the

Carley - First of all, thank you for

At the beginning of this year I didn’t

your patience with being my deskmate. When

know what to expect. I felt like maybe I was

Bluestone has felt like what I was meant to be

I start working my stuff goes everywhere and

in over my head with a bunch of people I

doing from day one.

you never once complained about that. I’m

didn’t know. I’m so glad I was wrong. So

so glad you are a part of this organization,

thank you again, to everyone on the Editorial

been what it was without the people I work

This experience wouldn’t have

I can’t imagine anyone else handling your

Board for your patience, your support, and

with, including all the staff and especially

job as well as you do. You’re organized and

your kindness. I can’t put into words how

my designers that have made me so proud.

efficient, and are always willing to help with

much I look forward to serv ing, guiding, and

I know that everyone who flips through this

caption duty even though I know you wish

challenging you as Editor-in-Chief next year.

book will be impressed with the work you

you were doing about anything else. Every

have created this year. You guys mean so

time I look at the wall and see “Elegant

much to us and we appreciate the effort you

but Tough Fluffy Cat” written next to your

put into loving this book as much as we do.
Taylor - You really were the leader

name I crack up because it fits you so well.
You carry yourself with poise but wouldn’t

we needed this year. You were supportive

let anyone push you around. I hope that

and helpful, and always knew when to give

sometime soon you get to finally achieve your

us a break on deadline weekends, and when

lifetime dream of seeing Cars 3.

to help reel us back in. Much like a Border
Collie, you were the cool and collected
leader we needed to help keep us in line. I’ve
learned so much from watching you work,
and I hope that next year I can emulate your
sound judgement and work ethic. I’m going
to miss your guidance and of course the fact
that you let us enjoy some of your campus
cookies during deadline weekend.
John - Thank you for being the
person that did all the jobs that we either
couldn’t figure out or needed help with.
You’re a hard worker who doesn’t mind
getting their hands dirty, but at the same
time is cracking jokes to make everyone
laugh. Actually while I was writing this I
found another picture that you had hidden
in the office, and I have a feeling that I am
going to spend the next year finding more. I
don’t know why a Siberian Husky fits your
personality so well, but it just does. I look
forward to you being my right-hand man
next year, and I know your enthusiasm will
continue to make this all possible.
Chrissy - Thanks for laughing at
my stupid jokes about Danny DeVito. Your
sense of humor never fails to light up my day.
Whatever you lack in stature you make up for
tenfold in personality. I am so proud of how
much you do, from WXJM, to design, and
copy of course. I’m always so impressed with
your thoroughness and care with writing,
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Abby - You and I were lucky enough to share what is basically

Change is something I’ve always had a hard time adjusting to.
Luckily for me. I’ve had a lot of practice over the course of my college

one large desk together, and I'm so happy I got to do so with you. Over

career. Although change is difficult, with it comes a breath of fresh air—

the course of the year, I noticed that you and I have a lot of similarities,

new feelings, new people, new places, new experiences.

which made getting accustomed to the change that this year brought a

Going into my second year as the Photo Editor for The Bluestone, I

lot easier. Thank you for making this book so beautiful and for putting

found myself facing a lot of changes, which was hard, but I also found

so much of your time into it. I’m so excited to see how next year will go

myself meeting a lot of new people which I’m grateful for. If it wasn’t

as you being the HBIC. I’m thinking this office will start to see a little bi

for the rest of the editors and the yearbook staff, I would’ve found this

of that inner diva inside of you, that I’m sure a little Shania Twain coul

change to be far more difficult than it was.

bring out.

Taylor - Thank you for keeping us in line and on track. Unlike

To the rest of the staff - Thank you so much for all the beautif

previous years in The Bluestone history, we found ourselves leaving

stories, designs, and photographs you all were able to bring to the book.

deadline weekends at a reasonable time! You brought in a new kind

You have given the book life. Thank you to my photographers for giving

of leadership and devoted yourself to the position. You are such a

everyone a glimpse into each page, I will forever appreciate your hard

hard-working, persistent, and strong individual. Your determination is

work!

remarkable not only to me, but the rest of the group too. I’m so excited
to see where life takes you after graduation, because I know you have
bright things ahead of you.

To my mom, sister, and boyfriend Marc - Thank you for being
there for me through everything. Whenever I had a breakdown or need<
to vent, you were there to listen and suggest solutions. I will always be

John - What is your job again? Just kidding. Thank you, John,

indebted to you guys and love you all so much.

for being so helpful when any of us needed it. Whether it was a computer
issue, personal problem, or we simply needed a laugh, you came through.

This year has been a blast and I’m so happy to have had this

You are one of the sweetest people I have met, at least when you wanted

change. Thanks for letting me serve as the Photo Editor for a second

to be. Your ability to “manage” is impeccable, but your ability to get

year.

under someone’s skin is even more impressive (that someone being me, of
course.) Thank you for all your hard work this year and for being such a
good listener when sometimes I just needed to talk and be listened to. I’ve
luckily made it a second year without your cat photo making the book, so
I guess we’ll have to see if I can go three for three next year.
Chrissy - Oh sweet Chrissy. You are hands down one of the
most unique people I have gotten the pleasure to meet. You make me
laugh and smile, but hands down, you make me want to be a better
person. You accept everyone for who they are which is a beautiful trait
to own. Thank you for being such a great copy editor and for coming up
with some rather “punny” headers. You were able to mix getting work
done while having fun so seamlessly. I am always impressed with your
five foot self.
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COLOPHON
PRODUCTION
A student staff created "The Bluestone 2018, Volume 109" with aid from our publisher, Balfour, located in Dallas,
Texas. The editors used Macintosh versions of Adobe Creative Suite to create all 352 pages, covering events from
March 2017 to Match 2018. Tami and Scott Stalcup served as the publishing representatives and Angela Holt
served as the account executive for this volume.

COVER AND ENDSHEETS
Design Editor Abigail Mumma created the cover design for "The Bluestone 2018." The cover photo, opening
photo, and closing phtoto were taken by Sydney Kane.

TYPOGRAPHY AND COLORS
"The Bluestone 2018" used the Avenir font family for headers and subheaders, and the Baskenille font family
for body copy and captions. Body copy was 10-point with 12-point leading, and captions were 8-point with
9-point leading.
There were four colors used to construct the theme of the book:
| Purple: C=63 M=67 Y=0 K=0
Gold: C=25 M=25 Y=37 K=0
Blue: C=55 M=9 Y=0 K=0
Light Blue: C=12 M=7 Y=0 K=0

PHOTOGRAPHY
Unless otherwise noted, the staff took all photographs featured in the yearbook. Portraits in the academic
section were taken by Prestige Portraits.

EDITORIAL
Editorial content does not necessarily represent the views of the university. The editor-in-chief accepts
responsibility for all content in the yearbook.

CONTACT
" 1 he Bluestone" office was located in Roop Hall, Room G-6. The staffs primary address was MSC 3522, 800 S.
Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The editor-in-chiefs email address wasjmu.bluestone@gmail.com.
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